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This study is concerned with the origin and meaning
of Indian geographic names in Mississippi — only* however#
of those names which are derived from the dialects of the
tribe© that at some time were settled within the Mississippi
Territory* Imported names* brought into ^leslsaippl from
other geographical sections by white settlers* and pseudo*
Indian names are not treated* Pronunciation® of names ©re
given when reasonably accurate data were available*
fie the primary ate of th® study is linguistic* no
greet deni of attention has been given to tb® history and
legend of those Indian tribes which have lived in the ter
ritory now comprising the state of Mississippi*
Inspiration for conducting such mm investigation
has been provided b y the hope that In time m complete
collection of all geographic names derived from, the dia
lects of the S'uskhogesn family m a y be achieved*
A

In the preparation of this dissertation* free tise
has been mad© of ©11 publication® concerned with Indian
place—nemos end. with tb© history of the Indian tribes In
the fbrXf States* tfuch use has been m d e
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©Iso of maps of the

Mississippi Territory and of the sectional stu^veyo of the
0* a* Department of Agriculture and of the T7* 3 * nmt*
Department# 3**© spellings employed upon early maps and. In
©srly documents have been the principal clue to the orlg**
inal forms of the names# Frequently# in the case of at reams#
eighteenth and nineteenth century cartographera have given
the English translation beside the Indian designation# Tin*
fortunately# however# the translation ia not always quite
accurate*
A© most Indian geogra.ph.te names In Mississippi ere
derived from the Choctaw# interpretation becomes rather
simple as soon as anything like the original form is
reached.# for w© ere vary fortunate in having nn excellent
dictionary of the Choctaw language* Scarcely half of the
Indian nemos which regain to-day In Mississippi appear on
the earlier maps* however* Only the principal watercourses
are deslfmated# and only the names of those towns which
were built upon the sites of Indian villages* or which rare
Inn .tan villages at the time the maps war© being made# are
recorded* Conrequently It has been necessary to supplement
investigation; of documents and maps with a considerable
amount of field research*
"bocal infcro®hion" la very often particularly In*

nor tent in arriving at accurate in tftrpr ct ^t Ion s of place**
names* For example# the name Talla Ha is. .may be derived from

v

«itber Choctaw tall M s M ,

"atajwSlng m l r B , ” or Choc taw

tala hijj^y.* Mstanding p a l m e t t o s © # A © there Is no documenfcary information concerning this name, It rose©ins only
to inquire as to whether there Is* or there wee, & pro
fusion of palmettos© or of boulder© In the ares through
w M e h Tall© Hal© ©reek flow© to determine the correct so
lution of the name to he nstanding rocks*w
Perhaps even more Important than "local information"
are the bits of information which the older Choctaws who
hsve remained in Mississippi and the Imuvaerabls Indian—
lore enthusiast© have contributed*
Through more then two centuries, the Spanish, the
French, end the British have bandied about the Indian gsographic name© of the titalf States, so that, even before the
modern American began adroitly to apply the finishing
torches of corruption, many of these rmmmn h e w

lost sight

c ^ ?'letcly of the original forms* To certain natural forces
In len-guare development, ©neb as folk etymology, assimi
lation, elision, and analogy, numerous other Influence©
which defy classification have added their bit to hastening
corruption of forms beyond the point of their being recog
nized. as Indian names*
Indian place—names remain

one of the few

memorials of © noble people which Is rapidly being swept

vi

« w a y t and It nomn& but fitting that use should spend sosi«
effort to preserve thaa« &s a Monument* to the civilization
of tbat people* In a n y 3 & m # suoh la the purpoao of this
m o nograph «

vii

SYMBOLS AND ABBREVIATIONS
Present-day pronunciations of the place-names are
indicated by the use of the International Phonetic Alphabet,
In the transcription of the Indian sources, the
vowels and consonants have,

In most cases, th© value of

equivalent Continental sounds. Particular attention is
called, however, to the following details:

a 2 U in ’’cutlf
ai = ji in fftimo”
an = nasal &
ch =rch In “chin*1
h+conaonnnt = ch in German rrauch”
ln = nasal i.
J[ = jl in "Jest"
% ^ voiceless 1
on ^ nasal o
u n -nasal u
tj = back nasal
For the most part, the abbreviations employed In
tv is study will be readily understood. Perhaps the following
should be noted, however:
BA..^
'•■ D /l
It ■J. £1. * « • • • •

PAFS

p ? m s ....

Bureau of American Ethnology
Misaisaippi Provincial Archives
Publication of the Alabama H istoric? .1 Society
Publication of the M ississippi Historical Society*

viii

INTRODUCTION
The principal concern of this study is linguistic;
consequently, no great deal of attention has been given to
the history and legend of those Indian tribes which have
lived in the territory now comprising the state of Missis
sippi. The particular interest is with the origin and the
meaning of Indian geographic names — only, however, of
those names which are derived from the dialects of the
tribes that at some time were settled within th© Mississippi
Territory.

Imported names,

such as Eutaw and Shawnee, which

have been brought Into Mississippi from other states, and
artificial forms, or pseudo-Indian names, as Areola and
Pinola, are not treated. Pronunciations of names are given
only when reasonably accurate data were available.
As the geographic names of Indian origin which are
found in Mississippi are for the most part derived from the
Choctaw, the linguistic observations which constitute the
major part of this section of ray study are concerned
primarily with that language. However, particular references
to the Choctaw language may become s;i
7 eeplngly general
(within the Gulf Coast area), because Choctaw and Chick
asaw show only very slight divergences, because Choctaw
provides the foundation for the Mobllian language,

and

because rnany small tribes of th© Gulf States spoke the
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Choctaw tongue#
Several dialects existed among the Mississippi
Choctaws in earlier times, but only that of the Okla
h a n n a l l , or the SIxtowns,

Indians, who occupied the southern

part or the old Choctaw territory, showed considerable
variation from the Okla falaya# or Longtown, dialect, which
came to be considered standard Choctaw#

In general, Missis

sippi place-names of Choctaw origin are derived from the
Longtown dialect*
This dialect has a rather complete set of vowels,
but It Is poor In the number of its consonants# The vowels
are Ia:], Ce:l* t£ l>

Dl#

I0:l* C<*1> and [a ], the last

having the value either of u In cut or of a In sofa* In
addition to these, there are five nasal vowels,
[i1, fo], and [«1# and two diphthongs,

[5*1, [i"]>

Iai] and Cau], the

latter corresponding to 1 in pine and ow in now, respec
tively#
The consonants are [pl, l^li
£j], r u ,

111,

M *

L*l,

Ivl*

£sl> t

[Kl# 1^3, £$3,
S

&

*

*

£0*
d

£w3 .

Some unusual features of the Choctaw vowel system
are the following:

(1) the vowels o. and u alternate with

surprising frequency, as In pskl, u a k l , "cane,11 homme,
h u m m a , "red," and o k h a , u k h a , "to get revenge;"

(2) the

vowel I. Is commonly substituted for a, a, and u, as In
h a s h t i p , h a s h t a p * "fallen leaves," ahitabli, shatabli, "to
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swell," and ibakehlf anil * Ibakohufanll* "to taper,”
The only frequent, rermlar Interchange between the
voiced and the voiceless equlvalent-consonants which has
come to m y notice Is that between b and j). Examples of
this alternation are aohaba* ach a p , "a log foot-bridge,”
and kobli, k o p l i * "to bite*11
Elision of both vowels and consonants occurs
frequently In composites. Witness, for example,

such

forms as hank h o b d k . from hankha h o b a k , "mallard duck,"
an<^ oskoba* from oski holba,

"small cane," Also, assimi

lation is not uncommon.: y u p p a , from yukpa, "happy," occurs
In the Longtown dialect, and kankhob s k , from hankhob a k ,
"mallard d u c k , " appears as a Sixtowns variation.
The range of vocabulary In Choctaw place-names,
as In Indian geographic nomenclature generally,

is lim

ited largely to the designation of plants, trees, animals,
birds,.fish, reptiles, settlements, watercourses, topo
graphical peculiarities, and tribes. Personal name &, par
ticularly of tribal chiefs and distinguished warriors, In
large numbers are perpetuated In the names of streams and
towns*
Choctaw place-names are for the most part composed
of two or ^ore elements* Three types of combinations of
elements are especially common, These are (1) a noun plus
© noun,

(2) a noun plus a verb to which a locative affix
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Is frequently attached,

(3) and a noun plus a qualifying

adjective*
In the combinations consisting of two nouns, the
second element Is usually attributive, being employed In
the function of an adjective, unless the Idea of posses
sion Is Intended, In which case the second noun names th©
object possessed and the first, the possessor* Examples
are pen! luak,

"steamboat," from p e n ! * "boat," luak,

" f i r e ," and nit a ohu k a * "b©ar*s den," from nita,
chuka,

"bear,"

"den;" the latter combination may also appear

with the possessive pronoun, nita lnchuka* "bear his den*"
I*he verb which occurs far more frequently than
any other In composites consisting of a noun plus a verb
is an sha (plural, asha),
asha,

"to be there;" examples are blhi

"mulberry place," from b l h i * "mulberries," asha* "to

be there," and tala aaha*

"palmetto place," from tala*

"palnettoes," asha* "to be there*" When the verb is not
an sha* It is nearly always preceded by the locative par
ticle a, or ais kol al ale,

"panther there comes;" nusi

a ch i y a * "acorns there lie*"
With regard to the third type of compound, a noun
plus an adjective,

It need be observed only that the

adjective always follows Its noun, as in bok chito* "big
creek," and Inksi h o m m a * "red turtle*"
Perhaps th© most popular form taken by those per-

sonal names -which are perpetuated in the names of streams
and towns is that of two verbs joined by the conjunctive
particle ;t. These names are for the most part war names;
consequently, the second verb is more frequently than not
a b i * "to kill." The following are examples which have
application in Mississippi: Mat t u b b y » most probably from
Choctaw m a nya t a b l * "to go and kill, 11 and Mashulitubbe.
from Choctaw amoahull t a b l . "to persevere and kill,1'
Corrupting forces which have produced modern
forms of geographic names so far removed from the Indian
originals take various shapes* The two of these forces
which have most to offer in the manner of linguistic
Interest are folk etymology and assimilation* Perhaps
this is true because English appears to be particularly
receptive to both these types of language development and
because both can be traced with considerable accuracy*
Two rather Interesting folk-etymological devel
opments which occur In Mississippi are to be found in the
names Funny creek and Whiskey creek. The former is derived
from Choctaw f a n l * "squirrel," and the latter comes from
Choctaw uski,

"cane.”

Some of the results of consonantal assimilation
m a y be observed In the names Bogu© Caba, from Boguo K a b a k *
"noisy creek," and Tallatuluck. from Tall Chlluk* "hollow
rock."
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To folk etymology and assimilation may be added
analogy as a third corrupting force# Examples of the
development of new forms throtigh analogy are to be seen
often in names ending in -atchie# The frequency with which
Choctaw hacha (usually written hatchie in English, and
signifying ”r i ver” } occurs in th© names of streams has
led cartographers to assume it to be the final element of
names actually derived from other sources, because of some
slight phonetical resemblance# Witness Abyatohle, which
probably comes from either aba1y a cht, "one who roams along
the side of a stream,” or abalyaka, ”the side of a creek
or swamp,” and Nitakatchle# which is derived from Nit ale
Echi, the name of a chief In the Pushimataha district,
interpreted b y Byington as ”the commencement of d a y , ”
”to begin the day.”

A BRIEF HISTORICAL ACCOUNT OF THE INDIAN TRIBES
IN MISSISSIPPI

The Choctaws and the Chickasaws,wlth the Greeks,
Semlnol©s,and other smaller tribes,comprise the great
Muskhogean family,which was confined for the most part
to the Gulf States east of the Mississippi river*

Ac

cording to tradition,the various tribes which composed
this family migrated to their historic seats from some
point west of the Mississippi*
Marked dissimilarities In both physical and cul~
tural characteristics existed among the tribes. All the
groups,however,were agricultural and sedentary* All were
very breve,though some fought only In self-defense; for
example,the Choctaws*

(The Creeks and the Chickssaws were

particularly aggressive#)
"The Muskhogean population at the time of the
first contact with Europeans has been estimated at 50,000*
By the census of 1890 t>e number of pure-bloods belonging
to the family In Indian Ter# was as follows; Choctaw,
9,996; Chickasaw, 5,539; besides perhaps 1,000 more In
Florida,Mississippi,Louisiana,and Texas# In 1905 fcEeir
numbers were; Choctaw by blood, 17,160; by Intermarriage,
1,467; froedmen, 5,854; in Mississippi, 1,235# Chickasaw
by blood, 5,474; by Intermarriage, 598; freedrnen, 4,695.
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Creeks by blood, 10,185; freedmen,
blood, 2,099; freedmen, 950;

5,758* Seminole by

in Florida (1900), 558*

ffThe recognized languages of the stock,so far
as known,each with dialectic variants,are as follows;
1» Muskogee (including almost balf of th© Cre©
confederacy,and its offshoot,tbe Seminole)*
2. Hitchite (including a large part of tbe Lower
Greeks,the Mikasukl band of the Seminole,and
perhaps the ancient Apalachee tribe)*
5 * &o© sa t 1 (including the A1 ibamu,We tumpka ,and
Koasati t o m s

of the Creek confederacy)*

4. Ghoctew (including the Choctaw*Chickasaw,and
the following smaller tribes; Aeolapissa*Bayo£?oula ,Chakehiuma,Chatot,Chula,Huraa ,Ibi toupa,
Mobile,Mugola 3ha *Naniba,0fogou1a ,TangIpahoa,
Tapo s a ,and Toboir.e)•
iRodge, B A K , Bui* 50, I, 961-962*
Whether the Matches belong her© as a fifth group
is uncertain*
From the statistics recorded above,one readily
gathers that the Choctaws were the most Important of the
Mississippi groups. Yfet,as Dr* John R* Bwanton observes,
the fact that they provided little ncopy-stuff11 for the
early travelers and settlers has left them rather ^poorly
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pr es s a gented• 2
2BAB, Bui* 103, 1*
In recent years the origin of the name Choctaw
has received a great deal of attention from historians
concerned with the Mississippi Territory#

Mrs# B. D*

Deupree thinks the word mean® 11charming voice,*1 the
Choctaws being so called flbeca\ise of their xmfcsioal talent
and soft melodious voices*w® This Interpretation Is un-

gPMBS. VII, 141.
questionably Incorrect$ It is based purely upon ”popular
etymology* n Hal b e r t 1a view Is that the name probably
signlfl.es ^separation,R referring to the division be
tween the Choctaws and the Chickaaaws*^
^Mississippi Official & S t a t * B e g *, Gent* V o l * , 44.6*
Peter J# Hamilton is of the opinion that Choctaw
nIs really the Spanish word Ohato,meaning flat* It occurs
5
even In Brasil as a tribal n a m e * ” The earliest account

5p;ms. VI, 405, n.4.
of this Interpretation
Is De I 1!®!©*® chatt&s
•St+mmmmmm •ou
mbhbmm* «TStes
hi*hw\tunit'■***!<
Plates (1718). Gatnchet gives the same solution more than
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a hundred years later$

Wwmmmh end British trader*

called thmm TStcs^FXsttea*Flathead©* CX8B4}*6
%atseh©t# £

tema>

** 100#

0tt*hMn»who 1® probably Halbert*a authority for
bis Interpretation*says that 0ho-.ef.sw signifies ^aeparafcicm1*
end Chickasaw.^rebellion**

^separation and. rebellion fvtm

tbs Muakog®ea***«
OiftShrafi*

6&*

Bodge accept© the etymology which derives the
word f r o m Spanish Che to *stropsain& the name to be applied
fey way of allusion to the custom of the tribe of flat**
tening the bead® of the male infants* a

% A S , Sul. SO, I, 088.
If any of these solution© be correct*It la per*
baps that offered fey Cushman and halbert*though not even
that one bee sufficient foundation*
The firat notice of the Choctawa Is found In th©
D© Soto chroniclers fBenjel and klvaa#about IS40*

The

Fftfalleve province mentioned In the Do Soto narrative©

Is*according to Delbert*the land of t>-»© Choctaws*to Whom
th© other tribe® referred ms
9c*wanton*

* Bttl* 10JS* 4*
f

i

mvr

w>«WAJn-

11

Th© giant

J>e Soto mmt in the Coos# valley*

was a Choctaw © M e f * ^
ihhdm#—iBfcfttrr—

~iHM*—
*7m^Tn#>#ift#<»>>***M#^HjnT~lTlrrT>in“^i‘ir,T~i~irTr~r‘~‘"‘il'T^fl***!1*1—
!' 1‘*Yr ' 'M>i*‘rrr

^

......

««i.«.. ^i1r• ■—»,-rf rT*‘*-L‘i

<r.,,i-,,*j,—
i‘-r-Y‘‘‘u,‘T'

10Pofl««. BAR, Bui, SO, I, 286.
The Choctaw tradltl<m with regard to tho nation's
origin is* In substance* thief In the remote past*the tribe
dwelled in © country far to the wemt* Being m e e t l y op-*
pressed b y a powerful people (<taataman thinks the Span
iards under Cortes}*%h© le&e powerful Ohoetswa set forth
toward tve eeet under the leader chip of two brother®#
Oh ah tab end Oh ike a ah « For many months they traveled«
hunting end fishing by the wey*tmtll they r e e l e d the
Mississippi, here they paused only Ion# enough, to con*
struct

canoes and rafts with which to cross# Crossing

over,they mod© t7 air permanent settlement in the vicinity
of Mena Welye* Several 'years afterward#«a a result of
disagreement between the two brother a •Qfofkaaab drew away
with his follower® to occupy the northern portion of the
Mississippi Territory#
In th© early decades of the 18th oentuny* when
the French began to establish colonies at Mobile*Biloxi#
end Mew Orleans*the Choctaws allied themselves with the
French in their wars against other Indian tribes# This
friendly relationship continued until the English suc
ceeded in displacing the French*In ivo®*
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The Chootawe were the. mit®tending ag r t m x l tur1sta
of the southern Indians* Though they m m r ® brave# they
were not aggressive* "Their principal war®*always doTensive end not very sangoInary#were fought with- the
Creeks5 In a conflict of slat ye«*w#lT6S*lWl*they lost
about three hundred t^en (Callatin#

P» 100)***^

^Gatachet* A, ^l^tratlon Legend * X* 1.
01*
**!■*—Wx«*—‘***<Wfc»»i****»i«MMn»i"l»IMl*<'MwW*u*»i»«W
W
II ^ nwt

iwJwftWnii^WWw,wHiiH*^w**WWp^*w^H«»M»MWVMPV'rti*ltWv«ii»>MWM»*»WfrnKW
»w*»W
<HA*i<*iw;Mwmp*

In later tl&es#at least three divisions of the
Choctaws earn© to be distinguished* The southern division
was called Okla hernial 1*"SIx -p o o p Is * or #tSi3Rtown»iw the
northeastern*Aheoatokla (from Choctaw ithffi .^net ojtla)*
"Pets to-ee t Ing people f" and the was tern *QkJLa. f al.CTa»
’’Long people•” The Okie Taisya division occupied the
lands which to-day comprise Beeboha end Slawton count lea#
end perhaps southern. Kinston county* The fohepafcokii.a territory stakes up present-day Kemper and I-etiderdele
counties* The w^IxtomrJSff group occupied southern Newton*
so?3them Landardala».Jasper*end Clarke counties*

Halbert divides the Choctaw In m manner -which
varies sllgvtiy from the foregoing In that h m suggests
a subdivision in the northeastern group ♦-to the west*
fr-e 0&t& Stita* "Sig peoplef** to th© east* the Okie t e m p *
"Antagonistic people*” or "People of the opposite side
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or party*

Aeeord ing to Swanton*

la a Imply a

later name given to the ©at*tern rtlvteion*
informant t M r . k i ^ h o w a w #th«t the naa* la a corrupt £on
of Ghoctaw Ba,jyi,p atokolo*"Second lake" or "Two lake®***)
Rather marked variations of apee eh existed be**
tween th® "Sixtownsfi and th® other parties# n*tfm B&m**
town: Indian® war® regarded with some show of non tempt by

th® other Ghoetaw© and their ®p®«$h we a m®$& e ambjaeb
of ridicule* * #***^ Eventuallyfthe

/Talay®. dialect

1?BA£. Bui* 105, 5«~57.
cam® to b© accepted as standard Choctaw#

With th© erection of th© i&lesieeippi Territory#
in 1798,end with th© rapid influx of Am®rtee»a#fche M iss
issippi Ohoetawa begun to decline both in number and la

significance* Shortly after Mississippi be earn® a State-#
in 101*7,the clamor for the removal of th® Indiana
to land©
k

farther west grew ©o groat that the £3hoetaw» themaalwea
agreed to move*

By the Treaty of Dancing Rabbit,^ September 97
X^For full detail® of the treaty,®©# Halbert, F W $ , VIt
373-408,
iffitftoVi'i'rii'^nilrr‘>t*rr*nr*rrtttWfiM
^#»#iiiyi>'n^>
ni-<i»^i|t,i»,,-#ia,i|#j|<m»h
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end 08*1850*the Indian® of kieatoalppi w « # given in
eons iteration for the territory Which they gave up a

tract of land in what 1® not »<mthea«-t Oklahoma*
Between 1851 and. 1835#the majority migrated to
their nmm territory* F ! « n w ^ f« few con tinned to hold on

to their old lands* In 1950fthe malty remaining in
HiasissippI we® X*8$5*

lg

lsPor a full account of the removal of the Gtioeta— *eee
Wade, P18HS, VIII* 397«*4S6*
Po p the ear© end supervision of those Indian*
Who Vsve remained in Mississippi*the U* S# government
heis established a Oho©taw Agency at PfoiladeX.pk l® 9Mia «**
issippf* There arc also several school* to th# o M Choc*
taw territory maintained by the government for the
education of Indian children#

Th© first eecount*a©Ida from tradition*that wm

have of the Chickasaw* 1® from the historians who crossed
the Chicaca province in northern fftlaalaalppl with JDe
Soto in 1540* And the first clear account of the Chick**

asaw territory 1© given by Adair* r,Th© Ohikkasab country
lie© in ©bout thirty-five degree®- »* Let«*at t) o distance
of one hundred and sixty mile* from the eastern aide of
the &l*al**lppl#«••about halfway from Mobile Hiver and
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within twelve mil## of M

re Bach# fTall#h»tohl#] * ** *» In

had f<na? eotttri^ms. setilemetits*which ley
n e w l y %n the fern of three parte of « eqnere#only that
the eastern aide was five mile© abort or then the western*
with the open pert toward the Ohoktah* -On# wee called
Ysneke#ab<?ut e mile wide and. six mile# long-.**#* another
wee ten mile© long* •#***& from one to two mile# broad****
The othor ©cnare *Ohoo&fce Fhareeh or *Cbe long bouse**
was single end ran four mile© In length end one mile In
breadth*

*®9*t*oh*t, A Elnrratlou Eogenfl. X# 91* whw*-J» 0«fc»oh®t
quotes Adelr, IJ M S e T M I M l B S S A M a J M i M M * SSgff.
fr.e*w*tK*i»r'

mij«hr.w»t

r,*-

VKrtAv**#!*

Thus#the center of the Chiokeesw territory in the
18th century wee *roughly *the area which emprise* fmto t o e
and Union counties to-day# But the eggre#«ive end warlike
Chicks sew* laid claim to ether lend© far beyond the nar~
row limit© of their villages# To the north*they claimed
lend# np to the confluence of the Ohio river with the
Tennessee* "They also claimed a large area H* of the Tcmn~
eaaee to the ridge between Dock r* and the Cumberland, to
the headwaters of Duck r * and 0* to Chickasaw Old' Field©
on the Tennessee*thence along an lndeterminate S«&# line
to the Mississippi.# This claim wee admitted by the Cher**
ok#*."17
i,nt*auw*nf *■*>;.•^w.fcsv

17p.od«0 , BAS. Bui. 30, I, sea.,
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from fch# w i l e B t ftceosmttt down to the
l # # m that tha

el w y e mtotc i n a d & r#imb&tXori

for t e t w y and independence # thmf- were oonBtmntlf at
war with th#to neighbor#

with th® e o p m t e

0h#*hta (tndl with thm Oxw^tiyil other

with th# 0har**

o&i *IXXinei# *KX ek®.pn *Ponton #WbXXiaiKm» 0##$# «on# iMrwmii#
<Kap®ha> Indlim## In

th»y cut to pi#### a war party.

of th# Iregooi® tovcdtog Chair t # n * i t w y thut to 1*MB o®**
operated against th# French with th# confederacy***^
180®tseh®fc, £ Migration Uegenfl, I* 92-♦
With r###r6 to th# whit# colon!#ta *th# <tal#ta*raiMi
matota toed a steady enmity toward th# froneh#htit permit tod
m good number of British traders to cattl#' among tb#m«
^Th© relation# of than# Indian# with th# United

State# war© regulated by a treaty eoneXtwiad at BopwwaXi#
1786,with fie mice and. other Ohio### chief#* their tar**
rttory was t>*#n fixed at th® Ohio river on. th# north ® M « ,
and by a boundary line pausing through W o r t h a m bissi#®**
ippi on th© amith eld#* They began to ©migrate to t*#
w e t of Arkansas river early to this ae»tury*«nd in IB22
t># population remaining In t? air old a©at a amounted to
5625* Treaties for tb© removal of the remainder were eonetodcd at Pontotoc mack*October 20tbf18$2*®nd at Keefe*

tnyton*M#y tKth 11864 »* .
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Befor® X0SS,th@ Ohleirasam wenjoyed the privilege
of sett.ling indiscriminately

the ahectfms*1 1n the

new Indian Terrlborytbut on June EE* of the yo®«» mentioned*
& treaty severing political connection# between the tribes

we-s concluded fsod the Ghioteasew# war# established in m
separate territory to ttm west of that occupied by the
Choctaws* The sepe ret Ion# however,, he® naves* beam strictly
observed b y tbs two *nations#*^®

19Sw«ntoa, DAS, Bwl. 103, 5,
iMnmfrd.#swn#FtTiwnw»

In 1904*the official mimber of Ghiofcaeews we# act
at slightly less than 8000# ’Ibis number Included m t » d
bloods*

The language of the C M o l t s i w 1# oloeely related
to that of the Ohoetem* ©afcaohet b b a w v e a that the 0hlo&*
asaw lengtmge ®served a® a medium of commercial and fcrl*
b»l intercourse to all nations Inhabiting the shores of
th© greet t3k*>fbin» (9eater road* )#or bower Mississippi
river#

^Retsehet, A «JLfEg».fcl.an kftg&at, I# 90*

The third large Indian nation in ftleelsslppl was
the K«tehee# The Hatches dialect has not been definitely
identified me 33uslthoaeen»though 3want<mtconsidering Brin*
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ton*® position -CX837) m m I that of others interested in
the ethnology of the Hatches* states tentatively that nthe
SI

©ore of the Hatch©* stab© w»» ll&skfoogesn* *4
Anthron*« XX, 527*

the motnm 1 historic#! accownfcc of tfm Hatches

seem to begin with ha Sail©1© via it to their villages
in 1683# The villages#at that t£n»wfw#v« seatiered along
St* Catherine1© oreek# s m & L p & o p w being located ©boot
two oa* tf rea league* from the Htasiaaippi*
Aceording to lejf©«id#.a& Du Prats records it*the
Hatches ©am© from &©xleo* But this 1© highly improbable#
^ o t b on account of the ©lotenow of that ©oaantry from

the Mississippi and th© tmpX%m& naarnaa® of that ancient home
to the Xstsr Hatches

On the other hand,Do X©

Vente *a latter of 1 W 4 (t£ £Q®e££ iSS^S t e >

ISfeSE3Sa&«

deff Amer*» 15 th cess*} states that *th# Hatchet,©ho have
the most definite (ggeugeeffi) traditions and Who count 45
or SO ev iefa who have succeeded mmnh other successively §
say that they ©am© from a vary far oountry#cm& It Is* ae«*

cording to our reckoning*to the northwest*”^
wanton* M E * Bui* 43* 106#
_iirnnnrm—»—"—

■«n

i minni >■■■*■■■in.^e.!....—

i<.tl.IMM, - ^uAfct.j,..iMl.j»,>y.^,..i..,L,..—

Swanton# considering col la© t ively language *ay th *
and custom©*offers the theory that t ■© Hatches ^originated
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from the fnmttm of people from the mon t'hw# at *©ff IX Xa ted
with the Ohitimaeh© and Afeoimp* with * fBuolrhogoiixi tribe
frets th© nor thwacst *probably port of the ©dtreno© «it« of
th© groai $fc»*khog»en iramti^otiom, which latter beoam© bh©
ruling el©«© of tho resulting abate*
g5xbia.. xesw.i0«<
simtoom yaara of tor L& Sail©* © vi#ib to bfe© Bat**
e h © » * L ^ © y n © d *Iberville oot ©mil from Broob ©1th two

y i fifl&Um and L© M^r|n#t<> ©ament* th# project
of establishing © colony near th© momth of th©- fflooloa^
Ippl ri v©r*© project ©hi oh bod- earlier re malted in th©
untimely Booth of Lo Ball©# By Horoh 11 # 1700* Xberwilie

bed ascended t>-© river ■©■■© for ©0 B«to;
ho«*ohore ho 000
cordially received* And it %m from Iberville that we bay©

the first somewhat lengthy aocounty of the Bat*h©a eonnbpy#®*
©

-4Se* Rtat**ry, M M s m l i t a£ 1 S ® M I 4 E P » 1 | Jt£& £]
**na x*Sakai. * t &BSSI l « s a4 & £ A ’'
M
W
M
i; IV, 410*418.
By 17D0 *a few BngH o b trader© bad ©©tafeliataed
themselves among the Batch©©* This#of course thrived the
interest of tv-© French in Louisiana*and*In 171®#^-* da
Immotb#*Ottdill«©tgovernor for OrooetfOent M*. do la Loir#
to Watches with m party of man to establish a trading
poet. The member© of th© party ware soon obliged to retire*
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however*he© cmse of the treachery of the Indiana#

In the summer of 1*716 #BIanv til© ascended the
river to Hatehee end established Fort Roselle upon the
lofty bluffs beside the river# Thla movement of Bien
ville upon Hutches* Is commonly styled *the first Hat
ches t®r.H Before 1*730# two other Mwar»M occurred# wt!he
1©st#which proved fatal to their [the Hatches9] nation#
w*s caused by the attempt of the French governor#Ohopert#
to occupy the site of their principal village nm a plan
tation# end it opened with a general massacre of the
French at Fort HoaalIe#eat»bli»hed in 1*716# The French#
In retaliatIon#sfcfceaked the -Hatches villages with a
strong force of Choctaw allies#end in 1*750 the Hatches
abandoned tv elr vllieges#separating into three bodies# *v
One rroup remained near ti© Ir former home* a second
moved to Sicily Island^near Ouaobite river,th ere the
French attacked them In 1*731,killing many end selling
the remainder Into slavery In Santo Domingo* the third
mour,;- settled amomr the Chick a sews*
In 1*735#a group of Hatches refugees obtained
permission of id-a colonial government to settle In South
Carol Ine# Some years later#however #t-- ey moved up into
tie Cherokee country#w'- err t? ey set up a distinct town
and kept tdelr own language# After about 1800# to-© few
survivors moved to the Indian Territory to live among
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the Cherokee® there*
In 1908 *5wanton round Tour per-aone who could still
spcek the kstoheg langiiftge, living near Braggs9Oklaham®*

then in the Cherokee netIon*
The etymology of IRatohffg 5e dubious* 0&tsahetvfor
a -lom time,thought the name to be of Chi time©ha origin*
nHaksh in that language me a m one Wthat
one
witowii*frnw*iw*t is <*in
f»—
4MN** ne
*># burry*
^ ilM
WiTWlMw**
r unning,r m k ah eel literally,*a hurrying m e n , 1 abbrev*
nek eh w a r rior; end the earliest French explorers tmj have
heard t>at name from the fVhetlmasha Ind.lens settled on
the Mississippi,where Fayou Lafourche,also.called the
river of th-e Shetlmasha,branches off from it*1*®® However,
^ O e t s c h e t , A Migration -Legend* I, 35*

In whet appears to he M s

final attempt at solution of

the word Ketch©E,the seme authority prefers to think that
t>*-e source is Ceddo and that the airnlfIcefclon 1® 0forast
wood *
9B«
O ee Ketches*Infra*
F. -tkMW
-Hf**V«F»U#FW*-

Besides the great ''nations1' ♦•the Choctaw,the
Cb 1ckasew,end the tfntcbag-- there were In Mloslaalppi
numerous ©mailer tribes* >:ith the exception of the Biloxi a,
these ere for the most part assoc la ted v--lth the Choctaws
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and the Chick©sews to form a more or less distinct branch
of* t*'-m SStiskhogesn family*

In 1699, when Iberville came to know the Biloxi®,
they were living near Biloxi Bay* Before the middle of
the 18th century,they mowed into the territory around
Pearl river* In 1764,they crossed the fcsiaalssippi end
settled in whet la now Bepldes parish, Louie lane* X'o^&sy ,
the tribe is practically extinct*
An investigation into the language of the Biloxle
"has shown that they belong to the Bloftten or Dakotan
family, they having eeparated .from the parent stem In
some remote prehistoric time*■In their native tongue,they
cell themselves T»ne1r»*«nd refuse to he known as Biloxls*
Teneks have, ft>*e first people1•
halbert, P » ,

The name Biloxi is

V, 302,

per*’* pa simply s Vobilian corruption of the name by which
the Biloxis called themoalvee*®®
2% e e Biloxi *■Infra*
*■**»»li mnlnilHi

When the Aeoleplssa Indians were first visited by
white m©n,t^cy were living on Fcerl river,a few milea
from Its mouth* Ibervlile knew them,but be confused them
with the Qulniplaas* In about X7os>,the Acolapies® moved

from Pearl river and eettled on

*a bayou

on the north side of Lek© Font char train* It :1a supposed
that they were ebaorbad before the end of th# 16th cen

tury by the Houma©* However*Do K#rXeree*in 3.758* refers
to the Aooleplsse as ”one of the tribe© destroyed by
the neighborhood of the French and tr^de In liquor*1'®®
^ S w r m t o n , BIE. Bui. 43, 281-284
Oatschet thinks the name Is Gboetew Okie,*ffpeople*
plus n l e e *"to s ee;w hence*”those who look for people#*'
n6ome French writers#however*take it from Choctaw hak&fc#
♦hear#1 end p^sa* *see * «*-* those who hear end see1# f4®®
°Resd* Le,

Th.e Cbekch lumas *or Choechumaa# lived until about
1*770#

they were exterminated by the Choctaws and the

Chicks sews# on the upper Yasoo river* This tribe la one
of tve few w M e k

©an be rather definitely Identified in

P-e B-oto#a narratives* The name is Choctaw ahakeh.l# 0crawf i sh , ” hommtt* ”red# ” referring (3 went on suppose®) to the
ity*

tribal bad^e or toteia*^^ S w a n t o n * BAH*

Bui, 45, 292

In 1836*the remnant of the Chekehluma tribe wai

incorporated into the Chickasaw notion*

"But little i« known, abm.it the Choeefcte.e ami
Koctobys« Early in the eighteenth century they wore
living on the Pascagoula river* Perhaps they beeeme efc-*
©orbed by the Pesoegoulas end, Bilogrle* "

Oetsohet's

38 Hftlbert* WRI®. V, 303,
opinion is that t h e ’Ohoftettee were Choctaws* lobbing is
known of the lenguege of the Mootobys,but it is supposed
from their Intimate relatione with the Biloxi a t'f-at they
belonged to the Siouen linguistic stock**’
’1
'5r o d g e # B A K * Bui* 50, X, 917<»910<

The Che to, or Ghetot, tribe, according to Bmidry dee
Loel&res (1704),was reinted to the Choctaws and spoke the
French end. Choctaw languages* HAccording to Choctew tre*
«*Htlon,t*"ey wore incorporated. In the Six Towns Ohoctnws*
There is e creek near Mobil®,Alabama,still called by the
Mississippi Choctews,Cheto creek,© memorial of this exr
ttrot nation#"*^
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Ostachet mentions th© Chula (Chcetew chials*"flojc*)
Indian® ae © Yesoo tribe# At a later time#they were eon"*
federated with the Chickasaw®*®^ Whether the vllla&a of
li.s.i-TrvJ-*

^Oetaohet#

^,«trTJ»4T^#hl„<.V

-*Ai<Vf*>»*#iIX-**-*V.W*hi>»PiiirfMW««m*l+^i

A_ biCTcfelop, beyon d *. I# 90«

<iU.«Wunf
c
—iii
jpiii‘
w^»'n4»u«*.»^r».«i*wminaiuyniiiii'ittwiBi

Ychtitla#in holmes e m m ty #&lsslaslppi*h«f9 any connect ion
with tv © tribe Is problematical*

The Bourns tribe# ^when t># French first descended

the ^igaiaslppi#was located on hi#h irrownd in the extrema
ao*itv ern pert of ft1IVerson County*$ iss•»or in the north
ern ©d^e of West Feliciana Perish#La** * «*
wIn 168& L» Salle and Tonfci were informed of the
existence of a tribe of this name#but passed without
stor-pin*?#nor did they visit It on tveir return* Pour
years later #h owe ver#on his ascent#the latter made an al
liance with them and notes that t^ey were *the bra west
save res on tr-e r i v e r 1*
« JSwenton, BA:-', Bui. 43, 80S.

The next visitor to the Houmas vmn Iberville
(March#1699),who has left a rather* full account of the
tribe»
According to P«mlomib#the ■;rmxm.a moved farther
down the river#while the Tunleaa came to to live at the
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place w* Icfc tb® Houma® abandoned* The Koumee settled first
on Bayou St* John*near tow Orleans* hut la tar moved Into

the southern part of what is now Ascension parish, Lotiis**
lane.

‘‘It appears from all the records extant that the

Houma continued to live hare at least until 1776* *57
3 7 Ibid.. 291,
Sometime before 1900,the remnant of th® tribe
moved to Terrebonne and Lafourche parishe®,Louisiana,
wtora they live to-»day*mixad with white,negro*and other
Indian blood®*
Swan ton thinks **the re la every reason to believe
that the Houma and Chakchlum© were pert of one original
tribe*th® difference In their name® having bean brought
about by an abbreviation of one of them* Cftisi^ohlume *or
sek *c l-home *a a It is more correctly e polled*® iimif lac ■red
crawfish*1 while houma (or h o m ) means simply *r a d ; * but we
are informed by Dumont* ffjegu F lat*

La Lou.Iaiana.,. I* 184

that the rod crawfish was the war emblem of the Houma©**# #
It Is also worthy of mention*too#that the Chroniclers of
La S a l l e ’s expedition to the mouth of the Mississippi give
the name of that tribe*which bad destroyed the Tangipahoa *
comet Imes as 1Chou Ohourosf a nd com® 1imea a a 1$cum® * tv on gh
we know that the latter tribe was the one Intended*

si1S B

Ibid., 29.
•
4INlMllVnU
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Besides the Ghakehlwmas* there were three other
small tribes on the Yus 00 river -*~th© Tftpoaeefttai Xbttoupee*
and the Ofogoulas* The Tapoeaa had their village about
eight leaimee (according to La Barpe) above the Chakehi*
timas* They w r e ultimately aba orbed by the Ohlekassma# fee
Ibltoupas lived ©long the Yesoo at a point which lies to
the present holmes county fMXsalesIppl* They wore never a
numerous peoples even as

far back as 1722#they possessed

only six cabin©* bwenton

think© they

Chicks saws shortly after

the Itatehea war # ”though

first have combined with

the Ckakcbiuma#

were united with the
they may

39rbia.,S96-E97.
The name Ibltotit-a is probably of Choctaw origin*
Choctaw lb©tan signifies "fotmtain.~-.head*w wsource* v*
The first definite Information that we h a w

con*

cerninr the Ofogoulas appears to be the statement of
Father Oravler*wh-o mentions them under t‘air Tunica name*
Otmsplk (U a h p l )*fchfit fc^ey possessed ten or twelve cabins*
In 1784, f e y w r e known to have a smoll village,
situs ted eight miles above Points Coupe c *bow 13$10 us #on the
west bank of t';e tflasiasippi* Their language wee very
similar to t' at of the Choctaws*from whom they received
their names Choctaw Ofjt pklffl* "dog people*'1^
T5od«©* BAK. Bnl, 80, II, 108,
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The PaeeagcmXfs® (Ohoet#* pftsks,* wbread « n okla*
"people**) lived on th© river w M d h now beayss their name#
"nothin# is known of their language* but as they war©
always asaoeieted with the Blloxls in their various ml*
gr*tlens#they m a y hove spoken th# Xaiuguags of the lat ter *
or one closely related thereto#*#* in 1764#this tribe
emigrated to L o u d e n s #end loo#ted near the Biloxi©* The
oenans of 1830 gives their mwnber a® one hundred and
eleven* But little is known of their later h i s t o r y # * ^

41R*lb»rt, t W S . V, 300*303.
In 1908*8wanton found two brothers* sons of a Biloxi father
j# O

end a Peeeegoula mother# near Livings ton# Texas*

42Se« Smnton, BAK. Bui, 43, 31-353,

Finally#there is to be considered, the Tunica group
of Indians In Mississippi* Of the grot*p#th© Tunica tribe#
proper# is the largest and perhaps th# greatest from th©
point of vie# of historical significance* *The name of the
tribe signifies simply ♦men1 or 4peop l e 9 [ i n d e f i n i t e &r«*
t i d e # p i n s u n i * 4neopie» 1 plus ^.g*nominal suffix ^ H a l bertJ
In their language»but t^ey prefer to call themselves as
a nation by another tera*V p p o n »f t It is assumed that the
3JD6.
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Tunics* were encountered by tm Soto in northeastern Louision© and southeastern Arkansas* ik>weven,the first encounter
by Burcpeajts that to actually recorded did not occur until
th© tribe hod settled in Mississippi on the lower Ya&oo
river# In 1699,the number of their cabins was estlbcted
at 200*
In 1206,th© Tunicas joined th© houmam $being driven
from their homes b y the Chickssaws and Alihamua* La Harp©
state® that the Tunicas subsequently surprised the fioum&s,
killed more than half of them,end occupied their territory#**
Harp©, J o u r m l Plstorlque de 1 1EtabjIsse^iept de@
Frenkels b 3 © Loti la tone* 100-101*'
i—
>fr>4
fr»*»~iV»V.i\-ttHMq.fmrts*V*tf.>#■<«»*ft.-.

In the greefc batches w

of 1229,the Tunicas stood

firmly by th© French* Bub th© consequence of their loyalty
was a serious one* Those fetches who had taken refuge
among th© Chickasaw© burned the village of the TunIces
and killed a large number of the Inhabitants# From this
time on,the Tunicas drop with the other tribe© of Louis
iana into Insignificance Insofar a© the history of the
country la concerned#
According to Podge,t^e remnant of the tribe num
bered ZO people irt 1910# These remaining Tunicas were
living on wv-et Is called berksvllie prairie,near Parka4r
i
vi lie, I--on1 a 1ana •
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The Tunics. language appears not to be connected
with any ot^-ar linguistic family* 0stsch0t#wfoo « tidied

it in XB66 or earlier* found it to be & voce lie and har«*
raonlou® tonjme*possessing a rich supply of verbal form®,
a d # d » n 8 i o n system* and a nominal and pronominal render*

Because their name is

same as that of one of

th© principal streams in & is sis s ip.p1 *the Yasoos ere per*
ympm the most widely known tribe of the Tonies group*

(The elgnificetion of the name Taao® is apparently com**
pietely lost*) In reality,however,they ere far less prom
inent in history then the Tunicas or the Korea*#

3wanton thinks that the Ysisoos ere the oldest of
the l*Y«soo Kiven tribes*” 5'The position of the Korea
there [on Yasoo r l w ] appears to have been hy no means
eonstent*whlie the Tonies, may have descended from higher
up the his «is alppi* w^®
46B,*E, Bui. 48, 352,
In 1*789, the Yassoos end the Korcae rasa against
the French and destroyed the fort which the French bad
erected near the mouth of the Yasoo river In IT 18* ?ow«*
ever,both tribes were put to flight soon efterwerd*«m&
tj-®y probably joined the Chick®saws and Choctaws* :.>o far
as is known*the tribe is now completely « t l n e t *
The &oroas,wro have already been mentioned severe!
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times in connection with the Tunica# and TaBooe#appear to
bean separated into two distinct groups when I*a Salle
descended the Mississippi in 108-2« the one (which D® dalle
actually encountered) lived m% the *m#t side of the Miss
issippi a few miles below th# Hatchs*! tbs other lived
along the Ysboo river with the ftmlose and. Yeao©#.*
As to the is ter history of tbs K.c r oss#it is k n o w
that they Joined the attack upon the Tunicas in 17511W e n
the Tunics® mere almost wiped out* *It is probable that
they afterward retired with their Stitches allies to the
£hiekaaaws»bub instead of keeping company with them# it
would appear that they finally went over to the Ohoetaw#
for Allen Wr£ght#labe heed chief of that nation*was of
Koroa descent*
IW l — ^q*nii <****< *>*rnhhfn > m y«ii)»faH*rirr1*W<Tnrf1fliir'lfl*'irt<irii»*iri*,<irftUnrtfr‘TiYtnr»V‘i‘-n n' Ti-‘~l,iVrt' ~ i"|ilfi‘V<i‘Tf-rirtfhWr ^‘nfnt'hr^TiinHhilr—

JL‘tT‘rtt

4*gblfl... 3*2.
Du F r etsfe information that th®- Tien##another of
th# Yasoo river group# posse seed the £* sound In their
lenettege seems to place them with the Tunicaa*Vasooa#and
Koreas into the Tunics group*

Tradition has It that they war# driven from their
land® on the Y & z o o to seek protection among th# batches#
who permitted them to form a separate village* In 1700#
the Sayougoulea Invited th m Tiouk#together with the Acolapt##®#to occupy the deserted led ire® of the SSugaXasha#al1
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of whom the Beyougoula® hmtl killed in conflict*
Shortly after the tiilrd Hatches war,th# I'loux
were said to 'have beers completely destroyed by the Qua**
paws* Though this is <$o©atlonahX©# the Tioujc w r « not
board of again#

Thougb the 0 r l $ r « « ^ w e r e adopted aa Bbinkar&a
PiCmwWto^i»y»ilCi.lW>DiaT~iii**r i'W-rrti.l^fiai.un>ll ~mi i r i nl irtnnf~j~lf.tr Triinrw*i:iMii t n* niVO'~vr,an rrtn W«W
Mm»t«t».'''nfniin ,W f f irt ViTmiAwiTi'HnitiTfrv -- l ^ i iviftrtj-niafrflinivi'fi •rrynnrtrn r~ i^ Jnfrrt^ n ii','T *'*itirm*'rTiy<lr n nr

nr--tTr i t f r l~^tH'" W-i Tr

^Crrlyya Is a nickname given the tribe by the French
boostsca of the frequency with which the word grtgrc ftp**
peered In the speech of t? la group of Indiana* So far' as
is known to«-dey,tMe la the only w m m by w* •loh the tribe
was colled*
L1
1^ri

11j-p--jnmr irr-rr—~rri» .nmr~-i mi f#i*«i~#mi#irai<—iwwHnm>v<«»ryn .imwnn»i«imfMi)■»)iHiHniwnl»r W nirnrti tuiti irfn-MnrfTrrfiTnfii-rinnTi■-"-*■S-iV—^r-T^-fffMTr irt‘”ir-mr“~i->“m-‘,“r J-“

(the lowest social group in the Hatches system) by th©
Hatches son© ttee Before ITSO^tbey are e « o « l y supposed
to have belonged to the Tunica group*the presence of the
jp-sound In their speech being the ground for such an es**
sumption* Of tr eir part in the history of the Hatches
subsequent to their adoption,*?© know nothing*

LIST OF NAMES

A
ABOLO OBITTO* See HOBOLOCHITTO, 1nfra,

ABOTCAPUTTA
The lack of variant forma of this name makes the
solution somewhat difficult« The first element appears
to be «MWMMpww«H»r
apokta, and th© second,* patha. »—
Apokta
is Choctaw
y>W
kinwirni—i
for "doubled;" patha signifies "broad," The meaning of
the combination then, as applied to th© stream which bears
the name to-day, Is "a broad creek consisting of two
branches," Although Simpson Tubby is not familiar with
the particular stream to which th© name is now applied,
h e assures me that Apokta patha is a perfectly normal
Choctaw designation for a creek or river. O f , also Homoe hitto, Infra, as an example of a Choctaw geographic
name composed of two adjectives,
With regard to the shift of jg, to b In the transfer
of the name from Choctaw to English, little need b© said*
While It may be explained here as a case of consonantal
dissimilation, the general proposition appears to be that
the European ear did not always distinguish In the Choctaw
the voiced sound from the voiceless.
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Perhaps, in connection with this name, it ought
to be observed that in the Choctaw the consonantal com
bination th, as in patha * is not equivalent to the
English dental fricative th* Choctaw th is rather an
aspirated plosive* On this basis, -putta is explained,
as the Anglicized spelling of patha*
Abotcaputte creek drains the area between Palusha
and Coila creeks, in western Carroll county*

ABYATCKIE

t,e bai'eK 3]

1871* Ablachs* Hardee*
Abyatchie creek, rising in south Carroll county,
pursues a westerly course to the Garroll-Leflore line,
where It turns southward into holmes county to join th©
Yazoo river*
Abvatchle is obviously of Choctaw origin* Though
the present-day spelling suggests at once that the name
is composed of a noun plus bAcha,"river,” th© pronunciation
common among Misslsslppians (recorded above) and the
spelling of Hardee point rather significantly to sbaly&ka*
"the side of a creek or swamp."
Simpson Tubby thinks th© source of the name Is
aba 1vaoh 1 ,11one who roams along the side of a creek*1 or
tta group of people who roam along beside a stream,*1 the
creek having taken its name from the person or the group
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of persons who T*roame& along Its side*91

ALAMUCHA, or ALAMBCBEE

[^le'mAt^i]

1871* Alamutcha* Hardee*
1899* Xi'lamucha * Cushman*

1902* Alamatcha* Biley*
Franklin L, Eiley H a t s Alamuoha among the names
of those extinet towns which have retained their post
offices (1902)*^® The ’’neighborhood** which, is served fey

49PMHS. V, 382.
Alamuche post office lies in what is now Lauderdale
county, near the Alabama line*
The name, spelled Alamuche©» is also applied to
a creek which has its headwaters in southeast Lauderdale
county, Mississippi, but lies for the most part In
Alabama*
According to Simpson Tubby, Alamuche© refers to
a secret society which cori*espon&& roughly to Freemasons*
The name is derived from alaiaan c b a > which is alama, or
aluma* f,a secret pla c e , n plus an sha, nto fee there1* -*-H&
secret place is there *n The name was originally applied
to a point near the head of Alamuehee creek at which the
members of the secret order were accustomed to Meet# Th©
creek took its name from the meeting place, and the
present-day Alamuche got its name from the stream*
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The three spellings recorded here will show that
the second element would appear to be a a h a , plural of
an s h a « In which case both elements of th© name would have
to be plural. But Simpson Tubby assures m© that In the
Choctaw original of Alamueha th© singular, or nasalized,
form was employed*

ALPICA
Until about 1900, the name Alplea designated a
little village in De Soto county* When the Y^MV railway
company built a station, sometime about the turn of the
century, at this point and named It Walls, th© town grad
ually came to be so called also* According to the infor
mation of Postmaster Hilda P. Toombs, Alplea, Mississippi,
old money order records show that the name of the post
office was not changed until about 1909. The Mississippi
river levee-section station nerr Walls still bears the
name Alplca »
The name is commonly thought to be derived from
that of an old Choctaw who, with Mashulatubbi **

formerly

^ S e © Mashulaville* Infra*
owned much of th© land in th© Alpies. section of D© Soto
county*

(The record© in the county clerk’s office ©how

the name to be spelled Up-pl-ke. *)
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Dr. w, A* Head believes-, however, that the source
of th© nasi© (if it Is Indians It m a y be Spanish Alplorn*
"pertaining to th© Alps") la Choctaw abeka. "unhealthy,"
"unhealthful*" Of course, the personal name Dppiks may
be a corrupted spelling of Choctaw abeka» which as a noun
signifies "th© unhealthy one" or "the one affected with
disease*"

A&ITE

[©'mit]
1718* Mite » Be l ’lsle.

3/732. Amjt* Danville*
1*733 . Amltt©* D© Crenay*
1*744. Amlt© * Beilin*
1758. Riviere d*Amite* Du Pr&tz.
The name Amite is applied in Mississippi to both
a county and a river. The county is situated in th©
southeastern corner of th© state, and the river, which
consists of two branches, flows sotithward across the
county into Lake Maurepas, in Louisiana.
Dr* W. A* Read, in his study of Indian placenames in Louisiana, has given a rather thorough analysis
of this name* The common Interpretation, he says, Is based
upon th© belief that Amite "commemorates the friendly
reception which the French settlers on the Amite river
recoived at th© hands of the Indians*.** Towards the ©nd
of the eighteenth century aigjtje no doubt came to be con
sidered tv>© source of th© name b y some of the Inhabitants

of Louisiana.w But finding no documentary evidence In
support of this view, Dr* Read concludes that this pop
ular interpretation has grown out of th© verbal resem
blance of Amite and French amitie*
Upon the same ground, verbal similarity, Latin
am its* "a father*s sister,*1 has been suggested as the
source of Amite* But the more likely solution appears to
be that which derives the name from Choctaw h 1mm It a,
"young*"5^ This last vie

suggests that the original

^■Reed, La* Place-Hamea* supplement * 7ff.
Choctaw name consisted of two elements, himmita being
preceded by a noun,

such as bpk, "creek, w h a cha* "river, **

tashka* "warrior,n or okla,

"people*” (Of* Tuscalometa

and Oaklemeter* Infra* )

APOOKTA
This Is Choctaw apokta * "doubled* H The name as
applied to a stream means "a creek with two branches*w
Gyrus Byington, In his description of the word apokta
in his Dictionary of the Choctaw Language * makes partic
ular reference to the stream which bears the name to-day,
or to a stream similarly named. Be says:
r*

n*, the name of a particular creek.n

5 % A £ . Bui. 46, 56.

11Apokta Oh Ito.,

Both branches of the stream rise in Attala county,
and their point of confluence

la juet a few miles to the

east of that of the main stream with Big Black river*
The index to Hand MeB a l l y ’s &ap of Mississippi
for 1934 gives the spelling Apookla« But this is certainly
a p r i n t e r ’s error, for the map itself has Apookt a.*
Cushman Interprets Apookta erroneously* Ha selects
eynkpa as the original Choctaw form and renders it f3&
place of happiness#tl Ayukps means

"happiness, w !,Joy,M but

t>ere is no indication of a locative affix to warrant his
rendering,

a place of hax^piness.

^ C u s h m a n , His t o r y , 595*

ARCHtfSA

O'Kjus®]
There are two streams of this name in Mississippi#

One rises in T4H, R15E, Clarke county, and flows soutlward
to join the Chlekasawbay river* The other lien in Smith
county.
According to Halbert, the name is derived from
Choctaw i m c h a *"river, ** and os.!, "little" --"little
river#

Oal is a variant form of the Choctaw diminutive

S, III, 71*
nsh 1 * {Of* l^kosl and ishkoal* diminutives of lnkjU "father,

and JLshkl, “mother"

Swanton* BAS, Bui* 103, 87*)

Halbert observes that Homans applies the name
Hatcha Dose to Noxubee river,

perhaps In order to die**

55PMHS. VI, 435.
tlnyulsh that stream from Tomblgbee river, which was
commonly called H a o h a .

ARKABUTLA

[.flk.W.la]

1839* Arkabutla. L& Tourretfce*
1871* Arkabutla. Hardee.
Arkabutla is the name of a village and a creek
in western Tate county* The creek Is a tributary of Coldwater river.
The name Is pretty clearly a corruption of Choc
taw akka,

“bottom (of a stream), “ and bo toll., “pulverised

t>at is, “ [creek with] a pulverized bottom*"

B
BAHALA

[ba'heU] or [
181B.
1835.
1835.
1934*

Bah a l a .
Behala*
Blhala.
Boh a l a .

Ludlow.
Mitchell.
Bell (sectional map).
Rand McNally*

Bahala creek originates in Copiah county and flow
into Pearl river In northern Lawrence county. Little
Bahala creek, which rises in Lincoln county,

joins Bahala
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at a point approximately eight miles above the confluence
of the latter with Pearl river*
The spellings Behai a and B,ihala on the maps of
Mitchell and Bell, respectively, point to Choctaw b l h j »
"mulberry trees," h l e l l , "standing" <— "standing mulberry
trees*"

(Both elements are plural; h.ikla is the singular

form of h l e l i * ) The spelling B&hala indicates a solution
in Choctaw bail h l e l i , "standing white oak trees*" But
the necessity for choosing blindly between the two inter
pretations is happily obviated b y Ludlow*© map of 1818,
on which the upper branch, or B&h&la creek proper, is
designated ©s Mulberry creek*

BALA CH1TT0
Bala Chitto creek rides in T2N, K8B, Pike county*
It flows into Tangipahoa river just south of the Pike
county line*
The name is probably Choctaw aboli* "cane brake,"
plus cbito* "big*H A second solution suggests Itself, how
ever, in bala chito* "big beans#" Bala is defined by
Byington as "one kind of bean which Is large,

but I

56B A E , Bui. 46, 87.
have not been able to Identify that bean particularly*
Bala seems to have no more exact signification for the
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present-day Choctaw than has the word bean for the Amer
ican*

BALUCTA

[be‘IAKts]
The present Balucta is a small settlement of some

forty inhabitants, situated in northwest Scott cotznty,
near Beach* The name is Choctaw bolnkta* ^roimd*” It m a y
be the remnant of Kun sbak bolukt a * ”roxmd cane-brake,”
the name of a Choctaw village which stood in southwestern
Kemper county, some two miles from the Neshoba county
line and one and one-haIf miles from the Lauderdale line
— or approximately fifty railas from the site of the
pr e sent Balu c t a *
A rather complete consideration of the early forms
of the name Kun sha.k bolukta and of the sit© of the village
which bore the name will be foxmd In Swanton1© discussion
of Choctaw towns, B A B * Bui* 103, 58 and 70#

BATAWPAH BOGTJE
Bylngton mentions the stream to which tv is name is
applied in defining Ibotap lnb o k * "the head of a creek,”
57
in his Dictionary of the Choctaw Language»
H© says of
57 Ibld., 176.
Its

"the name of a creek that runs Into Yalobusha from the
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SOX*til# "
Halbert, discussing the same name, which h© spells
Abatomboerue . observes that it was excelled Batup in bpgme
and Baytuppena bogue in government records*

**Biscarding

these corruptions [ he says] , the name of the creek is
Ibetap bok, or, as was often the case, after inserting
the pronoun, Xbetap JL b o k , ffountain head creek,’ or with
the pronoun inserted,

’fountain head Its creek*’ Xbet&p

occurs In Pickett’s Alabama« vol* I, p# 151, in th© \?ord
Sbeetap ooooola which is Ibetap okl a , ’fountain head
p e o p l e , ’ that is, people who live at th© fountain head,
or the source of some water-’Course*
SQ P A E S . Ill, 71.
De 1 ’Isle’s map of 1718 shows this name, spelled
Xbltoups* as applied to a tribe> It is quite likely that
De l ’Isle had In mind th© Ibetap okla mentioned by Pickett*
The present Batawpan Bogue, the same as that to
which Bylngton refers, consists of two branches which Join
at the Grenada M o n t g o m e r y county line* The east fork rises
In northwest Webster county, and the west fork originates
in northern Montgomery county* As Bylngton says, it Joins
the Yalobusha river from the south at a point near th©
city of Grenada,
At first inspection, Batawpan Bogus looked very
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like a corruption of* batl,
b o k . "creek" --thus,

f,®tamac#" t aps, "broken off,”

"broken off* sumac creek*" But Bying-

ton, who was familiar with the original Choctaw name*
proves this erroneous, as h© does Cushman’s interpretation,
"one bear creek*"*59
5^Cushman, History, 596.

BAYOTJ COSTAFIA
The first element of Oostapia Is fairly clear* It
Is a badly corrupted form of Choctaw k a s h t l , which sig
nifies "flees." The second element appears to be abeha,
"to be (In a certain place)*" (Of,* Oktibbeha* Infra, from
okti abeha.) Thus, If the original Choctaw were bok kashtl
a b e h a , the Interpretation Is "creek where there are
fleas." It is quite likely, however, that the name was
first applied to a village which became notorious for th©
abundance of fleas which Infested the place, and later was
transferred to the stream upon the banks of which the
village was situated.
On the other v and, Coatapla may be derived from
the combination kashtl aplha (or a p e h a , the plural of
an lb a )* which means "fleas are with that on© (or those)*"
If such be the case, th© stream has taken Its name from
the fact that some one, or some group, uncommonly Infested
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with fleas lived upon its banks*
The first of these solutions seems to bo the more
logical, and the frequency with which jg. and b are interchanged both in the Choctaw itself and in the transition
from the Choctaw into 'English makes k&shtl abeha no less
likely then kashtf apeha as the original of Oostapla*
Bayou Costapia designates to-day a small stream
In T6S* B9W* southeast Jackson ooimty*

BAYOU TALIAH

[te‘lai©]

This is Choctaw b o k , tfcreek* ” and talaia, *stagnants w
thus',

stagnant creek,” or' ”creek haying stagnant waters*”

The name designates a small bayou in Attala county.
Although the channel of the stream has frequently been
quite dry in recent years*

1 am informed from Kosciusko,

the seat of Attala county* that the name is still commonly
used.

BBASHA

Lbii’ae^s]
1750.
1752.
1755*
1755*
1764.
177ft.
1TB4*

Blstacha* Be Lusser.
Bisacha. du Roublet.
Bessacha. Be Grenay*
Blaacha. French Memoir.
Beyacha. English List*
Bjshape * Homans.
Boaoha. Spanish List*

This name applied in the eighteenth century to a
Choctaw village which Swanton places on the west side of
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Lit:tile Hock creek,

in T8N, R12E, Newton county* To-day

it designates a small stream lying in northern Newton
and southern Neshoba counties, on whose banks the Choctaw
village was probably elt/uated*
Swanton observes that the spelling® of the English
list of 1^64 and the Spanish list of 1784 point rather
significantly to the interpretation recorded by du Boullet
— that is, "mulberry place," from Choctaw b l h l . "mul
berry trees,” a s h a , rtto be there.” H a l b e r t ^ c o n c u r s in
60P A B S . XXX, 71.
this solution, but Swanton prefers to believe that the
original was bissa asha,

"blackberries are there,” or

"blackberry place.”61
61BAE, Bui. 103, 60.
Of the seven spellings listed here only two, that
of 1764 end that of 1784, do not have the a In the initial
syllable* From this fact I conclude, with Swanton, that
the name was blssa asha in the original, rather than
blhl a s h a *

BESA CHITTO

[‘bi'Sa 't^ita]

Rese Chitto creek rises in T18N, HIDE, Choctaw
county.

It flows southwestward Into Attala county. The
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earliest record of this name, so far as I have been able
to ascertain,

is La Tourretfc©1s map of 1839, on which

the spelling is the same as that of the present day#
In correct Qhootaw orthography, the name Is biasa

ohito, "big blackberries*"

BIACHOUA

[, baia't^u:©]

Blachoua bayou lies in eastern Harrison county#
near the mouth of Pearl river* Because of th© insig~
nificant size of the stream, its name does not appear
frequently on the maps of Mississippi, but Ludlow has
it on his sectional survey of 1841*
The Choctaw original of Blachoua is perhaps b l h l *
"mulberries, " s hua* "ratten, ” “spoiled”

thus , “Hotten

Mu l berry” bayou*

BIBA 7/ILA
Dr*

['bi be-Vails] or ['baiba ’waila]
A* Read suggests to me that Elba Wjla may

be a corruption of Choctaw b l h l * "mulberries,” balalli*
or b a i l l l i* “to stand In rows" — hence,
standing In rows*" However,

"mulberry trees

it Is quite possible, he says,

that the name Is not of Indian origin, for Ernst Forsterr.onn records in his Altdentacbes Hamonbuch* XI (Bonn, 1911),
p* 442, the forms Biberakawllare (719) and Dlberavilla (847)*
Biba Wlla creek Is a tributary of Long Branch creek,

in T19N, R13E, Oktibbeha county*

BIG8EE

['biflbx]
Blgbee is the name of a "flagstop" on the SLSF

railroad, in Monro© county. It occurs also in Moxuboe
county, in Blgbee Valley, a town of some fifty inhab
itants. The name In both instances is a shortened form
of T o m b i gbee, jq. v, » infra*

BIG BLACK
This name has been Included as an example of
what has taken place In a large number of the Choctaw
geographic names for which the English equivalents, or
what were thought to be the English equivalents, have
been substituted. As Halbert pointed out a number of years
ago, the Choctew original for Big B l ack, which nara© des
ignates a river lying principally in Montgomery and
Claiborne counties,

is lun sa ohito, not lusa chito. Lun ®a

signifies "swamp;*1 lusa means " b l a c k . B y l n g t o n ’s

62PAB3. Ill, 72,
Dictionary of the Choctaw Language also calls attention
to this translation of lu eta.

or rather this mlstrans-
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lation of lun g a . Thug, th© correct interpretation of the
Choctaw name from which B1& Black is derived is **big
swamp * ”

BILOXI

[bi'U/Tsi]
1699,
1699,
1699,
1701,
3-849,

An n o c o h y , Iberville*
HjlocGhy* Iberville,
Ananls» French Memoir*
Bllocchl* Gr&vler*
Biluxi* Michler,
1880* Anaxla ♦ Efargry*
1886, B ’lukai* Oats Chet*
1393. Taneks s ^ V a , Dorsey*
The spellings which I have recorded her© were
employed to designate the Biloxi tribe* a group of the
Sionan stock which once lived in southern Mississippi*
from which the name of the present-day city of Biloxi
Is derived. The name Biloxi ,fIs a Mob 11 Ian corruption
Taneka aya or Taneka gyadi, the name by which th©
Biloxi Indians called themselves. The whole name sig-*
nifles ’First Peoplef,w^
64Read, "More Indian Place femes In Louisiana,ix The
Louisiana Bistorleal Quarterly,. XI (1928), 462,
All spellings recorded here are based upon the
Biloxi/s own name for the tribe, except those which have
Initial B,
f,The Biloxi were supposed to belong to the Musk"*
hovean stock until 0atsch©t visited the survivors of th©
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tribe in Louisiana in 1886 and found that many of the
words bore strong resemblance to those in Slouan languages,
a determination fully substantiated in 1892 by J* Owen
Dorsey* To what particular group of the Siouan family the
tribe is to b© assigned has not been determined; but it is
probable that th© closest affinity is with Dors e y rs Phegihs
group, so called*"®^
65Hodge, B A B . Bui. 30, I, 147.
The city of Biloxi is situated on a peninsular on
the Gulf Coast in Harrison county, some eighty miles east
of New Orleans. Both the city and the bay on which the
city is located are named for the Biloxi Indians.
The first white settlement in what is now the State
of Mississippi was made

the French under Iberville, In

April, 1699, on the northeast shore of the Bay of Biloxi,
about four or five miles east of the site of the presentday Biloxi*

BOGASBAY

I'bag 3$e]
Bogashay is probably derived from Choctaw bok,

"creek," and

u e h l . "little," — "little creek."

Tie maps of Tanner (1859), McCaskllly (1846), and
Hardee (1871) place Bogeshay creek In Warren county.
far as I have been able to ascertain, there is no stream
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in Warren county which is so called to-day# There is,however, according to M* L# Beall, postmaster at Lexington,
Mississippi,

& stream so named in Holmes county, near

Lexington*

BOGFUMPHA
1871* Bogphumoha, Hardee*
This is a puzzling name* It looks veyy much like
a corruption of Choctaw hok,

"creek," and h u m m a , nr e d * n

The second element, however, is not at all clear, either
from the present-day spelling or from that of Hardee (1871).
Boghumpha creek joins Fannegusha creek at a point
some seven or eight miles to the northwest of Lexington,
the seat of Holmes county.

BOGTJE CKEELY

['bo:ge

This is unquestionably Choctaw Bok chito. "big
creek.n The spelling Cheely results from the scribal error
of some early cartographer who failed to cross the t, in
Cheety, from chito. The final y represents a tendency,
common throughout the South, to level all final unstressed
vowels in geographic names, particularly, to til. For
example, on© of the current pronunciations for Bogue Chitto
i s [ W * 9 ^ ,t'Sl:^J] • ££.* also [ffar idl) for Florida*
Bogu© Cheely is a tributary of Bogue Rorno creek in
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T9N* R11E, Jones county*

BOGUE OHITTO

['bo^B^ita]

1750* Boucchito* D© Lusser*
1752* Bonk tchitou* du Koullet.
1755* Bouktehito* De Orenay#
1116 name Bogue Chitto appears to have been used
b y the Choctaws to designate streams even more frequently
than Bogue Fal a y a , &* v* * infra* Bogus Chitto occurs as
the name of both a town and. a creek in Lincoln county, and
as that of a stream in Neshoba county* Romans (1772)
applies it to the Ghiek&sawhay river* and* according to
Cstschet, it came to be applied to a group of th© O h a 1hta
who lived on Bogue Chitto creek in Neshoba coxmty*
Bogue Chitto is derived from Choctaw b o k * "creek*"
and ch i to* "big" — "big creek*w

BOGUE FALAYA

1702*
1755*
1818.
1846*
1880*

['b o ^ e f e 'la i a ]

Bouefslaya* Iberville*
Boukfalaya* Be Crenay*
Bogue Fa11a h . Ludlow*
B. PhalTa* La Tourrette*
Bogue Phalia♦ Nicholson.

Swanton includes Bogue Falaya in his list of Choc
taw towns* compiled from maps and manuscripts of the
eighteenth century. He places the town in the Southex^n*
or SIxtovm* division* which takes In parts of Newton, Clarke*
Lauderdale* and Jasper counties* He notes that du Roullet
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classifies Bokfalstia as on© of the West towns, which
classification would place it in Neshoba county or in
western Newton county*

66

60BAE, Bui. 103, 61,
The stream which bears the name Bogue Falaya to-day
rises in Attala county* It joins Big Black river Just to
the southwest of the town of Boyette* The name is Choctaw
bok falaia* "long creek*”
The same name, with varied, spellings, occurs again
and arain in Mississippi* For example, there ©re Bogue
Fala, about ten miles east of Tupelo,

in Lee county^ Bogue

Paliah, in T8N, R9E, Scott countys and Bogus Fallah, in
T17N, R10E, Choctaw county*

BOGUE FELEMA

['bo;^a fa'lhTna]

Bogue Pelema is in correct Choctaw bok,
filema,

"turned round,” "turned backs” hence,

"creek,"

”© stream

which has been diverted from its normal course*”
Bogue Felem© originates in T5N, H U E ,

Newton county,

and flows northeastward to join Potter Chitto creek*

BOGUE GABA
The first element of this name is, of course, Choc
taw bok,

"creek#" The second is k a b a k * "noisy*” There are
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two explanations for the development or g&ba from k a b a k e
First, the initial voiceless consonant k simply became
English g, the voiced velar plosive, which Is formed exactly
as k except that the force of exhalation is weaker and th©
vocal cords are made to vibrate so that "voice" is heard*
Second, after bok became b p g u e * the initial k of kabak
became £ b y assimilation*

In any case "Noisy creek11 appears

to have been a more or less common name for streams among
the Choctaws. Simpson Tubby informs m© that there was once
© Bok kabak in Neshoba county.
The word kabafo seems to have been used earlier
only In the function of a noun* Its use as an adjective
may be peculiar to the dialect of the Mississippi Choctaws*
Simpson Tubby assures me that it has been employed In the
latter capacity among his

"people" at least since his

earliest recollection.
Bogue Gab© creek lies in Lee county in that area
just to the west of Tupelo.

BOGOE HASTY

[ bo:3 ’hwsti] or [‘bosg 'he:strl

Bogue hasty Is a tributary of Bogue Fhalla, which
It joins near Busey,

In Bolivar county. The name Is Choctaw

bok h a s h t ap. or has h t i p , "fallen leaf creek#* Halbert
observes that there Is no exact English equivalent for
Choctaw h ashtlp. "Fallen l e a f 11 or "dead, leaf" does not
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B7
convey accurately th© signification of the w o r d * '
^ S e e Esatabutchie* rxwatuMMnMW
in fra*
Hashtip appears to have occurred rather frequently
in the names of streams In Choctaw territory, but, for the
most part, those names have become to-day simply Leaf
creek or Leaf river*

BOGUE RE ALT
Bogue Healy rises in T17H, RISE, Oktibbeha county,
end flows northward to join Sand creek* The name is d e 
rived from Choctaw bok,

"creek," a, locative meaning

"there," and h l l a , "to dance" — that Is, "creek where
there is dancing*"

BOGUE HOMO

['boicja 'ho:7na]

This is Choctaw Bok h o m m a * or h u m m a * "red creek*"
Romans (1^72) records the name with application to a
tributary of Buckatunna creek, Wayne county, which it
joins from the east*
According to Halbert, Bogue Homo "has an historical
significance in being, prior to the treaty of Mount Dexter,
a part of the line of demarcation between the Choctaw nation
and th© United States*"®®

6BPMHS. VI, 455

There Is also a Bogue Homo Greek In Clerk© county*
It lies In T2H, R8W, end flows into Shubut& creek.

BOGUE TALLA

['bos^s 't-aelc]

In correct Choctaw orthography, this Is Bok tala*
"palmetto creek.” In the ©as© of Tall© and similar forms,
such as T a l a * T a l l y * Talv, etc*,

there is always the

question whether the Choctaw original was tala * "palme tto,
OT t a l l * "rock." Little distinction Is made between the
two forms In English, either orthogr©x>hlcalXy or phonet
ically. Arriving at the correct solution becomes simply a
m atter of determining whether the streams which bear th©
name drain rocky regions or areas In which palmettoes
abound.
The creek here considered Is a tributary of Old
Port Bayou, In T7S, R8W, Jackson county, where p&lmettoes
are known to have grown In abundance before th© land was
brought largely into cultivation*

BOLA JtmCTIOM

I'boile]

Bola Junction, a station on the PKV railroad.

Is

situated near th© point at which the two branches of the
Hobolochlto river join, in Pearl River county* The first
element of the name Is short for Hobolochlto*

v *, infra
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BOLAPUSHA, or BOLLXBtJSBA

l,bali‘bASa]

The second spelling given here occurs upon the
B* S. Geological Survey, Forrest Quadrangle, 1922* It
is based u pon the pronunciation of th© name which is
current among the natives of Bewton county* The first
spelling given is the one which appears most frequently
upo n maps of the county.
In the original Choctaw, the name is b & I u p * wslip
pery elm (trees),1* and a s h a . "to be therej” hence,

"slip

pery elm trees are there*,r^
69Halbert, PAHS. Ill, 78,
Bolapusha creek Is a tributary of Tuscolameta
creek, wvieh it joins from the east at a point some five
miles northwest of Conehatts.
Simpson Tubby, speaking of Bolapusha, recalls that
a particularly large number of elm trees stood upon its
banks. Th© Choctaws valued th© bark and roots of the elm
h i ghly because of their medicine1 properties.

BOLATUSBA

[,bal©'tASa] or [,bo:le % u:$s]

The name Bolatugha designates a post-hamlet, sit
uated In the northwest corner of Leake county. The source
of the name is uncertain* Two possible solutions are sug$
gested, however, In Choctaw B o 11tushft --a war name-- and

Aboil tu all
Bolttusha signifies "one who strikes and cuts to
p ieces,” being derived from Choctaw b o l l # "to strike,” t,
"and," tushje, "to cut to pieces#” Abalitushi. the less
probable of the two sources,

Is composed of abpli, "thicket

plus an epenthetic IS, plus u a M ,

"little” -'“"little thicket

BOLINGCBESSA
Bolingchessa is a corruption of Choctaw baluhcbj
a s h a , Baluhchi signifies "hickory bark of the variety used
b y the Choctaws in rope-making,w and aaha (plural) means
"to be in that place#" Since asha is plural, bajuhohl
must be construed in the plural also* Hence, balobchi asha
is rendered "place where there are strips of hickory
bark * r70
700f. Oktibbeha.

Infra.

Bolingchessa creek originates in TIN, B6E, Clarke
county, and flows eastward to join Moss creek.

BOLO CKITTO. See HOBOLOCHITTO,

BUCKATUNNA

Infra*

[jBa Ko 'Iatis]

1732# Bakatane* du Boullet,
1764* Bacatune> Beilin*
1772* Bofme-aithee-Tanne♦ Homans*
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1859. Buckatanny* Tanner*
1899* Buckhs tanne© ♦ Cushman *
Cushman says that Backaturma Is corrupted from
Choctaw bokko chaha, which he interprets as ”a range of

hills*

But this is incorrect,

^ C u s h m a n * H i s t o r y , 595,
^Hamilton translates Buckatunna b y *creek on the
other s i d e , r apparently having in mind Choctaw tannap,
•the opposite side,*1 or mlshtfon&p, *fche other aide,’ as
the last element in th© n a m e * 11^
^Read,
^

A l a , Place-M a m e s , 9*
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Gideon L i n c e c u m ’s solution, in which Halbert con
curs,

is preferable to that of either Hamilton or Cushman,

Lirceeum finds the Choctaw original in bok,

”creek,** a.,

locative,

^tber©," t a n a , ”to w e a v e w — that is, ficre©k at
*73
w h i c h there Is weaving (of cane-spllts into baskets),”
75P M H S . IX, 419, n. and PAHS. Ill, 7S.
Both the east fork and th© west fork of Buok&tunna
creek rise in Lauderdale county* After their confluence in
western Clarke county, the main stream flows southward to
empty Into Cbickasewhay river*
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BU T T A K A T C B I E

[,b^ts‘K-aet^x]

1839* Batahatehee* L® Tourrette*

1899* Buttlhatehie* Cushman*
Dr* W* A* Head discusses this name in his study
of Alabama place-names of Indian origin,*^ Its source is
ry**
' Head, A l a * Place-Names * 10*
Choctaw hati,

"sumac9 (Rhus L*}, h & c h a , "river*” Th© same
*7A
we
solution is given by both Halbert
and Cushman.

74PAHS. Ill, 67.
7®Cus>jmBn, Bistory. 596.
Buttahatchie river enters Mississippi from Alabama
near Gatman,

In Monroe county, and flows

river at the

Monroe-Lowndes county line*

BYHALIA

into Tomblgboe

(bai'heilxs]
1899* Biahela* Cushman*
The town of Byhalla Is situated on the SLSF rail

road in northwest Marshall county*
was 565* The

The population in 1930

creek on the banks of which

the town stands

has the same name*
According to Halbert, Byhalla Is Choctaw b a i y i *
"white o aks,” plus h l e l l * "to stand;" thus,
oa k s . ” Both elements are plural;

"standing white

the singular form corre**
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sponging to hlell Is h i k l a *7®
7 6 P A B S * Ill, 72*

EY W I A H

[ bai'waie]

Bywlah is a corruption from Ohoctav/ b a i l , or
b a i y j * "white oak,*1 w a i y a . "leaning," "bent" — hence,
"leaning, or bent, white oak*" A creek bearing this name
lies In Choctaw county* Its two divisions have the dis
tinguishing names of Big Bywlah and Little Bywlah*

BY-WY

['bar war]
1871* Blows Wjoa* Hardee*
1B99* Blwler. Cushman*
H a r d e e ’s spelling proves pretty conclusively that

the Choctaw original of this name must be Bail
"bent, or leaning, white oak*" Of* Bywiah*
By-Wy has two applications as a geographic name
in Mississippi.

In Oktibbeha county, It is applied to a

small creek, and In Choctaw county, It designates a trib
u t a r y of Big Black river*

C
CALABKELLA* See 1 A L L A B 1 M E L A ,

Infra *
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CASTAFFEY
Castaffey creek* which rises near th© OlarkeJasper county line, In T2N# R9W, is a tributary of Bhubuta
creek# The name is probably from Choctaw kAshtl* "fleas#"
an<* t o f f a # "summer" --unless the second element is ofi,
"dog, ” in which case the composite would be rendered. "dog
f l eas*”
Frequently# in Choctaw# a noun employed in the
capacity of an adjective precedes th© substantive it mod
ifies# Such is not always the case, however* Of* Choctaw
pen! luak,

"steamboat," from p e n i * "boat," and luak,

"fire."77
773yington, B A E . Eul. 46, 214-,

CATAHOULA

[K*ta'hu-. lei

Catahoula creek rises in T4S, R15W, Pearl Hiv©r
county* and flows southward ©cross Hancock county into
St# Louis Bay* A small settlement of the same name is sit
uated upon its hanks a few miles above Its mouth*
Dr.

*!* A* Read,

in bis rather full discussion of

the name Catahoula» as applied to a parish, & lake, and
several smaller bodies of water In Louisiana,

suggests that
no
It is derived from Choctaw pkh&ta h u l l o , "beloved lake,"

7%lesd, La* Place-Names* 17*
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It is probable that Gat&houla creek In Mississippi
received its name directly from the now extinct Catahoula
tribe, which once occupied much of the area bordering on
the Gulf of M e x i c o * ^

79ASP. Indian Affairs, I, 752,

CATALPA

[Ks'tOilpa]
1839. Katarpfe. Tanner.
This name, applied to a creek which rises In Ok

tibbeha county and flows northeastward to join Tibbee
creek in Lowndes county, is commonly, but erroneously,
supposed to be connected with that of the catalpa tree,
which probably has Its name from Creek kutuhlpa» wwinged
head," referring to the shape of the ost&lpa tree blossom#®®
80Resd, La. Place-N a mes» 19.
But Halbert has proved rather conclusively that the name
of t’ e stream is derived from Choctaw katapa, "dammed up,"
"obstructed." The creek was so called because Its waters
81
were once dammed up b y driftwood at the mouth. *
®*?AHS,

III, 72.
T e n n e r ’s spelling shows that the modern spelling,

fashioned after that of the name of the tree, is a com-
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par&tively recent development.
The similar name Catawba "dealgustos a important
Si<yusm. tribe, formerly residing on the Catawba River, in
South Carolina# As late as 1728 this tribe occupied six
villages on the river, scattered over a distance of twenty
miles,Th©

origin of Catawba is obscure*

oo
uead, F l a , Place-Names, 56#

CHATAWA

t't$?et sw D:]
Chatawa is the name of a little village and rail

way station on the 10, in southern Pike county* Just to
the east of the village Is situated the St* Mary of th©
Pines convent.
This name has proved very difficult* Dr* W* A,
Read suggests a possible source for it in Choctaw shataioa*
"to be swollen," used in th© figurative sense to refer to
the numerous springs which are found in the vicinity of
the village*
A second possibility is that the m m ©

Is corrupted

from Choctaw Chelite., "Choctaw,* and aiow&ta, "hunting
ground*Tl

CHEN OK ABY

[t $ h a K © b i]

Chenote&by creek rises In T5N, RISE, Newton county,
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and flows Into Soulnlovey creek In T5N, RISE,

In the same

county*
Mack Williams* an old Choctaw living to-day at Connehatta, Mississippi, refers to the stream as Epk chlnakbj*
ncrooked creek*H The first element bok appears to have
been dropped, or rather translated to English wcreek,11 at
an early date* It does not appear as a part of the name
on any of the maps and surveys of Newton county*

CHEFUNCTE

[tj I 'fatj K t s]

1752*
1758.
1776.
1816.
1S1B*
1895*

Kefunct.e* Danville*
QudToncte* Du Prat as*
Chefoneto* Romans*
ChlfuncYe. Darby.
Tehlfonte* Ludlow.
Tohefuneta* Hardee*

Chefuncte is Choctaw hachofaktl t rtchinquapin, u or
"dwarf chestnut*n Du Prats writes of the name as follows:
nOn arrive a. la R5.viere do Qnafon c t e * on des, Chatsl&nesfflanda; elle eat longue et b e l l e * et vient des Chaikas.*
S5Cf. Read, La* Place-Names* 61,whereIn la cited Dart, in
L a * H i a * Quar*. VII, 2, 308*
The Chefuncte river rises in southeast Pike county
and flows southward through western St* Tammany parish,
Louisiana,

Into Lake Pontchartr&ln.

In Louisiana, the spelling which is most commonly
used Is that of Hardee, Tchefunota*
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CHEVA. See TECHEVA, Infra.

CHEWALLA

[t$i'w3:ls]
1899, Chualley* Cushman,
This name Is a corruption of Choctaw chuahla ,

"cedar*It

designates a stream which rises In Marshall

84Halbert, PAHS. Ill, 72.
county, a few miles northeast of Holly Springs, and flows
southward to join Tippah creek some ten miles above the
confluence of the latter with Tallahatchie river*

CTICKAMA

[‘tjiKs-ma:]
Chlekama is the name of a settlement in Kemper

county* The settlement stands upon the sit© of the Indian
village recorded on Ludlow* s map of 1818 as Yakunnee
Chlekama* In correct Choctaw, the name is y&knl, "land,"
a c h u k m a * "good" - - “good land,11
The same name appears in Louisiana In Chiokemaw
B e n d , on Pearl river, and as the name of a plantation
near Lecoapte, Rapides parish,®5
®^Reed, La, Place-Nam e s » 22-23*

CHICKASAW

['{,5rKbs or]

Chickasaw county was established Pebruary 9, 1836,
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during the administration of Governor Charles Lynch* It
was named in honor of th© Chickasaw Indians, from whom
the territory comprising Chickasaw and several adjoining
counties was acquired b y the Treaty of Pontotoc, October
HO, X8£2. A further application of th e name is found In
Chickasaw Station, on the MM) railroad,

In the northeastern

part of the county of the same name*
Concerning Chickasaw* Dr* W* A*. Read writes as
follows:

fJThe meaning of this name has been lost* Perhaps

Chickasaw signifies ’rebellion,’ the term referring to the
separation of the Ckickaaaws from the Creeks and the
Choctaws •
^^Read, La* Place-Names * 22.
According to the Choctaw migration legend, the
Choctaws and the- Chickasaw© were one people under the load
er ship of two brothers Chahta and Chickaaa until they ar
rived at Nana foalya, near the fo’inston-Hcnhoba county line,
from west of the Mississippi# Shortly after the establish
ment of what was intended to be a permanent settlement In
the vicinity of the Nana Waiya mounds, Chickasa, with his
followers, rose in rebellion and. withdrew to the northern
portion of the Mississippi Territory*
In the eighteenth century, the villages of the
Ghickasaws lay chiefly in Pontotoc and Union ooiinties.

^Settlements or the tribe were also established on the
Mississippi river, in ?*est Tennessee, and in Kentucky,”®^*
8 7 XbieU, 23.

CHICRA3AWBAY

[’t^iKasoi]

1732, Tchik&ohse. Danville,
The name Chlckasawhay designates the upper part
of one of the principal watercourses In southeastern
Mississippi;

the lower part of the same stream is called

Pascagoula river.
The first element of the name is of course Chick
asaw (Choctaw Chikasha and Creek Chfkasa)» which cannot
he translated, and the second is Choctaw ahe,

^potato*ff8®

8SRea.d, A l a , Place-Barnes. 18,

CEICOPA

[tsi'ko:^]
This is Choctaw s hlkopa* ”feather,” a word which

formed & part of m any personal names; for example, Shtkopa
homma,

”re& feather,” and S h l k o p a l a k m * ^yellow feather,”
^Feathers were not merely ornaments [among the

Choctaws] but often had special significance.,..

It is

said that a doctor who could cure rheumatism would put a
buzzard feather in his hair.... The peafowl feather stood

for prosperity and happy anticipations, because the peafowl calls out before daybreak, and so most of the men
in the tribe wore such, feathers. A hawk feather was worn
b y an active, intelligent man. Grow feathers indicated
mourning and were the only ones that could be put on when
there had been a death in t'-o family.
b9Svmnton, B A B , Bui. 103, 43-44,
On icona designates to-day a creek In Holmea county
The name was probably transferred to the stream from, a
chief or brave who clnollecl upon its banks, but personal
names of vr ieb shikopa is a part appear far too frequently
to attempt to narrow the case to an individual.

C« ICT'TLI.-AS W

[t$rK*wi1as ail

Chicwillasaw crock is e. tributary of Souinlovey
creek, lying in Jasper and Clarke counties. The source of
the name is Choctaw Chuklllfaaa, rldeserted house,“ from
chuka, '‘hous e , 11 and lllssa, “to desert.
Ckf)
_
The development of Choctaw u into English _i occurs also
311 Chlekama, o.. 2 > » supra , from Choctaw achukma, “good* ”
The reverse development is shown in Tuckahum Isee Tlokabum
i n f r a ), if the source of the name is Choctaw t ikba* "^first

C TTI1^CA HOMA

[^5113 Ke 'h0:7*10]

1899 , Ch incheh oma. Cu sliman *
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Chlnca Horn© creek is a tribtitary or Talking Warrior
creek, which it Joins In T18H, R13E, Oktibbeha county* Con
cerning the name, Cushman writes as follows:

It is ttthe

name of an aged Choctaw, whom I personally knew In m y youth,
and for whom a little stream took Its n&me.w®*^
91Cushraan, Historx, 5 9 6 •
In correct Choctaw, the name Is Qhlsha homma.» which
signifies "Postoak R e d * 11 In personal names ^composed of two
words the words are to be understood separately.*** Thus
the words humma, holahta, ImastAbi, Imataha, h&eho, and
others, when In secoiitposltlon, really Indicate certain
classes of warriors, not perhaps classes that were very
clearly defined, but still forming rough categories...*
Thus Tiak humma Is not really a Red Fine but a Fine Red,
Red being the classifier* And so we have a Flute Bed, a
Postoak Red, a Choctaw Red, © Bouse Holahta, a Corn Eacho,
a White-man Imastabi, a Warrior Leader, a Warrior Imataha# ^
92Swpnton, BAE. Bui, 103, 1E3-124,

CHITTO

['tjital
Chltto creek Is a tributary of B o b o l o c M t o creek,

in Pearl River county. The name Is Choctaw chito* which
signifies

°blg.tt
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CHIWAPA, or OHOWAPPA
Chiwapa creek rises a few miles to the south of
Pontotoc* seat or Fontoto counter* It flows across Lee
county to join the west fork of Torahighee river*
Two probable solutions of the name are Choctaw
shaui* wrsy3Coons,f! a i , “there,” a n a * ”©at,” “feed,11 and
Gfaoctaw shaul* “raccoons,” ai, “there,” a b i ? “killed;”
hencd,

“place where raccoons feed” or “place where raccoons

arc k i l l e d . ”
Mr. E. T* V/inston, of Pontotoc, thinks the name
means "a broad expanse of waving grass or grain” — from the
fact that the creek flows through the Great Chickasaw Prairie
of Pontotoc county-- but I have been unable to find any Choc
taw form which suggests both the name and this solution*

CEOCKAHO?TA

[^aKs'hoima]

Chockahoma Is the name of a creek in Tallahatchie
county. The name appears to be a corruption of the tribal
name Chakchluma. from Choctaw shakchl. “crawfish,” and
h o m m a . “r e d , ” probably referring (as Hodge supposes^' ) to
a clan totem*
95BAE. Bui. 30, I, 231-232.
The spellings, Chaccl Pumas (McKenneys and Ball, Ind.
Tribes,

III, 80, 1854), Chaoehpumas (Jefferys, Am. Atlas, 7,
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1776), Chacslhoomaa (Homans, F l a #, 90, 1775), all suggest
the present-day orthography*
At an earlier time, the lower part of the Talla

hatchie river bore the name of the Chskchiuma tribe #
94Ibid.
Therefore, It Is quite logical to suppose that the name
was transferred to the present Ohockahoma creek, which
is a tributary of Tallahatchie river*
It is also possible, however, that the source of
the name m a y be Choctaw chuka, ,fhous©,w plus horama. wred*w

CHOCTAW

['tsaKtaG
In the Choctaw Itself, this name Is spelled Chahta*

The meaning of the name Is unknown, though numerous attempts
have been made at Interpretation*

Perhaps the most popular,

but nonetheless erroneous, etymology of Choctaw la that
which connects the tribal name with Spanish ch&to* ^fl&t*1
or "flattened," alluding to the custom of flattening the
heads of the infants, commonly practiced among the Choctaw
Indians — and among m any other tribes as well#
Such solutions as "charming v o i c e a n d
95peupree, PMHS, VII, 141

"separa-
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tlon"96 are entirely without foundation*
96Cushman, H i s t o r y , ©2*
Choctaw county, Mississippi* was established
December £5, 1^33*

It was carved from the territox*y ceded

b y the Choctaw nation under the Treaty of Dancing Babbit,
1830*
The name is also perpetuated as that of a railway
station* Choctaw Station* on the YMfST* in Bolivar county*

CHOOKATONCHIE*

CHUBBY

See SGOKATONCBIE, Infra*

[’t5Abi]
Chubby creek originates in southeastern Tishomingo

county and flows southward across Itawamba county into the
east fork of the Tombigbee river,
Chubby* a derivative of Choctaw cha,
abl,

"and,n plus

"to kill," signifies "killer."0’?

97Read, Ala. ^lace-Names* 64*
The form Chubby* like Tubby (Choctaw t, "and,"
plus a b l * "to kill"), la an analogous development.

The

connective eha Is used only to connect two verbs which
have the same substantive, but its frequent occurrence
In combinations of which abl was the second verb has given

74

rise to the form chdbi# in which the connective is super-*
fin on s •
For a detailed discuss Ion of the Manalogous Intrusion” of Choctaw connectives in compounds in which conjunctive
particles are not required, see Dr* W* A* Head*s Indian
Place-Bames in Alabama* under TALL A1-AM PA, p* 64*

CHUOKY CHUBBY

['tyKi ^Abi]

1871* Chuckchee combos *

Hardee*

Chuck j Chubby creek lies in T8B, H13B, Hew ton
county.

Simpson ‘Tubby suggests that the name Is a corruption

of Choctaw chukchu,

"maple,tt and achaba* 11a footbridge lying

across a stream, and made simply b y placing logs side by
side,” or often **a single log thus employed” --hence,
"a maple footbridge*11

CEULAHOMA

[^ude

Chulahoma Is a village of twenty-five or thirty
Inhabitants,

situated In Marshall county*

The name is

derived from Choctaw chula* nfox,” horarn, "red,w which,
according to Halbert, was the name of a warrior*^®
38 ? A B S » III, 72*
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CHUNKY
1733*
1755*
1772*
1B80*

Tohanke* Be Crenay*
Kctchangne» French Memoir*
tiKaSci'♦" Homans *
'dhtiSk'cy1s Station* Nicholson*

Chunky Station 1© situated on the Y&MV railroad,
in Newton county*

The stream near which the station stands

is k n o w n as Chunky creek*
Shore is a difference of opinion as to the source
of the name Chunky*

Simpson Tubby, with a number of other

Indians living to-day in Neshoba county, Mississippi, thinks
that the creek and the station have their name from Choctaw
chunk i a ’‘m a r t i n ” (Frogne aubia snbis B*), because of the
abundance of martins which used to nest near Chunkey T o m ,
the present-day Union, Newton county*

Other Choctaws,

with m a n y white residents of Newton county, hold that the
Choctaw flunkey Town was so called because it possessed
an especially fine ”chunkey yard*”
A ’’chunkey y a r d ” Is a court or field upon which
the Indian game of chunk©y was played*

Chunkey was played

with a stone disk (tali ohanaha, literally ”rock wheel” )
and a stick with a crook at one end*

”The disk was rolled

ahead, and the object was to slide th® pole after It In
such a way that th© disk would rest In the curve of the
crook w hen both came to a stop*”®9
"Hodge

,, BAE* Bui* 30, I, 298*
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The name Ohunlry as applied to the game is certainly
not of Choctaw origin#

The Choctaw called the game aphapl,

or a h c h & p l , and, as I have already pointed out, the stone
need in the game, tall chanaha*,

(For additional information

concerning the ehunkey game, see Halbert, Journal of American
Folklore* X (1897), 155; S want on, BAB.* Bui* 45, 188 et
p a s s i m : Swanton, BAE, Bui* 105, 155 tt*t And Hodge, BAB.
Bui* 50, X, 898*)

COAHOMA

^Koa'honns]
Coahoma * according to Harry Warren, was originally

the name of a Choctaw chief who was also known as William
KcOillivray.SXK*

To-day the name designates a county in

3-OOpMHS. VIII, 560.
northwestern Mississippi and a town of some 500 Inhabitants,
situated in the northern portion of that county*
The source of Coahoma is Choctaw k o i * ^panther,”
h o m m a , "red" — "red panther*fr

COFFBDKLIA
1752.
1764#
1772.
1784#
1884*

Caffe talaya* du Koullet*
Kegetalaya* English List*
Paffetalaya* Romans#
Cafe talar/a* Spanish List*
Cofetaiaya* Gatschet*

Gatschet connects this name with Cofetaoque* a
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Yuchi town which *stood at Silver Bluff, on the left batik
of the Savannah River, about twenty-five miles by water
below Augusta# ”3.01

h©

derives Oof©tagquo# also spelled

■**oiA Migration begend, I, 19#
eof 1 - c hiqul# from Yuchi kowita#

"Indian, w or "Indian of

our own tribe," plus ohlcrnl, which is not found in Yuchi,
but in "all the dialects of Maskokl In the function of
house# d u e l l i n g # (tohuku, tchoko, and in all the eastern
of Apalachian dialects, tchiki) and h a s been rendered
here in the collective sense of houses, town*"3*®®
10g Ibid#
Halbert,

stating his disagreement with Dr#

Gatsehet*s Yuchi theory, properly derives the name from
Choctaw kafl#

"sassafras" {Sassafras vsriifolium K u n t z e ),

en5^ talaia, "grove," "thicket,11

*Th© name was originally

applied to a Choctaw town which, Halbert says, stood "in
Neshoba County, on the south side of the Philadelphia and
Somerville rood, and about midway between the 10th and
11th mile posts,

Th©re Is s tradition that this town was

once captured b y a Greek war party.

The Goffedelia post

office is several miles south of the old Indian town, "3.03

IPSPAHS, III, 72,
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Coffe&elia remains to-day as the name or a creek
In Neshoba county*

COFFEE BCC-UE
The first element of this name presents an
interesting case of folk etymology*

Its original la Choctaw

kafi* "s assafras/’ the English word coffee having been sub
stituted for the Choctaw because of the similarity of the
sounds,

The second element is of course b o k , ”creek,H
I suspected at first that the original might be

kofl b o k ,

quail creek,” but I am Informed by several

citizens of Forest, the seat of Scott county, in which
county the stream bearing this name lies, that the roots
of the sassafras are still found in abundance along the
banks of Coffee Bogue*

COEATTA

[Ko'h »tal
1820* Oohatta. Tanner,
This Is Choctaw kol,

— "white panther*ff

"panther,” h&t a » "white”

Simpson Tubby Informs me that koi

’ bat a is used in reference to the penther when he becomes
old and his hair begins to turn gray,

Whether this was

originally a personal nemo I h^ve not been, able to ascer
tain*
The present-day application of the name Is to a
creek In Itawamba county*
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00 H A

[Ko'aite]
Coila create is one of the small tributaries of

Abyatehle creek, In southern Carroll county*

The name is

also applied to a town of some 150 inhabitants, situated
on th© banks of the stream*

wIn the Government records

of about 1350 it [th© name of the creekJ is spelled
t!^uilllaf, and from th© same source it appear a that an
Indian town located upon it was called •Qulilla tillage1*2.04
^Halbert,

PAHS, III, 72-75*

The present-day site of Coila* so far as I have been able
to determine, is essentially th© same as that of the
Indian village,
Cushman docs not Interpret the name entirely
correctly*

He says th© Choctaw original Is M p i * ‘'panther,n

1111» Rd e a d ff — rtdead panther*”3.05

xt is rather, according

^-^Cushman, His t o r y * 596*
to Halbert, teoi* Mpanthcr,u al, locative particle meaning
"there,” a l a * "to come" — "panther comes there* "2.06
106£AHS, III, 73.

C O N C O B O N A,

or CGCOBOHA

Ko1bo:h&]or [,Ko.'K© ’bo: fla]

1871* Cocobona. Hardee*
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Th© spelling Oocobona appears to have originated
with Hardee*

It is perhaps the basis for the second of*

the pronunciations which I have recorded*

Both spellings

and both pronunciations are in use to-day*
I?r* Head is o f the opinion that Ooncobona Is
derived from Ohoctaw aka**kabl, "the hen hawk, n plus [pi]
one, "to corse there” --ai, "there," Is the locative particle
prefixed to verbs beginning with a vowel; hence, "where the
hen hawk comes*”
Simpson Tubby offers an interesting, but less
plausible, etymology for Ooncobona in Choctaw ka^kahobte*
which is a dialectal form, found among the Mississippi
Choctaws, of ha^hobak* defined by Bylngton as "a large
wild water duck called s. mallard, resembling a wild goose#
107 BAE, Bui. 46, 131.

(This dialectal development is pretty clearly a case of
consonantal assimilation*) Hankhobak signifies literally
"emasculated wild goose,” being contracted from h&*%h&,
"wild goose,” and hobak, "emasculated*”

The name come to

be applied to the mallard because the Choctaws wore not
able to find Its nest, eggs, or any evidence of breeding
and bearing young*
Concobona creek rises in T7W, HUE, Hewton county#
Just south of Beuna Vista school; It flows southward and
empties Into Turkey creek*

COSBBR/WA

t.Kom'hst.]

1S30. Cpop*h.atta. I* Touratsto,
®»e totm of Oonnehatta is to-day. the sent of a tm
of 19** Indian sohooln In Mississippi provided t»y the
Unitod States govertssont*

Beoton county*

It is situated in v e s t e m

‘She oreds x n a m r Tsfsleh th* tows stands

benys the noise name*
Corsnohettfe is in compact Choctaw orthography
front, hmtms'fafrfcjn signifies ”«hite»” nnci Vonl. ’’polecat."

OOOHEWftF,

op

GOQHF*«AR

['kwniwo-.l

0©r»r*mwrh, or Coonewr, creak rises in T9S, r>4B#

Ponintoc e©tmfc7* &nd .Joins Ohlwep© creek st the Lee«*
C o n ro e c o t m t y l i n e #

The source of the name is uncertain#

& posaibXo

solution Is Choctaw ktml* Mecmo,* wrc.ods#w a* 17there*/’
w?tr, ’’to frra m (in abundance)n «*~fchu&* ”creek mherc* eana
abounds * n

The* Pead thinks, however, that the mine (probebly
th e

seme a n K oo natyfth» a p a r e one X m r w

v&r-.leh a p p e a r s

in

th #

*CT» Public Lands, VIIt 79) is derived .from Cheetah

akZ^snowe» "pedestrian#*

" w s X k o r # * an d ha is supported in

this interpret et Ion by O ttt^rrm x, who says# "Original*
r«-*xv>«em# the rclker*

The ns.ra of an ancient Choctaw

hunter *" ^ 6
XOBo^frraanj History#. 598#
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COOHSHARK

['U^diK]

Halbert discovers the Ghoct&w original for this
name more accurately reproduced In the form Gonohatikpl *
recorded by Homans (1772)*

Concha is a corruption of

kunshak* wreed brakep n and tikpl* no trace of wbioh re
mains in the present-day form Coonshark* signifies some
thing like !ta knob or swell, as a cypress knee” or ”&
bend in a stream*” Halbert says of tikplt
exact equivalent in English*

It Hhas no

It means any bulge, or

enlargement* as the shoulder of a bottle* any round pro
jecting object* as a round knot on a tree, or the round
project Ion of a high bank or bluff, ji protuberanoe * & knob*
in short, the round or the bulging part of any material
thing, whether large or small —

all these are embraced

in the Choctaw i>?or& ltikpi,*tt Hence, ConchatIkpl * or
kunshak tikpl* may be translated ”r©ed brake bend” or
”reed brake knob*14 Halbert prefers the latter rendering
on the ground that at a certain place on the creek which
bears the name there is a whlgb round knob-like bluff «**•
near a reed brake, a kind of diminutive promontory from
?,hleh the creek received the name **« •”3.09
109PMTS, 71, 4o0*

Coonshark creek Is a tributary of Kontarky creek,
in the southern part of Neshoba county*
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COOSA

['Kuisel

1730*
1733*
1755.
1772*

Conciliaft. De Lusser*
Concha* Do Qrenay.
Conoha ta * French Memoir*
Coosa. Romans *

Cushman says this is ehu-sah» n tapering, n ,fslender**
a name originally applied to an ancient Choctaw family
whose members were remarkable for their slenderness«H O
^^Cushman, History* 597*
But this Interpretation ia incorrect.

Oooaa is derived

from Choctaw kunshak * f,canew or "canebrake*J1
The name Coosa* also spelled Coo she* Kusha*and Omaha*
belonged originally to a Choctaw village situated on Lost
Horse creek in Lauderdale county*

According to Halbert*

the town tThad a most delightful situation*

It began

near the confluence of the two prongs [of Lost Horse creek 1
and extended a mile or more up the prong on which It was
situated* ”-^2-

village was called Kunshak because of

lllpKHS. vi, 41V.
the reed-brake which stood on and near its site*
To-day Coosa designates a small stream In north
eastern Lauderdale county*
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COPIAH

[Ko-, ks'paia]

1889. CopIre* Tanner*
Cushman says that the source or this name is
Choctaw horcii ,

hw r !»

chief

But this is incorrect $

~^%<i story* 596*
Cor?5.eh is derived from Choctaw kol* wpsmther,w and pa**Tft*
”to cry out,* ”t© scream” --hence, "screaming panther;"
or,» as Herbert prefers to believe,m «mnnvh(«
hoi ma«m (locative)
T>anys.> f,p«nther there calls*tTH $
^ 5PMHS, VI, 436-437,

The Hew Purchase, acquired from the Choctaws
October 18, 1820, bed been erected Into the large county

of Hinds,

On January 23., 1823, the count lee of Copiah

and Yasoo were carved out of the southern and northern
ends, respectively, of the earlier formed Hinds.
The name Copiah designates not only the county,
b^jit also a stream which flows across the county and into
Pearl river.

QTjyy *w A

['Ka? aW o•.]

Cuffawa is the name of a crock in Harshs11 county*
The correct Choctaw form io Ikaf
i Wawn
TO*.ftW e1 on5fie®
H<WMW*—r<*lHI
*»M<■»*
**''*vs.
*■
”sassafras$” £, prefixed to verbs beginning with a consonant,
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S.a adverbial and mean® "there*" wln that place ?^ wfey® Is
11to grow# n mto abound* — '
thus* k&fj.

may be roiidwflfi.

nscaae:fras ebmmft# there«w
'fhc frequency with which kiffl occurs In plaoe^iiaaes
of Choctaw origin sow,.® to Indicate that aftaeafrfta roots

wore rather highly valued by the Choctaws.* Simpson ’fubby
Informs me that those Indians who remain in Alcaic aippl
still set oreat store by the bark of the tejkf$ roots* whl eh
they line for flavoring end for tmteirtg tee*

COIXBY BOOTH
This is Choctaw SSdlt bok» ”spring creek#ft The name
dee ten® tee ft small spring branch in Gbtokftfmw county end. a
creek in Clay county* the latter 1® a tributary of Houllce
creek.

CVXhTUSUA

[ KA5(t/\5a]

1 * ? 0 P * Cachefcachiu Iberville*
XTOO. K a s t L u c s e r *

V ? ? & * gasFfv^a. be Oreney#
f,’Tfre old Choctaw town of Cfuahtuahft was situated

on the south side of Cushtwshe creek, about threa miles
®<r?.thwee t^rly of Yaeoo iov/ru ¥eny years ego it was embraced
in the farm o f hr# &&rk <varren« * m

114Helbert, P^BS. Ill# TO#
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This town played a rather significant part in the
division of the Choctaws* It was here that Shulashummeshtabe
(from Choctaw shulush, wshoe*tt hnmma* ”r©d*w isht* ”t© talc©
**to kill11 --”Shoe-Red takes and kills”) lived*
And it was he who was In large manner responsible for the
breach* He became decidedly pro-English as a result* It Is
said* of having discovered a Frenchman In adultery with his
favorite wife*^® When he made an alliance with the English*
115MPA. I, 33, n.
division resulted*
In correct Choctaw orthography* Cushtusha Is kashti.
”fleas," aaha* ”to be there;11 hence, ”fleas are there” or
”flea place*
116Halbert,

PifflS.

VI,

431.

The name Cushtusha flwas given because there were
move rabbits there than anywhere els© and all of them were
full of fleas. For that reason there was a law against
killing any more than they could help In summer* 1* ©*,
until after the first heavy frost*w^*^
H^Swenton, BAE, Bui. 105, 54.
The name remains to-day as that of the creek* In
Neshoba

county* upon th© banks of which th© old Choctaw
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town Kashtasha was situated*
E
EASTABUTCHIE
1810*
1818.
1820*
1859*

[, itste'b^rl
Hastebachee* Freeman (sectional survey}•
Hashtun^feaVcher* Ludlow.
Hushlupbutcher* Tanner*
Haehtuobatcher* Tanner*

Th© name Eastabutchle Is derived from “the badly
corrupted Choctaw name for Leaf River* which is almost a
correct translation of th© native term* Hashtap, haehtip
has no exact English equivalent* It signifies 1fallen
leaves* * *dry leaves after falling*1 Hacha* ♦river*
^■®Halbert, PAHS. Ill, 73,
Cushman Is incorrect in his solution jta tabash 1, “to go
mourning” --applied to the stream which bears th© name
to-day “because it was famous for causing fatal sickness;
therefore, whoever lived on its banks would have cause to
mourn.*^® The four spellings recorded here prove rather
^^Cushman, History, 597*
conclusively that the first element of th© name la hashtap
Apparently, Ludlow has misplaced the name on his
map of 1818, for he applies It to a tributary of Tal&homa
creek, which Is Itself a tributary of Leaf river; or per
haps the upper end of the watercourse retained Its Choctaw
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name* while the main body of the river was called by the
English equivalent*
Bastabut ehie designates to-day a town of 445 Inhabltents, situated in Jones county just north o f the JonesForrest county line.

BSCATAWPA

[,esKe 'to*.p s]

1839* Bskatawoa* La Tourrette*
1839• Eacatappa or Cedar River* Tanner*
Escatawpa does not mean "cedar," as Tanner appar
ently supposed* The Choctaw word t o r "cedar" is chttala,*
Halbert, discussing Escatawpa in a paper on Alabama placenames o f Choctaw origin, derives it properly from uatei,
"cane,** "reeds," a, "there," tape* "cut;" hence, "can©
there cut off" or "(creek) where can© Is cut." It Is sup
posed that the name came to be applied to a stream because
the very fine cane from which the Choctaw© made blow-gun©
was found along Its banks
lg°PAHS. Ill, 67.

The Eaeatawpa river enters Mississippi from Ala
bama In ©astern George county and flows southward to join
Pascagoula river in Jackson county.
ETTAKOMA

[^ta'ho'.Tna]

At first glance, Btt&homa appeared to be Choctaw
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!££»

"wood," ' t M a , "

"rad*" h a m © ,

"red wood,** *Vcd

tree,” or perhaps sli»©d-wood tree*** But Halbert establishes
th© solution

hoyriU *©our wood,f* upon th© information

that th© nasi© is taken from the aour-wood tree, which hem
th© B & m m name in both English end Ohdotmr©*^3^ If Halbert*®
ielPAHS, III, TO.

solution is correct, than ftjl

as designating th© a w *

wood, must be a Mississippi Choctaw colloquialism* Byin$bon
records it! kosoma^^ a m th© general Choctaw nmm for th©
»ww©i*hii\mui' an-untefqiSMiM

sour-wood*

Kttahomg* is the r m m e o f a creek in northern Merlon
county*

m O L A tmiBBA, or OUCLATUBBf

[tja:Kh:'tAbi] or f ,o:Kle?tAbi]

Euelsutnbb© is th© name' of m creak and a church In
bee county* The creak rises, according to the Tupelo Quad
rangle of the U* S* Geological survey, 1925, three or four
miles to the northwest of Gnntown and Joins Jiuft creek at a
point ©om e n i x milm m north of Tupelo*
The form Quels tubby surges t« an origin from <5hoetaw
okla* "people," plus the connectiwa & (her© superfluous),
dereloped by analogy with other nemo© of vft l©h the final
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element la tubby*^S3plus abi, "to kill" — -bene©, "killer
123

Mftntubby» "to go and kill;" Mintubby, "to eome and
kilTs" Hashulatubby» "to persevere and klil*19 See Mantaohie
'end Maabuiavllle, Infra*
of people*11

ETJCTJTTA

[ju ^ k /v ta ]

Bucufcta creek rises in southeast Jasper county and
flows eastward into Chiekasawhay river* The town of Bueutta,
situated on the banks of the stream of the same name, is in
northwest Wayne county*
The origin of the name Bucutta is clearly Choctaw
yuka atta* "slsveborn*n

ETJTACTJTACKEE

[.jU'.ta'Ka-,tji]

1839* Tieoocha* Tenner*
Prom its headwaters, a few miles south of the town
of Rankin, In Rankin county, Butacuteehee creek flows
northeastward to 3<*i*i Pelahatchie creek at a point near
the town of Pelahatchie*
Though the source of the name is commonly thought
to be Choctaw utl haoha* "chestnut creek," such solution
is hi$dily doubtful* It does not account for the medial
Dr* W# A* Read has suggested to me the probability
of solution in Choctaw utl okhatushi* "chestnut pond," or
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Ufrl pkhatacht (from okhata plus the dlmunitive suffix
«»ohi)» literally rendered, ^chestnut little lake*w
F
F A N K E S b S H A

[,f <*>tu '3 a 5 a]

Farmegusha creek rises in Scott county and flows
across northeast Rankin county into Pearl river* The
name, which was originally a personal name, or rather an
official title, is derived from Choctaw fani nanukachi*
wsquirrel adviser*”
124Cf. Swanton, BAB. Bui. 103, 93-94.
Nanukachi is contracted from nana* Ma matter,* kit*
relative pronoun meaning wthe one who,” and aehi* **to
speak” — *henc©, **the one who speaks about a matter*”

FUTOY CHEEK

Funny creek is a tributary of Scoona creek, in
Pontotoc county* The name is derived from Choctaw fani*
which means Bsauirrel*M Funpy is the English approximation
of the Choctawfs pronunciation of fani*
This name is especially interesting in that it is
an excellent example of folk etymology* (See also Whiskey
Creek, infra*)
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FTJBHY YOCKONY

t'fAM'jaKiml

1*732* g**ty .lakena* du Roullet*
1871* Fanny Yokana* Hardee*
Funny Yockony Is the name of a creek In Keshoba
county* The name Is derived from Choctaw fan!* "squirrel,11
yakni. "country** ^""squirrel country# n
"Simpson Tubby says that the Choctaws were in a
habit of living on squirrels and other small game animals
in summer and on large game animals in winter***# There
was a favorite place for squirrels and turkeys called
Tashka himmlta, fYoung Warrior*1 About 9 miles east of
Philadelphia* Miss*, and extending some SO miles, is an**
other great squirrel section called Fani yaknl, 1Squirrel
country* * Philadelphia Itself Is named Fani yaknl tamsha,
1Squirrel-country town1*
^^Swanton, BAH, Bui* 103, 54*

H
HALPINO
My first supposition concerning the origin of the
name Balolno was that it had been corrupted from Choctaw
halblno* na present," but Mr* H* H* Mackey, of Vicksburg,
Mississippi, Informs m e that the settlement which bear©
th© name to-day was ao called because the land which it
now occupies was formerly owned by Mr# «T* F* Halpln.
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Halpino is situated in Warren county, near Eagle
lake*

BARSBUQUA

I h 4,'5u: Kw al

As early as 1786, the name Ha shoo qua designated
a Choctaw village. At the Treaty of Hopewell, January 3,
of that year, &ln&o hopait ("war chief" or "war prophet11}
ojE* Ha shoo qua represented his village
*S€Mem« of Miss.,, I, 47,
The name, which Is almost certainly a corruption
of Choctaw hashuk, "grass, * and chnka. "houses,"^27 sur«*
127Cf, Swanton, BAH, Bui, 103, 72,
vlves to-day as that of a creek in Homibeecounty*

FASSANLOWAHA* See S00EHL0VIE, Infra*

HATCHAPA100

['h* tja pa1■*:]

1832* Batchepaloo* Frits (sectional survey),
1839* Hatchlepeloo* L a Tourrette,
1871* Hatchapaloo* Hardee*
Batehanaloo comes from Choctaw haoha* "creek," a,
locative signifying "there," peli* "to gather fish" — thus,
"creek where fish are gathered, or caught (aswithnets,
etc*)," The original signification of pellis 3imply "to
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seoop up,” but when the word is used In connection with
bob or hacha it carries the implication of catching fish
in large quantities with seines and nets of various sorts *
(Pell is used in this sense in the Ohoctaw Bible, Matt*
15* 47*)
Two other possible Interpretations of Hatchapaloo
are suggested in hacha pahla* ^divided creek,f* Ma creek
consisting of two branches, ** and h&cha plus nAlli* a loanword from the Chickasaw, which signifies "warm*w But, so
far as X have been able to ascertain, there were no warm
springs in southern Mississippi* As a matter of fact,
Hatehapaloo creek derives from cold-water springs*
Hatchapalo© creek rises in T2H, H17W, Smith county,
and flows into Oakohay creek in T1U, R16W*

EATCHIB

['h*tsi]
Hatehle is Choctaw haoha. ttrlver*w Thus, Batchi©

river is, literally, ^River** river* This duplication of
idea by attaching the equivalent In English to the foreign
name simply Indicate© that the true signification of the
foreign term has been lost* W© have familiar examples &f
the practice in such common words as reindeer and greyhound,
the second elements of which are the English equivalents
for the Scandinavian first elements*
The main branch of Hatehle river begins at the
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confluence of two small creeks near the junction of the
Alcorn, Prentiss, and Tippah county lines and flows north*
eastward to join Tuscumble river just acroos the Tennessee
line,

HICAHQLABALA

['hiK© ,Mi]

1859* Bickahale* Tanner*
1935* Blckahala* IT# 8* Geological Survey*
Hicaholahala creek originates at the Marshall*
Tate county line and flows westward and northward across
Tate county into Coldwater river*
The spelling Bjcaholahala* which appears on the
1934 Rand McHally map of Mississippi, is evidently an
approximation of the original Ghoctaw name for the stream*
The spellings shown by Tanner13 map (1839) and the B* 3*
Geological survey (1935), from which the second element
of the original name has been dropped, are based upon the
pronunciation in common use among the natives of Marshall
and Tate counties*
The source of the name is Ghoctaw hikfe hullo hlell#
all elements being plural (in agreement with hiell* for
which the singular equivalent is hlkla). Hjlra is "sweetgum trees, ** and hlell means 11those which stand*11 The
exact signification of hullo in geographic names is not
altogether clear% in most Instances, it may be rendered
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" b e l o v e d * R e n o © # Bieaholahala may be Interpreted
lOQ

££ , • Catahoula and Chacahoula in Read's La* Place-Hames #

17-20*

"beloved, standing sweet-gum trees#"

HIWAHHEB

[hilWD:Ht]

175G*
1752*
1753*
1755#
1771*
1818.

Ouanl* B© Lusser*
ftmane* Danville#
Youane* De Grenay.
Youanny» French Memoir#
Yoanl* Romans*
Hlyoowanne. Ludlow*

Ludlow's spelling is very close to the Ghoctaw
original Tor this name, haiyowanl, or halowane* a word
which has been variously Interpreted# Gatschet first in
terpreted the name as "a worm very destructive to corn in
the wet season," apparently basing his solution upon the
information of Yowann© survivors, who remained in Louisiana
until late in the nineteenth c e n t u r y * B u t in a letter
Migration Legend* I, 109*
to Peter J* Hamilton, h© appears "to be skeptical on the
point and calls attention to the fact that the whole name
Heyowani Is a refrain in many Indian songs ,
130PMH§, VI, 405*

Byington defines the word haiyowanl as "a worm
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called th© cut worm, ^ K L a n d Bmmnton thinks that it Is
131BAE, Bui* 46, 150*
”June bug* *132
132BAE, Bui* 105, 68.
Simpson Tubby has clarified the situation somewhat
with the information that the Choctaw word haiyowanl is
commonly extended In meaning to Include all types of
fruit destroyers*
To-day Hiwannee designates a town In Wayne county*
The site of the present-day town is somewhat to the north
of that of the old Choctaw town of th© same name*

HOBOLOCBITTO
1818*
1852*
1839*
1871.
1899.

[he,bo:le' i y t b ]
Boils Chitto* Ludlow*
Bole Cheeto* Fritz (sectional map).
Bolo Chitto* La Tourrette*
Abolochltto* Hardee*
Haboio Ch111o* Cushman*

The fact that It has been Impossible to establish
one of the three forms, Abolochltto* Bolo^ltto* and
Bobolochitto --all of which are In common use to-day—

as

that which most closely resembles th© original name — pre
sumably Choctaw—

makes It difficult to interpret this name*

Cushman, suggesting Choctaw habojl, Hto subside, **
end ehlto* ^big,* as the source, Interprets the name as
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"greatly diminished, * referring to th© fact that th© depth
of the stream which beers th© name he a been greatly dtmin*#
ished, "owing to th© washing from th© hills*

Simpson

133CusJnaen, Flatorv. 500,

Tubby declares, however, that this interpretation is not
correct| th© Choctaw would not Indicate such a condition
in this fashion* Simpson himself, taking th© form flbolo**
th© most genuine of the three, prefers the
solution aboil* "thicket," and ©fai.tf>* "big" chance# "big
thicket*”
Perhaps the most plausible interpretation of th©
name Is that suggested to me by Mr* T* R* Pearson, post**
master at Picayune, Mississippi* Mr* Pearson thinks that
the stream which bears the name Bobolooh 11to to-day was
named for an old Ghoctaw chief, 1QI3&1&

"the big

quiet (on©)," who lived at the spot where Mr* Lamont
Howland now lives, within the corporation limits of the
city of Picayune* Mr* Pearson add© that the form BeloeMtt
is merely a shortened form of HobolocMttO,
The west branch of Hoboloehitto ©reek rises in
TIB, H16-, St* Stephens Meridian, Pearl river county, and
flows southward to T6S, R17'$, where it la Joined by Fast
robolochitto Just a few miles above th© confluence of the
stream with Pearl river*
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HOBtJCK BO0TJE

['ho:Ba K 'bo:g]

In correct Ghoctaw this is hobak bok* Bobak is ”a
word of peculiar reproach#

Its original meaning is

134By!ngton, BAB, Bui# 103, 155#

*emasculated o n © / and with this go the connotations of
^coward,® ^poltroon, * and *r©or©mnt#w Translated into
English, hobak bok is then ^th© emasculated one1© creek# "
(Perhaps It should be noted her© that Ghoctaw nouns, both
primitive and derivative, have no particular form for the
genitive ease# Hi© idea of possession Is expressed by means
of word-position or by means of possessive pronouns; for
example, bok hash tan, "fallen-leaf creek, * Is the order
employed when the idea of possession Is not implied, while
hobak bok, showing the reverse order of words, does impjy
possession* The us© of pronouns In conjunction with nouns
for the purpose of expressing possession la discussed In
connection with Sucarnoochee.,infra*)
Hobuck Bogus Is the name of a tributary of Doaks
creek, in Madison county. It Is supposed that the name came
to be applied to the stream because at one time an emas
culated person lived upon Its banks# An interesting
application of the same word is to be found in the name
Hobuck Intooa# which is the Ghoctaw designation for the
bluff upon which old St# Stephens, In Alabama, was situated.
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Halbert has successfully traced the tradition concerning
the name, and he relates it thus* wAn old Indian* whether
Creek or Ghoctaw is not known* in some violent manner was
deprived of his virility* He was so overwhelmed with th©
thoughts of his degraded condition* that in a fit of des
peration he committed suicide by running and leaping off
the bluff* Hence the bluff was called by the Choctaws hobak
In topa* *tbe emasculated one*s bed stead1*
135PAHS, III* 68*

HOHQCBITTQ

^hoiine'tsita]

Bomftchitto signifies "big red** being derived from
Choctaw honsna, rtred*n and chito* "big," Th© Choctaw*©
complete designation for the stream which bears the name
was Bok homma chi to, but bok* "river*** was dropped early
in favor of the English equivalent.
The Bomochitto has Its headwaters near the boundary
between Copiah and Lincoln counties* It pursues a south
westerly course through Franklin county* serves as the
county line between Adams and Wllkerson* and Joins the
Mississippi river some ten or fifteen miles above the Louisi
ana state boundary* The area drained by the stream Is for
the most part hilly* and the topsoil of the entire basin
Is red clay* The red clay gives its color to the water
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-whence th© name "big •red***

fiOKTOKOLO

tuVtAKslo-.] or [ hontaKelo-l

1839* Utucklo * Ira Tourrette*
1871* Hoonlakto* Hardee*
Hontokolo ©reek rises In T6H, R9E, Scott county,
and flows northward to Join Old Run, of Tusool&meta creek
In T8N, R9E* The name Is Choctaw ontuklo * or untuklo*
"seven*" For what reason the stream came to he called ftn~
tuklo la not altogether clear* 1 suspected at first that
the Choctaw original was isht ontuklo* "seventh, " and that
this was simply another case in which a stream had been
given a number Instead of ft name (of* Tougaloo* Infra)* but
Dr* W* A* Read has suggested to me the solution "seven [towns
people],” which Indicates a connection between that group
of Choctaws known as Seven Towns People and the name of the
stream**'36
136

Concerning the Seven Towns People, see Swanton, BAB* Bui*
103, 81*
The first of the pronunciations recorded here, which

Dr* W. A* Jones, Morton, Mississippi, says Is th© more com*
monly used. Is apparently based directly upon the correct
Choctaw form*
H O RH O LUCK A

I , h o:ti 9 11a Ka 1

This is a pusczling word* Dr* w* A* Head suggests a
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possible solution for it in Choctaw honrxl* "food, 9 "stew,"
plus haloka« "dear* a (0f» the personal name Hannochlto*
apparently a corruption of Choctaw honni and chito* "big,*1
in ASP, Public Lands, VII, 9SS*)
If, however, the stream which bears th© name to-day
had at some earlier time six forks, the word may be corrupted
from Choctaw hannall, "six," and haloka. "dear," with bok*

9 creek,” understood as the initial element of th© name*
Bornolucka creek rises a few miles west of Thrasher,
Prentiss county, and flows northeastward Into Pollys creek
at a point about a mil© above th© confluence of the latter
stream with the Tuscumbia*

houlka

[ W ho]
1839* Hoolka. Tanner*
Halbert says that this is Choctaw hulhkl* "th© calf

of the leg*"137 But the tradition concerning the application
137PAHS, III, 73,
of the name to the stream, in Chickasaw county, which bears
It to-day has been lost* As a matter of fact, few of th©
Choctaws living In Mississippi at the present time are familiar
with the word hulhkl at all* Th© word ivapl. which signifies
"the leg below the knee," has driven hulhkl into almost
complete disuse*
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nmmvcKm*

[ h^s'pAton ©3

1©£0* ^ s h m o k a n e h * Tanner*
XBB6#
Hitchcock (sectional « p ) *
XS71* Bushnuakana. Hardee#
The town of FMshpuckena ia situated, on the fl«?
railroad# some ten miles from the northern boundary of
Bolivar ©aunty* The name Is further applied to a tributary
of Sunflower river# In Bolivar county# and to m bayou in
Coahoma ©aunty* On Tanner*« map CXS30)* the name iss Iden
tified

only with the first of these streams#
Two possible sources of Kuahpueteena In Choctaw are

the followings

i s s s H A * "fcisS?*" &i» "the**®#* aaetea* "abound#."
hush toat50ffblack-icmi> " dkhtn^T wS e e k » "

^^Byingtan thinks the Choctaw called the black gum Cgtyaaa
gylvatlea Marsh and JOggL S H l g f A
hu$& te&* literSiy
"birds eat [it] #" because the birds ate the berries bora© by
th© tree.*

1
ISS AQUEHA

[,is^’kwiina]

f t g i a a a t i* derived from Choctaw J&l j^hSto* Ifil

signifies "deer#” and okhlna means "stream#" "creek*" The
name has two applications in Mississippi! it designates

m county in the west central part of the state and a town
in Sharkey county# 'Its© town is situated near la^ okhlna*
now called Deer creek# from utfbloh both the county and the
town receive their name*
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Issaquena county was established January 23, 1844,
during the administration of Governor Albert GU Brown* Th©
territory out of which th© county was erected was formerly
a part of Washington county*

ITA
Ita is tie name of a hamlet in Itawamba county,
situated six miles north of Fulton, the county seat* Until
1905, a Uhlted States post office was maintained at Ita,
hut since that time the community has been served by rural
free delivery*
The name is simply a shortened form of Itawamba,
51*

infra*

ITAWAMBA

[.itaW.mfes]
Itawamba county was established February 9, 1836,

from a part of the territory ceded by the Chlckasaws In th©
Treaty of Pontotoc, October 20, 1832* The county was named
In honor of Levi Colbert, or Itawamba Mlnco» one of the
most Influential of the Chickasaw chiefs**'®®
139Warren, PMH3. VIII, 558-869.
In a letter to Mr* Newman Cayce, Fulton, Mississippi,
which Mr* Cayce gave to Harry Warren, Mr* Stephen Daggett
relates the circumstance which led to the conference of
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the title Itawamba Mine® upon Golbert as follows:
"From Dr* Gideon Lincecuni, of Monroe county, who
spoke the Chickasaw language quite fluently, and who was
well acquainted with the Colbert family, I learned that
It was a custom with the Chi oka saws and th© Choctaws when
any of their number perforated a meritorious act, a council
was called, the circumstances of the act were related, and
If approved of, he was seated on the ground in a circle
formed by chiefs and warriors, a wreath placed on his head
and a new name given to him* Dr* LIncecura informed me that
when Levi Colbert was a young man, some Indians of other
tribes intended to take th© country Inhabited by th© Chickasaws from them, for their own benefit* [The Creeks, say©
Colonel James Gordon, wefce th© "other tribes* w] The time
fixed to subdue the Chlckasaws was in th© fall of th© year,
when the warriors wore absent on their annual hunt*
"Young Colbert received the news of their Intention
and that they were even on th© advance* He immediately
gathered as many of th© young men of the nation a© he could
--of those that were at home, who armed themselves as well
as they could, went forward to meet their enemies, surprised,
routed, killed and wounded more than their little fore©
numbered* For this brave and successful act of Levi Colbert,
after th© return of the warriors from their hunt, a council
of th© nation was called, th© circumstances of th© success
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were related* a *new name* and a crown or wreath were
decided to he awarded him# Instead of setting him flat
upon the ground (as had heretofore heen their custom)*
young Colbert was furnished with a small stool or bench
on which to sit* A wreath or crown was then placed upon
his head* and t h o ^ n e w name1 of *Xtt©~wamba Mingo1 or
’Bench Chief1 was given him* ’Itte* in the Chickasaw is
’wood1* and alluded to the bench on which he was sitting*”
Dr* W# A* Head sees in Itawamba Choctaw Itombi*
"box*” "chest," This interpretation does not materially
alter Daggett’s solution of Itawamba BSinoo* It simply
suggests that Levi Colbert was provided with a box or a
chest, rather than a bench(Choctaw alonbinili falala*
literally "long chair")* upon which to sit*

ITTA BEHA

F.rts

The town of Itta Bena* population 1570* is situated
on the C&0 railroad* in Leflore county*
Cushman* who spells the name Ittibano* says that
It Is derived from Choctaw It ~tl^bft~no,">wah» "walking to
gether, ”2-40 But this Interpretation Is certainly incorrect;
14°0ushman* History* 698#
the first element of th© name appears to be Choctaw Iti*
"forest*" "wood," The second Is ablna (composed of a,*
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locative, pins bina, ”a camping ground” )* Hence, iti fflloa
may be interpreted "forest camp” or ”a camping place in the
forest,” such as would b© used during a hunting expedition,

ITTO BECHI
Xtto Becbit is rather certainly a corruption of th©
Ghoctaw personal name Itibechl, which means ”an instigator
of fights and quarrels,”
The stream which bears the name to-day rises in
T19N, RISE, Oktibbeha county, and flows southeastward
across the line into Lowndes county,

IT O M A

U ftu n n el

Ituma is the name of a small village in Holmes
county, I supposed at first that the name is derived from
Ghoctaw iti, "pole,” and humma* "red,” as Is Xstrouma, the
name of a suburb on the northern limits of the city of
Baton Rouge, Louisiana, (Baton Rouge is itself a translation
of the Indian name •

)

2-^see Read, L a , Place-Names, 32; and especially "Xstrouma, *
Louisiana Historlcaj QxtarterIt . XIV, 503-515,
Dr* w. A, Read is of the opinion, however, that the
source of Ituma is Ghoctaw ltuma* "near,” "nigh,”
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1VKA
Cushman1a interpretation of Xufta — from Choctaw
ai-TO-pl (jt# £ #, ai, '‘there#” and yupl* "to bathe*}#
"place of bathing*~~ is probably erroneous# though the
Choctaws apparently did consider the springs at luka some~
thing of "fountains of youth*
142Cuahman, His t o r y . 595.

According to Coodspeed* s Memoirs, of Mississippi* I*
259# "the town of luka was named in memory of Xuka* a chief
who died. •*while camping at the springs and was there butled*
"The luka Springs were looked upon by the Indians as
the pools of new life and to them were carried when age
overtook them to partake of their waters and to receive a
renewal of youth* but to such new life could not be given*
Thus the locality of luka became a burial place for the
Indians* and when the town was established# the graves were
visible all over the site.”
Th© meaning of luka is not clear; perhaps it Is
"prisoner" or "slave#" from Choctaw vuka,
K
K E N T A W IH A

[.K in U 'w a is l

1871* Kentawha* Hardee*
Kentawlha ©reek is a tributary of Pearl river# rising
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near th© town of Beshoba, Beshoba county, and flowing
northwestward across th© county*
Simpson Tubby says that th© name is Choctaw kintsu
"beavers,” awava* "to bring forth there?" that Is to say,
"place where beavers are brought forth in abundance*" Th©
creek, Simpson says, takes its name from the beaver dam
near the present site of the town of Deemer*

KENTUCTAH

tKin'tAKta]

Kentuctah ©reek rises in T U B , K5B, Madison county,
and flows southwestward to Join Bo&ks creek*
Though X long suspected that th© first element of
Kentuctah to be kantak« "smilax," a plant from the roots
of which the Choctaws made bread, I am now convinced (by
the information that there was a beaver dam not very far
above the confluence of Kentuctah creek with Doeks creek)
that the source of the name is Ghoctaw kinta* "beaver,"
oktapa* "dam*" The present-day spelling must have developed
through analogy with such forms as Shucootah. £* v*,
infra* and others, which end in -tah*

KITTAHUTTY

I,Kits1ha 11]

Halbert says this is Choctaw klttl* "mortar," and
h&ta* "white" ~**th©t is, a white stone mortar used for
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pulverizing e o r n A 4 $

For a discussion of the Choctaw1©

143j>Ag5s III, 73*
method of grinding c o m * see Swanton, BAB* Bui* 103* 38*
KIttshutty creek rises in TICS, RIB# Pontotoc
county* and flows southward into Calhoun county#

KOLOLA SPRINGS

[Ke'lode]

Kolola Springs Is a town of some on© hundred inhabi
tants* situated in Lowndes county* on the SLSF railroad*
Th© source of the name is uncertain; if it is Choctaw# it
is probably derived from one of the following*
kololl. "cut off#" "severed*"
oka }all, "splashing water*"
oka laua* "sloshy*"

KIJSHUNA
Kushuna creek is a tributary of Tombigbee river*
in Lowndes county*

The source of th© name Is Choctaw

koshuna* "humpbacked*"

Concerning the application of the

name to the stream* William A* Love writes*

"Kushuna in

Choctaw signifies Humpback» from which w© conclude that
some humpbacked person must once have lived on this creek#
from Which It received its name*"144
144PMHS* VII, 384

I l l

Simpson Tubby says that ■koehuna^ as applied to a
watercourse, means simply "crooked#"
KWATALAIA, See QUAKTEBLXAH, infra,
L
LAPPATTTBBY

[,lxpa'Ubil

1839* haop&tuby# Tanner.
1871* Lapoutabbe. Hardee#
Lappatubby was originally a Ghoctaw personal name,
belonging to some one who had distinguished himself at deer
hunting. It is derived from lapitta# "buck," gbj. T,to kill*1*
hence, "buck killer
145R&lbert, PARS. Ill, 75.
To~day the name Is applied to a creek which rises In
Pontotoc oounty and flows northward into Union county, where
it joins several other creeks to make up Tallahatchie river.

LITTLE ATCHAFALAYA BAYOU

[fts wf o fUie]

This stream is laid down by the survey of the U#$*
War Department, Corps of Engineers (Auter Quadrangle,
1929-30 edition), as a tributary of Ya&oo river, which It
joins In Humphrey county at a point about one mile south
of the town of Hard Cash#
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The name is derived from Choctaw hacha. "river#*
falaia# *1o n g # * ^ 8

Th© word bayou* employed her© in the

l46p0r a full discussion of the name Atchafalareu as applied
to a river in Louisiana* see Head* Lai''Plao^iames* S<*6#
Louisiana French sense of th© word* did not belong to th©
original Choctaw name*

Choctaw hacha and bote* from which

bayou is derived* are synonymous*

LOBOTCHA* or LOBTJTCEY

UeW^l

Halbert says Lobutcha is merely a shortened form
of Yalobusha *3.47

, infra*

Cushman1s interpretation

147PAHS, III* 73*
lah-buch-lh» "to make warm,”148 is unquestionably incorrect#
^48Cushman* History* 599*
Lobutcha creek flows from Its source in western
Winston county across Attala and Leake counties Into Pearl
river*

L0CAFOBSA

[.lo^'fo^s]

Locafoma is a corruption of Choctaw lukfi« "clay*”
"dirt#" hcaama* "red* ->~nred clay#*

The creek to THfolch this

name is applied lies among th© red clay hills of Winston and
Noxubee counties*
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According to Stepson Tabby, the Choctaws wore accus
tomed to camp on its banks at certain seasons of the year
for the purpose of making from the very fin© clay taken from
the bed of th© stream such pieces of pottery as were commonly
required for household use#

LOOKFODDA

Lluk'f adel

Simpson Tubby informs me that there Is a place near
th© head of Lookfodda creek, a tributary of Pearl river, in
northern Neshoba county, where th© Choctaws found a very
fine grade of white ©lay which they used in pottery# and
especially in making pipes#

Ordinarily# red ©lay was pre

ferred# but It appears that the white ©lay found here mad©
particularly good pipes#

This place was called lukfi hata*

or lukfata# and later the stream cam© to be known by the
same name#

Lukfi is Choctaw for "clay# " and hata signifies

"white.11

LOOSA SCOONA

t'lusse W n e ]

1839# Loose Schoona# La Tourrett©.
Loose Scoona creek rises in western Calhoun county
J:

and flows westward to Join Yalobusha river at a point a few
i

miles to the east of Grenada# seat of Grenada county#
To~day# the stream is commonly called simply Scoona
creek#

There is also th© variant spelling Skuna.

(This
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latter spelling is the one used in the Hand McNally map of
Mississippi for 1934*}
Concerning the origin of the name* Halbert suggests
that if loose is not Choctaw lufoss, *swamp*” it may be
halua* "leech*”

Scoona is Choctaw iakuna, "entrailsj”

hence* halus iakuna signifies "leech entrails ,"S*49

Perhaps

149PAHS, III* 75-74*
the name Bear Cuts Bayou (from Choctaw nlta lakuna bok),
which designates a stream in Leflore county* will lend some
support to this interpretation*
If the first element of the name is lunaa« the
Choctaw original may be lun aa, "swamp*” plus ishi, "to
harbor*" plus koni, "polecats" ~"swamp harboring polecats,"
Cushman *s interpretation lusa koni, "black polecat*
^•SOcushman* History, 599,
Is erroneous*

In Ghoctaw* the adjective never precedes the

substantive It modifies*

LOOXAHOMA

ttluksa‘ho:7ne]

Looxahoma creek lies In southeast 9?at® county*

A

town of 50 inhabitants* situated near the junction of the
stream with Hlcaholahala creek* bears th® same name*

In
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correct Choctaw orthography, Looxahoma is luksi* "turtle,"
homma* "red?1* thus, "red turtle«w

LUKE FLUFFEH

['lu:K W e i

This is a corruption of Choctaw lukfapa (lukfl* "clay,•
"dirt," plus apa, "to eat"), which Byington defines as "a
lick or saline place; a place where cattle and beasts of
the forest - deer and buffalo •* eat the dirt and lick for
s

a

l

t

#

in the present~day form the development of ff

1S1BAE. Bui. 46* 247.
from £ is explained as a case of consonantal assimilation*
Luke Fluffer creek, which lies in TIN, E9W, Clarke
county, is a tributary of Shubnta creek*

LUSSA LTJKER

[,I a s s 'luikal, [,Iu7isa 'lu.-Ka] or ['lunsa 'liesa]

1772• Lusapa# Homans#
Lussa Luker creek is a tributary of Kentarky creek,
in Neshoba county#

The name, according to Halbert, is

derived from Choctaw lun aa* "swamp," plus alaka# "edge;"
thus, "the edge of a swamp*
15gPMBS. VI, 430.
Simpson Tubby disagrees with Halbert*s solution,
however*

Pronouncing the name t'iuus©

] and maintaining
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that his pronunciation is based upon the actual Choctaw
designation Tor the stream, he derives It from lunaa lusa*
“blade swamp*"

Be says the white man has corrupted the

second element by substituting the & for jr*

Unfortunately,

the name does not appear upon any maps which have been avail
able to me, except that of Romans — and the spelling here is
too badly corrupted to lend any assistance*

Bo It is impossi

ble either to confirm or to disprove Simpson1® interpretation*
Of the three pronunciations recorded here, the first
two are current among the Inhabitants of Philadelphia, and
the third is that heard among the Indians residing on the
Pearl River “reservation,11 situated a few miles from Philadel
phia*

LU1APALLXLA, or LO0XAPALLILA

[,1a Ksepa'lai 1e ]

1891* Luxapalllla or floating Turtle Or* Smith*
Luxapalllla creek enters Mississippi from Alabama
in western Lowndes county and flow® into Tomblgbee river
several miles south of Columbus, the seat of Lowndes
county*
Some popular interpretations of the name are
"floating turtle" (Smith, map of 1891) and "swimming terrapin"
(Cushman, History* 699),

But these are not exact translations

of the Indian name for the stream*
from Choctaw luk&l* •turtle,1

"The name is derived

•there,1 balall* ♦crawls,1

and [bok, ’creek*1 } " ® hence, "creek where the turtle crawls,
15SRead, Ala# Place-Names# 42* See also Halbert# p a h s , III, 68

Si

MAGOWA
"Uniting with Kushuna creek one mile from the
Tombigbee river is Magowa ereek# which rising from the back
bone dividing the prairies of western Lowndes and eastern
Oktibbeha counties# flows almost due east for fifteen miles#
The low lands bordering this ereek are from one to two
miles in width and In thete primitive state were covered
with a dense and almost impassable can© brake# Magowa was
supposed to be a Choctaw word meaning imps asable# but such
linguists as Halbert say not# The first mention of the
stream was by La Tourrett© in 1885 as Me Gower# which
suggests some prominent Irish or Scotch settler# The Choc
taws, however# called It Ma-gow-a, accent on the last
syllable,"154
154 Love, PKBS. VII, 334,

The fact that the Choctaws stressed the last syllable
suggests that the word Is foreign# for the general rule is
that Choctaw words of three syllables stress the penult#
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MAKALLI
m s L m

is the name of a creek In Harrison county*

It may be the seme as Amakalll* which name Gatschet records
as that of a 11lower Creek town, planted by Chiaha Indians
on a creek of that name, which is the main water-course of
Kitchofuni creek , a northern affluent of Flint Hirer,
Georgia*.,* Hie name Is not Creek | It seems to be identical
with Am&calola* the CherokI name of a picturesque cascade
on Amaealola creek, a northern affluent of Etowa Hirer,
Dawson County, Georgia*

Hie derivation given for It 1st

ama water* kalole sliding* tumbling*
Migration legend* I, 106*
Dr* W* A* Head Is of the opinion, however, that the
source of the name Makalll is very probably Hltehlti imakli*
“their people,* or “his people," from to* "his" or "their,"
and okll* "people*"
It Is possible of course that the name is derived
from Choctaw — from either amakali* "graceful," or makail,
"base," "lowly*"

MANTACHIE

[tian't wtji]

Originally, Mantaehie was a Choctaw personal name.
In correct Choctaw orthography it ia ma^ra. "to go," plus
t, conjunctive particle meaning "and," plus achi, "to call,"
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"to s p e a k ;v thus, "he who goes and calls," or "lie who goes
and speaks*" 'Hie name was perhaps conferred upon the
particular Choctaw who bore It because h© went forth to
speak for his tribe at the intertribal meetings, or because
he was sent forth to summon members of his own or of other
tribes (though anoll is apparently the word most frequently
used in the latter sense).
This particular type of personal name occurs rath e r N
commonly among the Choctaws, Compare, for example, Mantabi, "he who goes and kills," and Mintabi. "he who comes
and kills,"
The town of Mantachi© Is situated in west central
Itawamba county near a creek which has the sane name. In
1954, the town had 188 inhabitants.

KASHTJLAVILLE

[ina^U'.ls i/ll]

Mashulaville is the name of a town of some 200
inhabitants,

situated in Noxubee county* The town was

named for the Choctaw chief, Mashulltubbe, probably Choctaw amoahull, "to persevere," "to venture on," t, "and,"
abi,

"to kill" — thus,

"on© who perseveres and kills"—

though It may be the same as Masholltabl. which Swanton
Interprets as "when It was fair weather, he killed,"

(B A B ,

Bui. 103, 121.)
For an historical discussion of Mashulaville, see
Halbert, ?HBS » VII, 389ff,

MATTUBBY

[fts'tAbi]
1856. Bantubb-y. Bell (sectional map).
According to Simpson Tubby, this was th© name of

a Choctaw warrior of whom he heard his father speak* In
Correct Choctaw, the name, he says, is Ma*Va table ”he
who goes and kills*”
Mat tubby may he corrupted, however, from Choctaw
mintl plus abi, ”h© who comes and kills,” or from Montabi,
which Claiborne interprets as mont« ”sll,” abi* "killer#
^■®®GlaIborne, Mississippi* 584*
Cf* also the personal names Mlntabbi* ASP, VII, 109, and
Mantema* ”to go and deliver something sacred,” a woman’s
name, BAB* Bui* 103, 181*

MINGO
The word ml^ko, from which Mingo is derived, Is
found In both the Choctaw and the Chickasaw* It signifies
"a chief,” ”a sachem*” It served also, among the Choctaws,
as the equivalent of English "his majesty,” ”hls excellency*”
The name Mingo occurs twice as a geoigraphic name In
Mississippi — for a creek In Olarke county and for a
settlement In Tishomingo county. In the latter case, the
name is rather certainly a shortened form of Tlahomon&o*
3

* v., infra*
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MISSISSIPPI
wMeeehee Soepee, or something sounding like these
words, was the name applied to the river by the Indians of
the Northwest visited by La Salle and Marquette# The Meeche
or Mlsse Is the same in meaning as the Mleoo of the Creeks
and other Muscogees, meaning great as an adjective and
chief as a noun# The French orthography was Mississippi
and the Spanish, Mlslsipj ♦-both pronounced Meeseeaeepee,
which corresponds as near as possible to the general
Indian pronunciation »#•#
*Pere Marquette was the first to introduce the name
Into the geography of America as Mltchlsipi# in 16725
Father Hennepin, In 1698, spelled the name of the river
Mechasipl or Meehacebe * and Charlevoix, In 1744, gave it
es Mlalslpi or Micisalppj#
^^Rowland, Mississippi the Heart of the South# I, 29#
The ultimate source of the name Is Algonquian ml si,
’’Big*1* slpl# wrlver#** The popularity of this Algonquian
designation "was largely due to its adoption by the Mobilian
trade language#
***^®Read, Ala# Place-Names# 43#
The Lower Mississippi, and particularly New Orleans,
came to be known to the Choctaws as Balbanoha or Malb&ncha

— spelled. Malabouchla^^ —

which signifies **& place of

159Kowland, Q&, clt*, 29*
foreign languages, ” from bAlbaha, Mto talk in a foreign
language,w and an sha* **to be in that place,
*^°Read, Ala* Place-Namea, 43,
Cushman^ interpretation of Mississippi as ^Beyond
Age,si^

from Choctaw misha alpokni, is evidently based

^^Cushman, History, 64,
upon the information contained In a letter addressed to the
Columbus Whig, by Feter Pitchlynn, in which Fltchlynn
"traced the derivation of the word to the Choctaw mlsh s&a
sippukni, which he translated 1beyond age*,
^-^Biographical and Historical Memoirs of Mississippi, II, 253
In addition to serving as the name of the state and
the river, Mississippi designates a city In Harrison county,
Mississippi City, and that part of the Gulf of Mexieo lying
off the coast of the state, Mississippi Sound,
N

NANACHJ3IAW
1772, Manna Ohac&w, Romans,
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Hanachehaw signifies “high hill, * being derived
from Choctaw n&nih. "hill," and oh aha # "high.” The name
designates to-day a village and its post office in Warren
county* The railway station* on the ISiV railroad* near
which the village stands £s known as Allen* According to
the Hand McNally map of 1934, the population of Hanachehaw
is seventy-five*

HAHAWAXVA

[,TJaeTia fwai s]

1772* Haniwa&a Hatcha* Homans*
1859* Nanna Warrior* la Tourrette*
Hanawaiva is the name of a creek in Winston county*
The creek Joins Tallahaga and Bogus Chitto creeks, in
Heshoba county, to make up pearl river*
Concerning the origin of the name, Cideon LIncecum
writes as followst "Just above the uppermost camps, and
overhanging the creek, was a steep little hill with a hole
in one side* As it leaned towards the creek, the people
called It the ‘Leaning hill* (Hunlh Wava).”163 From the
165PMHS. VIII, 523.
"leaning hill," which in correct Choctaw is Hanlh* "hill,"
walya* "leaning," slanting," the stream gets its name*
For a detailed account of Kanawaiva and of the
Kanawaiya mounds, see Halbert, PMBS* IX, 223 ff.j PMHS, IV,
267 ff*j PMHS* VI, 457j and Swanton, BAB* Bui* 103, 6-7,
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NAKKEETA

[WKi;te]
Narkeeta is the name of a station, in Kemper county,

on the M&O railroad# The origin of the name, according to
Simpson Tubby, is Choctaw nakchlto# a contraction from
nakl* “lead (bullets),” and ohito« Mbigw --“big bullets#”
Concerning the particular signification of nakl phltp for
the Choctaw, see Noxap&ter* infra#

NASHQBAWENYA
Nashobawenya bayou lies in Sunflower county, just
west of the Leflore county line and two or three miles
northeast of the town of Sunflower*
The name is said to b© a corruption of Choctaw
nashoba* “wolf,” and wcha* “howling” — “howling wolf#” As
a matter of fact, the stream is designated on several
recent maps of Mississippi as Howling Wolf bayou*

NATCHEZ

[l‘h*t5jz]
1699#
1*700#
1*775#
1836#
1884*

Nacha« Iberville*
Batches * Penlcaut#
Kaehee* Adair#
Hatches* Gallatin*
Haktche* Gatschet*

"The late Albert 3# Gatschet, a noted authority on
Indian dialects, wrote to Mr* H# L# Favrot, of New Orleans,
on January 15, 1894, the following comment on the difficult
name Natchez *
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1,1In my "Migration Legend of th© Greek Indians*"
Vol. X, X gaire an explanation of the name Matches* which
the Mfetohez themselves pronounce N a fhtchl* as X myself
ascertained In 1886* I gave up that etymology and think
that possibly it Is a Caddo word* for the west shore of
Mississippi Elver* must have been in the hands of the
Caddos in early times*
"♦Compare Na*htcha forest wood. d a ’htche’hi timber
in Caddo* and eda’kteha forest in the cognate of T a ftassi*
Hence* "timber land," If correctly guessed* 1
164Dart, "Mote on the Origin of Matches*" La* Hist* Qnar.*
XIV* Ho. 4 (October* 1931}* 518.
The name Hatches survives to-day as that of the seat
of Adams county* situated on the Mississippi river about
three miles from the site of the principal village of the
Natchez tribe* on St. Catherine’s creek.
The name Is also perpetuated in the Hatehez Trace*
an old highway connecting Natch©2 * Mississippi* and
Nashville* Tennessee. Hie Natchez Trace was known to the
Choctaws as Nachl inhlna, "Natchez their route*

16SBylngton, BAE. Bui. 46, 153.

NESHOBA

[tis^oibsl
1816# Nasoouba. Darby.
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Neshoba signifies "wolf," the genuine Choctaw form
being Nashoba* The name is to-day applied to one of the
counties lying In that district known to th© Choctaws as
Okla falaya* "long people*" There is also a town of Neshoba,
situated in the southern part of the county of th© same name*
At Philadelphia, the seat of Neshoba county, is
located the Choctaw Agency for Mississippi, and some five
or six miles distant from the Agency is the Pearl Elver
Indian school, the principal one of those schools provided
by the TJ. S* Department of Interior for the education of
those Indians who have remained in Mississippi*

NITACHUCKY

[711ta'tjAKJ

1820* Kataehuoky* Tanner*
Nitacbueky creek lies in T8S, H10B, Itawamba county*
The name Is Choctaw nlta* ’’bear,* chuka* "den," "house"
— -"bear*8 den*"
The prevalence of the bear In that part of th© old
Choctaw Territory which now comprises Tishomingo and Ita
wamba counties, Mississippi, and Franklin county, Alabama,
is attested by the frequency with which bear appears as a
geographic name# In addition to Nltaehuoky creek, there are
Bear creek and kittle Bear creek*
HXTAKECHI, or NITAKATCHIB

rmte'K wt^i]

1871# Okanltakatohle* Hardee*
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Mitskeohi creek* a tributary or Lappa tubby creek,
rises in TBS, B4E* Union county* and flows westward along
the Union-Pontotoc county line to the point of its confluence
with Lappa tubby,
The stream is often, but erroneously, called Cherry
creek. Presumably, some one thought the name to b© derived
from Choctaw okhina. *stream," itallkchi. “cherry tree,"
being misled perhaps by such spellings as that of Hardee
(1871).
The source of th© name is Choctaw Ultak lehl, the
name of a chief in Pushimataha district who died in the old
nation.**66 Kltak Eohl signifies “the commencement of day.**
^^Syington, BAS. Bui. 46, 280*.
Oka, the initial element in the spelling shown on Hardee*a
map, means "water," "stream! " English creek has displaced it
in the present-day forms.

HITTA YUMA

f,bit© 'jam?si

Simpson Tubby says this is th© Choctaw personal name
fflta Hurnma, "red bear." Th© name Nlta* Simpson adds* was
commonly given to men who had extraordinarily strong teeth*
Cushman takes nit a yamroa. "bear yonder," "bear thereat*" as
the original.*’617
**67Cushman, H istory. 600.
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Hitt a Yuma is to-day the name of a station on tin©

YMSV railroad* in Sharkey county* The population of th©
village near the station was twenty-five in 1954#

HORCCNHAB

The Mississippi branch of Honeonnah creek rises in
T13* R4W* Marshall county* It Joins the Tennessee branch
Just to the north of th© Misslsslppi-Tennesse© line and
flows into the Mississippi river a few miles south of the
city of Memphis* The name is thought to be derived from Choc
taw nan ikhana* ”a seer*” fta prophet#* Supposedly* th©
stream took its name from th©

fact that a nan Ikhana lived

at one time upon Its banks*

SOXAPATER

[,VaKsa'jbe;t*]

Halbert derives Hoxaoater from Choctaw i^akl# ”lead
(bullets)*” chlnlnta* ttllttl©*n^ ^ Originally* th© Choctaws
1€8PAHS» III* 74*
used the fuller form nakl lumbo, ”lead ball*” to signify
f,bullet*” but as they came to know lead almost exclusively
In the form of bullets* th© particularising noun was no
longer required* According to

Simpson Tubby* th© rifle bul

let wa© called nakl ohlnlnta.

and the larger bullet,

"ball" of the cannon, nakl chlto.

or the

Noxapater ia th© name of a town and a creek in
Winston county* 'She creek Is one of the email streams which
come together in Neshoba county to make up Pearl river# Th©
town, which has a population of 526, is situated on the
GH&H railroad, Just a few miles north of the Winston-Neshoba
county line*

NOXUBEE

L'uaKs.bx]

1772#
1816#
1820#
1859*

Oka Qnoxubbe* Homans*
Oak NoxabeeT Darby*
Oa^a^xafee©1'
* Tanner #
Qkanoxubee. La Tourrefcte#

The name Noxubee designates to-day a county In west
central Mississippi, a river which lisa principally in that
county, and a creek in T16N, H U B , In Clark© county. In
correct Choctaw, the name ia Oka* 11creek, ” nek ah obi, "having
the smell of fish when first taken from water;” thus, "creek
of which the water has the odor of freshly caught fish#" But
this is an only approximate translation* As Halbert observes,
the word nakshobl has no exact equivalent In English* It is
thought (Halbert says) that the name was applied to th© river
because of "the offensive odor that arises from an overflowed
river or creek in the summer tlm©*,>^®®
169PMHS* 71, 436.
Halbert points out that the etymology of Noxubee
given by Claiborne --from Choctaw oka* "water," naki, "bullet,
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shim, ”st Inking”

is "altogether out of the question,

1 7 0 d aiborne, Mississippi* 485*
and the so-called legend^7*!® a bit of 1buncombef * for
^-^The Chocehumas, on a hunting expedition* once entered th©
hunting grounds of th© Choctaws and the Chicks saws# These
letter tribes attacked the intruders* killed many of them*
and threw the dead bodies into the river* From this Incident
the stream derived its name*
throwing of bodies of th© slain enemies into th© river Is
something unheard of in Indian Warfare*”^72
1 7 2 PM HS,

V I,

4 3 5 -4 3 6 *

Homans Interprets ffoxubeft as "strong smelling water***
It is interesting to note that on his map of 1772 he gives
the river the additional name of Batohee Pose* "little
river," to distinguish it from Tombigbee river, which was
commonly called simply Eacha* "river#"

BUCEFAPPA

[.H iiis i'fu p a ]

Bucefappa la the name of a small stream in Jasper
county# Th© present-day spelling appears to have been estab
lished by La Tourrette (1839)*
Th© name is thought to be a corruption of Oboetaw
gusasapl (plural of nusfpl)* "oak trees." ffluaapl Is a con
traction from nusl* "acorn," apl* "tree,*1 "stalk*"
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NU3ICHIYA

tnu:si't5id]

1B71* Hooaacheah* H&rdee*
Husichiya creek, with Tlbbee creek, served a a a
boundary between the Choctaws and the Chiek&s&ws* For this
reason, it came to be known commonly as Line creek* Both
appellations are in use to~d©y* Th® stream lies, for th©
most part, in what is now Clay county*
Claiborne thinks th© name means llyou sleep,” being
derived from Choctaw nusi chi a.» and that it was given to
the stream because at some point along its banks,

"the

Choctaws attacked them [the Chick©saws] when unprepared
or ’asleep* *

But this is not a very plausible inter*

2 ^ 3Claiborne, Mississippi* 485*
pretatlon; Choctaw for "you sleep” or "you are asleep” is
ehl nusl or chia n u s i * Chi appears as a verb suffix only when
the causal form of th© verb is employed*
H a l b e r t ’s solution for Nasloh.iya ia pretty certainly
the correct one* Choctaw nusi*

"acorns," ia, locative,

c h l y a * "to sit,” "to lie* — hence,
1 7 4 P AHS,

“there,*

"acorns lie there*

III, 73.

The only objection to this solution is that the verb chlya is
dual* Simpson Tubby informs me, however, that during his
lifetime he has known chlya to be applied as frequently to
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more than two persona or things as to two only* and to the
same conclusion Byington writes as follows: "Some say that
l»g

chlya is strictly dual, but it la not always thus used*"
17SBAB. Bui. 46, 107.

0

OAKCHICKAMAU

Lo^'tgi Kama:]

Oakchiekamau. from Choctaw oka# "water," and achukma»
"good," is the name of the site of old Hendersonville, in
Yalobusha county. In the 18S0fs, the greater part of the
land around Oakcbicksmau came into the possession of Franklin
E. Plummer.

OAK CFUMBTJLA

[ o:K 't$Aink>dh]

1839* Oka Chumbala. La Tourrette.
Q«tV Qhumbula Is the name of a bayou In EarrisAn
county. The stream extends from a point near the confluence
of Mill creek with Biloxi river, In T6S, H11W, to the Bay
of Biloxi.
The name, at first glance, suggests Choctaw oka
chambull, "sweet water." However, when one considers the
spelling of La Tourrette (1839) and remembers that La
Tourrette was French --he would naturally write ch- for
Choctaw sh- «*- Choctaw oka ohamb&la. "cottonwood bayou,"
becomes the more plausible interpretation of the name.
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Cottonwood is a popular designation for several
trees of th© willow family -•In the South, especially of
th© Swamp or Downy poplar (Pppulus heteronhylla L*)#

OAKLEMETRR

[,0:Kle 'mi:t 9 ]

1871* Okli-meter* Bard©©*
Qaklemeter means "young peopl©," being derived
from Choctaw okla* "people,” and blmrolta, "young *" The
name designates a stream in Benton county*

0AK0HA'0' [’o:Kahe:]
183S* Cohay* Frits (sectional survey)#
18*71 • Ocohay* Hardee#
Oakohay creek rises at the Scott-Smith county line,
flows southward across Smith county, and Joins Tallahala
creek In northeast Covington county* Th© name Is derived
from Choctaw oka ahe, 11the mud potato#” Oka ahe is,
according to Simpson Tubby, a colloquialism now in general
use among th© Mississippi Choctaws# It has almost com
pletely displaced the forms kunshak ah© and luchuk ahe*
both of which signify "the bog, or wild, potato#" In the
same way, "the Irish potato," which is na hollo Imahe in
correct Choctaw, has come to be called hatak ahe, Hatak
ahe is, literally, “man1s potato?" that is to say, "the
white m a n ’s potato*"
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OAKTARK

[ f0:Kt d:K]
Bayou Oaktark flows out of Noxube© river in T17N,

R14E, Oktibbeha county, and joins the same river again in
TX6N, RX5E, Noxubee county, ^making an island about ei^it
miles long and from one to two miles wide, part of which
is in Oktibbeha and part in Noxubee County*”^ ®
176Halbert, Pffi8. VI, 435,
The genuine Choctaw orthography for Oaktark is
hohtak, na beaver pond,”
Romans (Map of 1772) designates the island formed
by Oaktark bayou and Noxubee river ©s ”0reat Beaver Dam*”

OAK TTJPPA, or OKATUPPA

[ oiKs't/tps]

1Q1B. Qaktupa* Ludlow.
Oak Tupps creek rises in T4N, RISE, Clarke county,
and flows southeastward across Choctaw county, Alabama,
into Tombigbee river* The smaller southern branch of th©
stream is called Little Oak Tuppa.
The name is derived from Choctaw oktapl» wdam (of
water)*w “Oktapl is a contraction of Choctaw oka* •water,1
and tapa* 1dammed up*

* 1,17,7

The Choctaw used the term to

-^^Read, Ala* Place-Names» 49*
designate streams which had been “dammed up ” either by
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beavers or by tb© collection of driftwood during the flood
season#
The first pronunciation* obviously based upon the
spelling Oak Tuppa, Is th© one more commonly used in Clarke
county. The alternative spelling has developed out of
analogy with such forme as Oka Lnsa and Oka Hola,

y**

infra.

OCOBLA

1772. Oka Coopoly. Homans*
According to Halbert* Ocobla is derived from Choctaw
oka, "water*n a* "there*" kobll. or kopli. "to bite" ~~thfet
is to say* "water where biting is," or "a good fishing
place. ”1*78
178PMHS. VI, 429.
Simpson Tubby disagrees with Halbert#s solution. He
says that th© name is a corruption of the word akobala,
which signifies a bush somewhat like th© "bird* s-eye*11 pre
sumably of th© species Primula farinosa. The banks of the
stream which bears the name to-day (Simpson says) were once
lined with these bushes* which budded very early* putting
forth beautiful blossoms* and began to die when most plants
were only beginning to "flower."
To-day, Ocobla designates a stream and a settlement
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in eastern Neshoba county,

OFABOMA .[t0;fo'hoi7»a]
The town or Ofahoma, situated on Yokahockany creek,
in western Leake county,

is named for a well-known Choctaw

warrior, Ofi h o m m a , "red dog,"
According to Simpson Tubby, Choctaw personal names
of which o f i , "dog," constitutes a part belonged to war
riors who were exceptionally good runners,

OKACHITO

[,0:Ke '53 Tt a]
Okachito is the term which was Invariably applied

b y the Mississippi Choctaws to the Gulf of Mexico,

The

179FMHS, II, 231,
source of the name is Choctaw o k a , "water," chito, "big”
--"big water,"

OKAHATTA

[,0*Ke'h

t e]

TJ, S, Department of Agriculture soil surveys of
Mississippi (1916) show two streams which bear th© name
Okahattai one lies in Newton county, and th© other Is In
Oktibbeha, The source of the name Is Choctaw oka h a t a ,
which, translated literally, means "white water," But ap
parently the Choctaw adjective has as many shades of meaning
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as its English equivalent#'
According to Bytngton, the Ohoctaw word okhata,
which

is contracted from oka hat a * means simply **a lake, ”

**& large pond," "a bay," **© gulf*

Hence,

it is quit©

180BAB. Bui. 46, 295.
possible that there were other meanings which might apply
to an inland creek#
Simpson Tubby says that the combination oka hata
as applied to a creek means "a stream which has

OKA HOLA

milky w a t e r •*

[ ' o : K e 'h o : l s ]

1730# Okeoullou* He Lusser*
1732* Oke Oullou* du Roullet.
1772* Oka-hooXah* Romans*
H a l b e r d discussing R o m a n s 1 map of 17*72, mentions
a stream and a settlement which bore this name* The settle
ment was situated near the mouth of Sucarnooehee creek, in
Kemper county, and th© stream was probably one of the tribu181
taries of Buckatunna creek, in Clark© or Wayne county*

181P¥HS. VI, 425 and 435.
To-day Oka Kola designates a station on th© H O M E
railroad, in Lamar county, and a creek in T3R, R14^, in the
same county.
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The source or the name la ©oramonly thought to be
Choctew oka hullo * “beloved water,H a solution which ha©
some support In Dr# W* A# R e a d 1s suggestion concerning the
origin of the name Catahoula#-**8 % n Louisiana# However, du
i 8 % r o m Choctaw okh&ta. "lake," hullo#
Place-flamea# IS#

“beloved" — Read, La#

Roullet, who visited the old Choctaw village of Oke Oullou,
intreprets the name as “scarce water, “‘k8 ® suggesting the
183 MPA, I, 144.
original in oka plus iklauo# “to be scarce,11 or indicating
an unusual translation of h u l l o .

OKALONA

[(OiKe'los-nel
Okalona, a town of some 2500 population, is situated

on the OH&CC railroad, In ©astern Chickasaw county*
Several solutions of the name hsv© been suggested,
but none of them has the merit of being based upon good
authority. Cushman says O k - l a ^ i p k ^ p n ^ l h * “people gathered
therej“ Gannett records th© Interpretation "much bent," p e r 
haps taking Ohoctaw alaka polyoma to be th© original;^8^and
184Cushman, Hlwtogy. 601, and Gannett, P M H 8 . VI, 546.
Simpson Tubby suggests as th© source Choctaw o k a , "water,"
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5JLo, nw e ,t? o n a . wto com© (to)” **wwe com© to water#” Simp*
s o n ’s Interpretation is purely a guess? he has no historical
information (he says) concerning the name*

OKATIBBEK

I,0;Ka !ti bil

ISSO* Oaktjbbehaw* banner*
Concerning this name, Claiborne writes as followss
tt$he Choctaws and the Chiokaa&ws had occasional conflicts,
particularly after th© whites appeared in the country* The
former were allies of the French* The latter were under
English control, and th© rivalry of these kept the tmyo
kindred tribes on bad terms* They had a great battle about
two miles south of West point* There may yet be seen two
mounds, about one hundred feet apart* After th© fight they
came to terms, and erected these mounds over their dead,
and to the neighboring stream t h e y gave the name Ok&*tlbbe*
ha, or Fighting Water*
^•^Clsiborne, Mississippi, 484*485#
But, as Halbert points out, this Is an erroneous
interpretation, Okatibbee is simply a form of Oktibbeha (cp,
i n f r a ) which developed out of analogy with such names
a 3 Okahatta, Oka L u s a , and Oka Kola, of which Choctaw o k a *
”water,” 1 b the first element,**1®^

W

pMHS, H I # 369.
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Qkatibbee creak is one of the small streams which
come together near the Lauderdale-Clark© county line to
make up the Chick&sawhay river, There is also © station
on the M&O railroad,

situated a few miles south of Meridians,

which is called Okatibbee,

OKATOKA I,o:Ka'to:ms]
Okatoma creek rises in Simpson county, flows across
Covington county, and joins Leaf river at a point near the
city of Hattiesburg,
The first element of th© name is Choctaw oka,
"water*” The second, Dr*,W* A, Head suggests, is the tribal
name Tohome» Thus, the name would be Interpreted "Tohome
waters,” meaning a stream lying in the territory of the
Tohome Indian tribe*
The Tohome were ”a former Muskhogean tribe of the
Gulf coast, speaking a dialect of Choctaw (Margry, Dec.,
HP, 427, 427, 514-31, 1880), Their cabins stood 8 leagues
13* of the French settlement at Mobile, on th© W* side of
Mobile r. The number of warriors was estimated in 1702 at
350, They were allies of the French and had been baptized
In the Roman Catholic faith,,#***^
187Hodge, BAB. Bui. 30, II, 771.
nfTbe tribal name cannot be Interpreted, a connection
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with Choctaw t pmi» 1radiant, 1 or 1sunshine,’ being highly
uncertain*
3*&®Res&, Ala* Place-Namea» 12*

OKBELAZtA, or GKQLALAE

[ ^ K e ’l w U ]

The first of the spellings given here is fotmd on
the U* S, Geological survey (Boonesville Quadrangle), 1922*
The second, X am Informed, is in general us© in Prentiss
and Lee counties* The name designates a stream which rises
in the southwest corner of Prentiss county and flows east
ward Into Lee county.
The first element of Qkeelala Is clearly Choctaw
oka,

"water, ** but the second element Is obscure* A very

plausible Interpretation suggests itself, however, in
oka iall,

"splashing water." A second, but perhaps less

plausible, solution is oka laua* "sloshy."

OKfiITAKATCHIB* See NITAKSCHX,

supra*

0K3KASH
A few miles south of th© Lowndes-Clay county line,
"running In a southeasterly direction and panelled [par
allel J to Oktibbeha creek [now called Tlbbe© creek] Is
Okshash creek which empties Into Tomhigbee river two miles
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above Columbus.•*.
"From the name of the creek, Okshash, acorn mush,
near which the village [unidenttfiedj was situated, It
m a y be considered an almost demonstrated fact, that the
acorns which grew so plentifully upon the tall oaks along
the borders of the river and creek, must have added some
variety to these ancient villagers1 food supplies*

189Lovo, PMHS. VII, 352-355.
Concerning the

Choctaws1 using acorns for food,

Swanton writes as follows:

"Very little us© was made of

acorns and no oil was extracted from them. Sometimes they
cooked pin oak ©corns with hominy fperhaps the *acorn m u s h 1
referred to by LoveJ but these often caused cramps*

190BAE, Bui. 103, 48.
Simpson Tubby thinks, however, that the source of
the name of the stream is Choctaw ©kehlsh, "root," a word
which he says frequently has the special signification of
"medicinal root." Th© stream (Simpson says) was so called
because such roots were found ©long its banks.

OKTIBBEHA

[

bi h {?;]

1732. Oktlbea. Danville#
1772. Oka Teebehaw. Homans.
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1818* Qak~tib~be~h a w . Ludlow*
1820* Oakt ibbebawT Tanner*
1896* bketifefeybaw* Bell (sectional map).
wThere farej two well known large streams of this
name in Mississippi, properly written ’Oktibbeha* 1 To the
northern stream Homans has appended the erroneous trans**
letion, Noisy Water * Another erroneous translation is
Fighting W a t e r . T h ©

correct translation of ’Oktibbeha’

IS^ciaiborn©, Mississippi* 485. See also Qk&tlbbee. supra*
Is lee t herein* the name being compounded of ’o ktl , 1 ice*
and ’a b e h a, 1 therein* ’Abeha’ Is plural* and as the English
word ’i c e ’ has no plural, to make a plural expression, we
translate ’Okti abeha,’ Blocks of ice therein*
19%albert,

PMH S . VI, 456.

In addition to the two creeks mentioned b y Halbert,
there is a county. In western Mississippi, which hears the
name Oktibbeha* The co\mty was established December 25, 1855,
from a part of the territory acquired from the Choctaws in
the Treaty of Dancing Rabbit, 1850*

OSCAR BOOOE

t'a^Ke 'bo.g]

Oscar Bogue Is & small creek in Newton county. The
name Is £ corruption of Choctaw o s k i * or u s k l * "cane,”
’’r e e d , " and bok.

woreek.M The creek was so named because
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In earlier times dens© cane-brakes (of Arundlnarla macrosperma Michx* ) bordered It on both sides*

0 SITKA

fo.-'saike]
The name Osyka designates to-day a town In south

eastern Pike county, about a mil© from th© Louisiana state
line* The town has its name from the Choctaw chief On sslka,
On ssl signifies ’‘eagle,* and Jcg, is the definite article;
hence, Qsyka means ®th© ©agle*1*
The only significant change which has taken place
in the transference of th© name from Choctaw to Bnglish is
the denasalisation of the Initial vowel*

CTAPA5S0, or TOPIS AW

[ 'ta-.pes a:]

1&71* Toplsaw* Bard©©#
Th© spelling Otapasso is employed on the 1954 Hand
McHally map of Mississippi to designate a stream in Pike
county. Though the form Topis aw appears to b© the form more
commonly used, Miss MannI© GIllls, superintendent of schools
for Pike counl>y, Magnolia, Mississippi, says that the
genuine form Is Otoplsa — such is the spelling of the name
on a chart of unknown dat© which is now In th© superintend
ent's office# It becomes apparent that Rand M cNally*s
spelling Is based upon this last-mentioned form.
Otoplsa Is a corruption of Choctaw otapj# "chestnut
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tree," pl»s gel. "little}” hence, “little obeefcnufc," Simpson Ta b b y Informs me that g&jftRl fiSl «nd afeid fiMfflffiM
ooramcmXy employed among the Misaiaelppi Choctaws ln«*
stead of haohofakti* **chinquapin, * *ths dwarf chestnut*w
Otopssso creek rise® in southwestera Lawrence
county, flows across the southeast corner of Lincoln# and
joins Bogus Chitto ©rock in Pike county*

OT O U C A L O F A

[ o:'ta K a 1o;fJ

1S5S* Otooiuffa* Boll (sectional map)*

1839* QSSaSBBBjL* banner*
Otouoelofe crack lies in TXOS, H3W, Lafayette
county* According t© Halbert, the name la worn down from
Choctaw otapf akolofe* Otan^ c i t i f i e s “chestnut trea,-fi and
akolofa means wstump** ~~thua, “tbs stump of a chestnut
tree*
1 9 3 PAH3.

Ill, 74,

P

PACHTJTA

[ps'tju^s]
1839* Patobuta* La Tourreita*
Pscbuts creek Is m tributary of Hassai&awaha, or

3ooenlovle, creek, which it Joins In "TOT# HX4S, Clark©
county* The town of Paebuta, population 338, is situated
on the TOA-fiE railroad, in western Clarke county*
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The name Faehuta Is probably a corruption of Choctaw pichi.

"pigeons*" a l » "there*" atta* "to live" — that

is to say* "pigeons roost there*” The abundance of pigeons
among the Choctaws Is attested b y the fact that several
places were designated Fachj annaI, "pigeons sleep there;"
also there Is a creek In Marshall county which Is called
to-day Pigeon Roost creek*

FAMOLA

[ fjs W le l

1859* Fonola, L a Tourrette*
Panola Is Choctaw ponola* "cotton,"
Panola county* In northwest Mississippi* Is one
of the counties formed February 9* 185©# from the Chicka
saw territory acquired b y the Treaty of Pontotoc* 1852*

PASCAGOULA

[ ( p ae s K© 'cj u:le]

1718* R# des Pascagould* De I 1Isle*
1772* Pasca Oooooloo* Romans*
Concerning Pagcagoula* Halbert writes as follows:
"This name# correctly written* la Pa ska Okla river. At the
present day It Is written *Pascagoula# 1 and the name Is
applied to the river below the confluence of the Chickssahay and Leaf rivers,

fFaska Okla# 1 1Paskokla* * signifies

Bredd P e o ple* and was the name given by the Choctaws to
the tribe that once lived on this stream and who* In 1764*
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emigrated to Louisiana#

194PMBS« VI, 436#
To-day the name F&sca&oula designates a city, In
Jackson eounty, and a bay on th© Mississippi Gulf Coast,
as well as one of the state*s principal watercourses#

PAWTXCPAW

[ pe'tikfa:]

1859* Fotlckfaw. L a Tourrette#
Pawtlefaw signifies "place where wild animals have
shed their h a i r # ” being derived from Choctaw poa atlkafa#
?oa means "wild beasts;” the initial ft of atlkafa is a
locative particle prefixed to verbs and is rendered in
English as "there," "in that place;" and tlkafa signifies
"to shed the hair," or, with regard to fowls,

"to molt*"

Pawtlofaw creek is a tributary of Suoarnoochee
creek, in Kemper county. It drains the hilly region to the
south of De Kalb, the seat of Kemper county#
The name Tlckfaw* ft. v ., infra, is now thought to
be merely a shortened form of F&wtiofaw* To this effect,

I quote Dr# W# A* Head, authority on Indian place-names
in the Gulf States* "There is little doubt that in Poe ft
tlkafa lies the solution of Tiokfaw, a geographic name in
Louisiana as well as in Mississippi.M
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PELAHATCHIE

[, f>i:U 1h <*>t $ i]

Th© general belief among th© Inhabitants of the
town of PeXahatchI©, Mississippi, that this name means
"crooked creek” is erroneous# The original Ohocta?? form
for it is ape 11 h a c h a * "hurricane ©reek*"3*®® The exact
195 Ealbertf PAHS* III# 75*
signification of "hurricane creek" to the Ohoet&w is very
probably "creek at the place where a hurricane has passed*"
Byington defines the word apell as both "a hurricane" and
"a place where a hurricane passed along and bl^w down the
timber* *3-96

196BAB. Bui. 46, 55.
That the name was more or less frequently employed
b y the Choctaws Is shown by the numerous occurrences of the
English equivalent for it in the Choctaw Territory, Thar©
±3 a Hurricane creek in Neshoba county, another in Cald
well parish, Louisiana, and a town called Hurricane Creek
is situated in Lauderdale county.
The town of Pelahatchie, population 1600, Is situated
at th© junction of the C&CA railroad with the Y&MV, in
eastern Hankin county* felahatchie is also the name of a
creek which lies In Scott and Rankin counties and near th©
hanks of which the town stands*

PELUQIA, or PALtTSHA

[ p s'1u= 5 ©1

1839* galuahl, La Tourrette.
1871* Felucia* Hardee*
Simpson Tubby thinks this Is Choctaw pall n s h i *
”little flying squirrel,” a common personal name given
to young boys who were particularly fleet of foot* It Is
possible, however, that the Choctaw original was pall
asba (both elements plural),

"flying squirrels are there.”

Pelucia creek rises In Carroll county and flows
into Yasoo river just north of Roebuck, Leflore county,

PEEAHTLA
1832. Plntlalla. ASP.
Fenantla is the name of a creek in Jasper county.
It signifies, according to halbert, **boat landing place,”
being worn down from Choctaw p e n i « "boat,” al, locative
particle,

"there,” "in that place,” ontalaia, "to rest

o n . ” The first element of the name is fairly clear, even
In the present-day spelling, end th© earlier spelling of
the American State Papers partly confirm© ontaXala as the
final element. As has been pointed out previously, the
locative a, or ai» is frequently obscured by absorption
end elision of vowels, Witness such forms as Concofoona, £.
£• * supra * from akank ab^ al o n a .1 ^7
l^^ H a i b e r t1a Interpretation appears in P A H S , III, 75,
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PBTTIOOGOWAH

[,peta KaW-al or

s Ka Ko; a]

1871, Fetticoooa* Hardee*
Fettleocowah creek lies In T 21H, R 2£, Grenada
county. The name means ^broken sumac trees," being derived
from Choctaw bati k a k o a * Bat it signifies ”th© high s u m a c /
and kakoa la ^broken*” Both elements of the name are plural;
the singular form of kakoa is kosu The stream most probably
received Its name from the fact that a number of sumac
trees standing upon its banks were at some earlier time
brdken down b y a storm or hurricane which ©wept through
southwestern Grenada county*
The name Pe111cocowah Illustrate© again that most
common of all consonantal shifts which occurred in the
transference of Choctaw names into English -^namely, th©
change of b to Its voiceless equivalent j>.
A popular alternative spelling of Fettlcpcowah Is
Puttacocowa* upon which the second pronunciation,

shown

above, is apparently based.

PH A L IA

[fa'iais]

1839. Atchafalla* Tanner.

The spelling of Tanner (1839) proves this name to
have been earlier Identical with that of one of Louisianavs
principal rivers*

The Choctaw original for Phalia Is

^•®®Headf L a * Place-Names* 5*
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Haoha falaia. #long river, * all trace of the first element
having disappeared from the present-day form.
Phalia creek rises in northeastern Washington county
and flows southward and eastward to Join Sunflower river
in T16N, R5W, in the same county.

PINNYSHOOK

['piTu^/d

Pinny shook is a corruption of Choctaw panashuk.
11linden or basswood tree. *

The name, spelled Flnaahehuk

until recently, was originally applied to a Choctaw
village which was situated, according to Halbert, a mile
and a half east of the present site of Plattsburg, in
Winston county.19**

199PAH3. Ill, 74.
The name Pinny shook designates to-day a creek
which rises in T13N, R1IE, Winston county, and flows
southeastward into Neshoba county, where It Joins Pearl
River in T U N , R U E .

PITCHAHALA

t 'plt5* h »1 ©1

1871. Peaehahala. Hardee.
This name suggested to Simpson Tubby the Choctaw
word plohall. Which he defined as **a large rat, but not
the common field rat. •

But this Is probably erroneous,
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because tbe final element of Pitdhah&la point© to Choctaw
h l e l i * the plural form of the verb h l k l a , Hto stand*”
Perhaps a more plausible interpretation of
Pitehahaja

is Choctaw pjehl, wsorrel (weeds), " &, locative,

"there," and hi e l l * "to

stand** -"hence,

"sorrel weeds are

standing there#n
Pitchahala creek, a tributary of Big Black river,
drains the hilly section in southeast Carroll county,

POCOLECHBTTO

[,ff»|Ko:1e *i$rta]

In correct Choctaw orthography, Pocolochetto is
p o k o l l * "ten,** chlto* "big," fhe name is applied to a
creek which rises in T4R, RISE, Clarke county, and flows
southeastward into Alabama* It Is suspected that pokoll
c h l t o , as applied to the stream, means "big tenth** creek,
although the Choctaw generally distinguishes the cardinal
numerals from the ordinals by means of the word i.sht,
20^The ordinal equivalents for numbers above four are
formed by placing the word isht before the cardinal numsteals; for example, untuklo Is "seven,** and Isht untuklo
Is "seventh,"
Simpson Tubby, interpreting Pooolechetto as "Big
T e n t h ” creek, says that the Choctaw has never been careful
about making a distinction between the cardinal and the or
dinal forms for numerals# The cardinal forma are made to
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serve as both* As a similar example, Simpson cites H o n *
t o k o l o , a. v , , supra,
It appears that the Choctaws In Mississippi
quite commonly gave to streams numbers Instead of names,
frequently, of course, adding the adjective chlto* Th©
plan must have been to number the streams in regular order
from a given point of origination to a given destination,
or perhaps merely In a particular direction* There were,
pretty certainly, several different systems of numbered
streams, for those which have retained their numbers to-day
do not appear to fit Into a single general p a t t e r n . ® ^
^OlTuckabum, thought b y some of the Mississippi Choctaws to
be *First1,1 creek, from Choctaw tlkba, lies In Lauderdale
county, Mississippi, and Choctaw county, Alabama; Bok atukla
chlto , "Big Second11 creek, was, according to Halbert, In
Kemper county (PMHS* VI, 424); Hontokolc^ from Choctaw
u n t u k l o » "Seventh" creek, is in Scott county* It Is possible
that these streams lie along what was once a regular "trail"
from east to west.

POLLOCOHA

f| f>0:1 d *K 0: A d

Pollocona creek lies in Lafayette county,

some

fourteen miles east of Oxford, Dr, V*. A* Head suggests
probable sources of the name In Choctaw apftlli, "corn
suckers," lakna, "yellow" --"yellow corn suckers11-- and
pali y a k n i, "flying squirrel country" or pall oklai.naa
"flying squirrel creek,"
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POOTA

['postal
1730.
1732*
1755*
1772.
1839*

Panty. 0e Lusser.
gant®. du Roullet.
PjaW* French Memoir.
Paazila. or Pan the. Romans.
Fonti* fanner,

Pont a* aooording to du Roullet, is derived from
Choctaw plntl, “white rats found in the prairies. »S02
®°®Swanton, BAB. Bui. 103, 66.
This is very probably correct; however, the spellings of
Remans <1772) and fanner <1839) point to Choctaw pantl.
“cattails* (Yypha latlfolla L. and

angustlfolla I*. ).203

203 See Read, American Speech. XIII, 79,
While he cannot recall the particular stream which
bears the name Fonta to-day, Simpson Tubby agrees with
du Roulletfs solution.

He says that pintl does not,

however, confine its meaning to “white rate*“

It signifies

“a mouse of any sort. “ The particular word for “prairie
rats* is plntuh.fi♦
Swanton places Pants town at the head of Ponta
creek, in Lauderdale county.

Romans, aooording to Halbert,

has misplaced the town on his map of 1772.

He has trans

posed It to the site of Coosa town, between the two
prongs of Lost Horse oreek, a tributary of Ponta creek.®04
^Swanton, BAB. Bui. 103, 86, and Halbert PMHB. VI, 416.
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The town of Lauderdale occupies to-day a part of
the site of old Fante towfu^Qft
gQBMPA. I, 153.
Ponta creek rises in south central Kemper county,
flows southeastward into Lauderdale, and then turns
northeastward to Join Suearnoochee oreek at a point Just
across the Alabama line.

PONTOTOC

['pomt9t*K]

fir* E. T* Winston, of Pontotoc, Mississippi,
suggests as the source of this name Choctaw pantl.
•cattails,* and tokalt. *firsd off.*

The name (he says)

came to be applied soon after the battle of d #Artagu@tt©
against the Chickasaws, May 20, 1736, to the general
locality of th© town of Pontotoc (and later to the county),
because the tops of the cattails, which grew in abundance
on the battle ground, were *fired off* by the discharges
from the muskets.
Halbert prefers, however, the interpretation
pantl. “cattail,* oktak. “prairie.*g06
206PMH8, VIII, 563.
It is interesting to observe her© that Pontotoc
creek was once Galled Punkatuckahly. which signifies
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••hanging grapes# (from Ohoctaw pankl. ”grapes,M and
takaU. "hanging*).80,1
g07 r b i a .

Cushman, obviously assuming that Pontotjoe. is a
corruption of Funkatuckahly* gives the solution ♦•hanging
grapes#
208Cushman, Bintory. 605.
Pontotoc county was formed February 9, 1836, as
one of the twelve carved out of the territory ceded by
the Chi okas aws in the Treaty of Pontotoc, October 20, 1832#
The town of Pontotoc, population 2000, is the seat of
the county of the same name#

POTTER GHXTTO

[{pdt;t a ^5 ita]

1772# Patao Ohtto# Romans«
1839, Potib^Cnlto# La Tourrette#
1871, Potb dhito, nardee#
Potter Chitto creek rises in T6N, RIOS, Newton
county, and Joins Chunky oreek In T6N, R13E*

Aooording

to Romans1 map, there were two branches, or rather two
distinct creeks, which bore the name Patao Chlto, The
southern branch, or creek, shown by Romans is the stream
which bears the name to-day; the northern one has not been
identified with any present-day watercourse#
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At first inspection, I thought the name to be
(Bok) p&thfo chi to > "big broad creek," hut, aooording to
Captain A* d. Brown, "the best informed Choctaws state that
•Pottok Chlto1 (the usual modern spelling) is worn down
from #Patafa Chlto* which means Big Cleft, evidently
referring to some deep valley-like gorge through which
the oreek flows. *200
aQ9«IHS. VI, 44?.

PU8K03

fposKAsl
Puskus creek lies la Lafayette county, rising la

T8S, R2W and flowing northward to Join Tallahatchie river
in T78, Riw.

The name is Choctaw puskus. "child, * the

spelling having remained unaltered.

Though this appears

to be the single Instance in which the word, as a place**
name, survives, evidence of two earlier applications of
it to streams is preserved.

A sectional survey of Mississippi

made in 1832 by Gideon Fritz shows a stream called Fuscus
Cohay.2*0 which is probably Choctaw puskus koi. "child
2*®The condition of the Gideon Fritz map makes it impossible
to determine even approximately the location of the stream.
panther," or "panther child,” and Homans map of 1792 has
R Foobcoo Faaha. Choctaw puskus pa**ya. "crying child. *

The latter appears to have been in southern Clarke county*
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$
QXTARTERLXAH

[, K« ?:t a '1a i el

The name quarterliah Is, according to Simpson
Tubby, a baa corruption of Chootaw hatoraalaha. "beech
tree, * the Initial oonsonant hairing been misunderstood
by some early cartographer and the nasal jg. having sub
sequently fallen away*

Simpson informs me that during

his youth beeeh trees were very abundant in Uewton
county along the banks of Bok hatomalaha*
Halbert says Quarterll&h* which he spells
Kwatalala. is derived from Choctaw ofta talala* "spreading
water*
gIlPAHS* XIX, 67.

Quarter11ah creek rises In T5N, HIDE, Newton
county, and flows southward into Jasper county, where it
Joins the west branch of T&llah&la creek*
S
SABA CHXBO

[,’sx ba 'tjibal

1772* Saoa CMJbo* Romans*
The name Saba Chlbo is applied to the community
served by the Dixon post office, Heshoba oounty.

It Is a

corruption of Chootaw osapa ohito, "big cornfield" or
"big plantation* *
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The Choctaws who remain to-day In Keshoba county
still refer to the Dixon post office as Saoa Chlto.
dropping the initial vowel of the first element probably
through the Influence of the *white man*a" pronunciation.

SABO0OLA
Sabou^la is the name of a town of some 150 inhabit
tants, situated in southwest Calhoun county,

the town

receives Its name from the creek on th® bank of which it
stands.

The present spelling Is a comparatively recent

development from 3obola. by which name the stream is
still known*

For the origin of the name, see Sobola.

infra*

SAKOOSE
Sanoose creek rises Just south of Be Kalb, the
seat of Kemper county, and flows southeastward some fifteen
or twenty miles into Pawtlofaw oreek.
The name Sanoose is a corruption of Chootaw leal
anusi.

Issl means M e e r ,11 and anusl (composed of the

locative partiele & plus the verb nual) signifies *to
sleep there;* hence, *deer sleep there.
212Halbert, PAHg. Ill, 75.
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SAPA

L'saep^l
Sap a designates a station on the G&C railroad,

in W©hster county*

The name is from Chootaw osapa*

"cornfield* *

SAKTAOTIA

[sa-.'td:51 a]

Sartartia, a village of some 140 Inhabitants, is
situated in southwestern Yasoo county*

The source of th©

name is Chootaw laaito aaha. "pumpkins are there*
213Halt>ert, PAHS. Ill, 75.

SCOBEY

fsKcKbi]
The source of this name la Chootaw oskoba* "email

cane* *

Oskaba ia a contraction from oskl holba. "can©**

like.1,214
214tlf. Seooba. infra.
Scobey is the name of a small village and a railway
station on the IC railroad, in Yalobusha county*

SCOOBA

['sKu:bs]
Seooba* according to Halbert, who spells it

Eseooba* Is derived from Choctaw oakoba*
gl5PMH3. VI, 424*

Oskoba is
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worn down (in the Chootaw Itself) from Ojtfcl, or qgki,
"cane,""reed, * p£«« holba. "resembling^'likei* henoe,
•oane-like."

The word oakoba “is often used as a synonym

of kqftshak. *a reed*, ’reed-brake•."216
216Byington, BAB. Bui. 46, 307,
The Chootaw town of this name was situated,
aooording to Halbert, *a few miles east or northeast of
Xannubbee Town, perhaps on or near Petlekfa, but certainly,
as evidenced by its name, near some reed brake."®*-"
217PMH3. VI, 424.
Scooba designates to«*day both a town and a creek*
The creek rises at the Kemper-^Noxubee county line and
flows across the northeast corner of Kemper county Into
Alabama, where it Joins the Noxubee rivers

The town is

situated on the MAO railroad, some ten or fifteen miles
south of the Noxubee county line*

Its population in 1930

was 933.
If Halbert9s calculation as to the location of
old Scooba town be correct, then th© present town of
Soooba is approximately twenty~five mifces removed from
the old site.
It will be Interesting to observe that Bernard
Romans9 map of 1772, as copied by Dr* A* S. Catsehet,
shows a stream In northeast Kemper County with the
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designation "probably runs Into Noxubee creek”. Halbert
thinks that Dr# (l&taohet has confused th® upper part of
Sucarnoochee with Bodka oreek.

It may he, however, that

he had Scooba otyish In mind, and simply misdirected Its
course, for Scooba, Joined by two other streams at the
Alabama line, flows Into Noxubee river.
Simpson tubby offers a very Interesting Interpret
tatlon of the name, but it Is perhaps a bit too much on
the legendary side to be relied upon.

He says that

Scooba Is a corruption of Ghoetaw laikcma. "gluttonous."
According to the tale he has from hie forefathers, the
Indians were camped on the banks of the stream, when they
were visited by soldiers who quartered themselves among
the tribe,

tn a very "gluttonous* fashion the soldiers

set about "cleaning out8 the Indians1 rations; hence,
the name lalkona.

SENATOBIA

[, sitia 'fco:bi a]

1836. Sennatohobe. Bell (sectional map)#
1839. ^ermaionoSi. ha Tourrette*
The town of Senatobla, seat of Tate county, is
situated on the ZC railroad, some fifty miles south of
Memphis* A stream of the same name flows northward past
the town and Joins Hlcaholahala oreek in T6S, E7W, Tate
county.
The name Benatobla comes from Choctaw elnl tohbl.
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Sfni signifies "sycamore,n and tphbl means "whitet" hence,
"white sycamore {t r e e s )*" Th© adjective is probably here
employed to refer to the whit© appearance of the trunk of
the sycamore as th© baric begins to peal*

SENEATCBA

[,51*1'aetja]

Seneatcha creek is a tributary of Big Black river
in T12N, R4E, Attala county# Th© name is derived from
Choctaw sini# "sycamore," h a o h a # “oreek*"
There is probably no connection between this name
and that of th© Chootaw village of Cheniacha (Choctaw sini,
"sycamores,” plus asha#

"are there"), shown by D© fcasser

(1730) and placed by Swanton (who is uncertain as to the
location) In th© Sixtowns division of Chootaw territory#®®1®
218BAS. Bui. 103, 59.

SEHTER BOGUE

[‘siTita 'bop

Senter Bogue creek lies principally in Washington
county, Alabama, where according to th© 1934 Rand McNally
map, th© name is spelled Santa Bosnia* Th© upper end of th©
west branch of Senter Bogu© lie®, however, in $ayn© county,
Mississippi# Romans* map of 1772 shows a stream of the
same name in what la now southern Jonec or northern Ferry
county* It is possible that Homans simply placed the stream
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too far to the west#
Senter Bogue is a corruption of Chootaw sintl.
**snake, w bok,

wcre e k . w

SHOCKALOO, or SKOMOAL00

f'5a Kelu-.l or [

1772# Swan&olo. Homans*
1871* Shakolo. Hardee.
Shockaloo, or Shongaloo, creek rises in central
Scott counter and flows northeastward Into Beak© county,
where it joins You n g Warrior creek. The source of th© name
is Choctaw s h a k o l o . "cypress trees*" The second spelling
given here, it will be observed, retains the nasal quality
of the vowel of the initial syllable.
A stream of the same name (though it is there spelled
S h a c k a l o a ) occurs in Amite county, and a town called Shon&a.PI Q

loo is found in Webster parish, Louisiana# A
^ e a d ,

L a . Place-Names» 58*

SBTJBOTA, or SHTJBOTA

[ 5u:’bu:te]

1*7*72. Bogue Ohobota* Homans.
1839# Sboeboatee* La Tourrette*
Professor W# L. Weber erroneously interprets Shubuta
as "sour meal ” ®20 Concerning Weber10 solution, Halbert

gg0PMBS. I, 21.
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writes as follows*

^H© probably made this statement on

the authority of others* The inventor of this erroneous
etymology doubtless supposed that it was a compound* mad©
b y uniting shua, bad smelling* and b o t a * meal. But the
adjective in the Choctaw Invariably follow® its non»> never
precedes It, as In English, To speak of *ba& smelling m e a l 1
A Choctaw would say bota shua, “
gglP A R S . Ill, 75.
Shubuta is Choctaw shobotl* 11smoky*” and the name
designates to-day a town In southern Clarke county. The
town is situated on the M&O railroad, There is also a
creek of the same name in Clarke county,

SFOCOOTAH

[ u:fK u:t si

Shucootah is the name of a creek In Itawamba county.
The present-day spelling seems to have been established b y
La Tcrurrette, on his map of 1839, for the surveys prepared
since that time on which the name appears give the same
spelling —

the one here used. The source of the name Is

Choctaw ahuk&ta, "opossum,w
The maps of Hardee (1871) and La Tourrette (1839)
show a further application of the name Shucootah to a
stream in southern Quitman county. However, the latter
stream is celled Opossum, or Possum, creek to-day.
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3HTJQTJALAK, or SHUQULAK

['ju^UR]

The first of the spellings given here is the one
which has been adopted b y the U* 3* Post Office department*
the second is the name of the railway station* still a
third, Sugar lock * Is more commonly used among the natives
of Noxubee county than either of the first two* The name
designates a town In southern Noxubee county, which in
1930 had a population of 810*
The name Shuqu&lak signifies "beads,” being a cor
ruption of Choctaw shtkalla* But historians are not in
agreement as to how the name came to be applied to the
town* Halbert says that "a tradition exists that once in
ancient times during a war between the Choctaw and the Creeks
some of the former went over to the Creeks and bore arms
against their own people* Afterwards when peace prevailed
and these Choctaw were returning to their old homes, their
people put them all to death near the present Shuqulak* The
victims wore on their persons a profusion of beads, of
which they were not despoiled b y their executioners# Long
afterwards the number of beads found scattered on the place
of execution attracted attention, and the locality, with
the neighboring creek, from this circumstance, is said to
have received the name shikalla* since corrupted into

Shuqualak •*
-ivi - |—

I■ ■

gg% A K S .

| t t Tn- r r - r—

Ill, 76,
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Dr* Swsnton, however, offers a less legendary ae~
count, based u pon the Qhoet&w claim "that they first ob
tained beads from the whites at Sugarlock, which received
its name aklll&lla,

•beads, • from the circumstance* This,

of course refers to trade beads, the introduction of which
enabled the Indians to make a more lavish use of beads In
belts, moccasins, and other articles of use or adornment
than had before been possible*»***»^23
223BAE, Bui, 103, 43,
Shuqual&k creek, which lies to the south and east
of the town. Is a tributary of Noxubee river, which it
loins in T13N, RISE, Noxubee county*

S H O T IS P B A R

[ '5 u: 1 1 s p i a]

The first element of Shutianear Is clearly Choctaw
shut!,

"an earthen pot, or kettle, used for boiling water

and cooking over an open fir©*" The second ©lament Is
very probably an adaptation of Choctaw Isht pih a * "scoop,"
"large ladle," the whole word signifying "kettle scoop,"
"kettle ladle,"
Shutispear creek is a. tributary of Yalobusha river,
which it loins from the south in southern Calhoun county*
SIP8EY

['sipsd
According to the U, 3* Department of Agriculture
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soli survey of Newton county (19X6)* Little Slpsey creek
begins at the boundary between Neshoba and Newton counties
and flows southward into T8N* RIDE* Newton county* where
it is joined b y Simmons creek to make up Big Sipsey* which
flows over into Scott county. The name Sjpsey is derived
from Choctaw slnsl* "poplar trees♦"
There are several streams of the same name in
we s t e m Alabama
111 - -

WWu M»

i.fl.iMii >Hw<a»«*w»*»*wwi.wwiiimmw>w»nniWMWwypiM
ir n*)i>nifi»awww*»ii**unntiMn

224Head, A l a . Place-Names. 59*

SIWASHEE, or SOWASHEE

Us'w^jt]

Both the spellings given her© are in common use
to-day* The name designates a creek* a tributary of Okatibbee creek lying in the vicinage of Meridian* the seat
of Lauderdale county* Balbert* taking the spelling Bowashes
to b© the more genuSne, derives the name from Choctaw
shaul* "raccoons*" plus a s h a * "to be there" (both elements
plural); thus,

"raccoons are there*

8g5P A B S . Ill, 75,

SKILL IK ALIA

['s«il3K*li]

The Vicksburg Quadrangle of the U, S, War department
surveys (1932-33) lays down Skllllkalia creek as a tributary
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of Yazoo river, in Warren cotmty*
Though the name is generally conceded to be Choc
taw, It has proved a difficult one to solve, for no early
maps to which I have had access show the stream at allj
hence, there are no spelling© which point to the Choctaw
original*
Two possible Interpretations are the followings
shilaklak al ale* "geese come there*" (C f * Coils,
supra » )
shlkalilli* "small white beads (used on belts,
m o ccasins,©to*)*"

SKTJNA. See LOOS A SCOONA, supra*

SQBOLA

LseV la]

S obole« which Halbert spells Seboglle, signifies
22g
"smoky," being derived from Choctaw ©hobohll*
The name
2 g6PABS. Ill, 75.
applies to-day to a creek which rises in northwest Webster
county and flows northward to join Yalobtisha river a few
miles north of the town of Sabougla, Calhoun county*

SQCTAHOMA

[ . S a K t s ’fio.-Ws]

171B* Sachhouma © * De I 9Isle,
Prom its herd in T12S, H3E, Chickasaw county,
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Sootahoma creek flows southward to join Roulk© creek at a
point near Houston, the seat of Chickasaw county* The
origin of the name is Choctaw saktl* "bluff," "steep bank
of a stream," and horama* "red*" The stream takes its name
from th© red clay bluffs which border it*

S 00EH L0VX B

[ . suiti'Ia v i ]

1732*
1772*
1839*
1871*
1916*
1934*

5on~La-Boue* Danville*
Bogue O & h m p Lowey. Romans*
Hassaii lowah* La Tourrette*
Hassan Lowah. Hard©©*
Spulnlovey* Soil survey*
Mass'anlowah^* Hand McNally*

The spelling adopted here and that of the U. S#
Department of Agriculture soil map of 1918 are the ones
most commonly used In Mississippi to-day. The Rand McNally
spelling, though rather infrequently used, Is pretty close
to the Choctaw original, which, according to Dr* Sxv&nton,
halunlawl aaha, "bullfrogs &r© there," or "bullfrog

g87BAE. Bui. 103, 64.

Halbert, discussing Homans1 map of 1772, offers the
seme interpretation,SSQbut a few years earlier he appears

2 2 3 m H 3 j V I % 429; see also Bylngton, BAB* Bui. 46, 135,
under halonabl.
to have accepted HasunlawlM upon the Information of several
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Six towns Indians, to be a corruption of yasunla (a Six-

towns dialectal form of Talus or haluns* "leechw) plus
abl. "to kill", — "leech killer,"229
mm,

i n , 370#

Baiunla wa shft was originally the name of a Choctaw
village which stood upon the site of the present Philadel
phia, Neshoba county* To-day the name designates a large
tributary of Chickasawbay river, which rises In T5M, RISE,
Wewton county, and flows across the northeast corner of Jas
per county Into Clarke, where it joins the Chlekftsawhay*

SOOKATONCBIE

1839*
1839*
1915*
1934*

[, sU: Ka1fco:n tj i]

Chookatonkchle* Tanner*
Chook a tonk che* La Tourrette*
Saketonchee* Soil survey*
Sakatonchee* Rand McNally.

Sookatonchie river begins in TI2S, R#B, Chickasaw
county, at the confluence of Sharkey and Owl creeks* It
flows southward across Clay county to the Olay-Oktlbbeha
county line, where It Joins Titobee creek to make up an
important tributary of Tombigbee river*
The source of the name is Choctaw shukha* whog,
tanchi* f,corn*n According to Halbert, whog corn** meant
to the Choctaw beech masts, which were much prized as food
for hogs*^^
230PAHS, III, 75.
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SUGARNGGCHEEKe1n u : o r t,Suke‘nat^i]
1859. 3hukanatchle» Tanner*
Suearnoochee creek, which rises in northwestern
Kemper county, Mississippi, and flows into Tombigbe© river
in Sumter county, Alabama, is often called Hoff river» But,
as Halbert points out, this is not an exact translation of
the original Choctaw name for the stream, Shukha inhacha,
which, literally rendered, is shukha* nhog,” in * ”its,w
hacha* wriv©r*M^3^
231PABS, III, 70.
The town of Suearnoochee, which has its name from
the stream, is situated in eastern Kemper county at the
Junction of the De Kalb fa Western railroad with the Ufa0 *
In connection with the name Hobnck Bogus, supra *
it has been mentioned that to supplement the noun with the
possessive pronoun is one of the methods employed by the
Choctaw to form the genitive ease of the noun. Peculiarly,
however, the possessive pronoun is not attached to the
noun for which it forms the genitive case, but to the
succeeding noun, which signifies the object possessed*
In the case of th© third person possessive pronoun
ln (which Is both singular and plural), the system becomes
somewhat complex* The form

Is used only when th© noun

signifying the object possessed does not begin with a vowel
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t , 1, or £h* The form to Is employed before a

or with

ncmn with Initial

or £h, and jig occurs before a noun

beginning with a vowel or with &. Examples, besides ahukha
i”haeha » are mlko l^ollaso. "the king1© book5w mlko
lnchuka» "the king*s boused hatak imianlba* "the man's
horse."
Finally, it should be remarked that this method of
forming the genitive case of nouns is used only when the
noun which names the object possessed is in the nominative
or the accusative o a s e * ^
252Byington, BAE* Bui* 46, 171*

SUCATOLBA

[(S0Ka'ta1be]

Sucatolba creek, which rises Just to th© north of
the town of Toom suba, Lauderdale county, Joins Toomsuba
creek near the Mississippi-Alabama line* Th© stream la com
monly referred to to-day by the natives of Lauderdale county
as Possum creek, but Halbert, who discovers the Choctaw
original for th© name in ffbak&ta Albl Bok* points out that
thif> is an erroneous translation of Its Indian designation*
Shukata Albl Bok signifies "creek where opossums are
killed."233
235PAHS. Ill, 76.
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s m m

bogus

T h e name flump Bo&ue 1® derived from Oboct&w shukha
bok, 11hog ©reek.” It Is possible, of course, that the pos
sessive pronoun stood before bok {see Sucaraoochee» supra)
In the original form. In which case the genuine Choctaw
name would be Shukha inbok. "hog its creek. * T h e present-day
form* which Is an example of folk etymology, shows, however,
no trace of th© possessive pronoun.
Sugar Bogue creek, according to the Morton Quadrangle
of the U. S* Geological surveys (1924), lies in Scott county.

STTGARLOGK. See SETJQUALAK, supra >

SUKALENA, or SUQUALENA

[^uKe'hma]

1871. Sookaleena. Hardee.
The second of the spellings given here appears on
the 1954 Rand McHally map, but it Is not th© one in common
use in Mississippi to-day.
Halbert says that the source of the name Sukalena
is Choctaw sakti ablna. "camp on the bluffs
254

EAHS. Ill, 76.

ilarlty of the first element of Sukalena to that of Sueay*
noochee makes the name look suspiciously like © combination
of Choctaw shukha plus © noxm or an adjective, but It Is
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possible* of course* that forms as that given by Hardee
(1071) grewout of analogy with such names as Sookstonchie
and Sue smooches. jg, v. * supra *
The town of Sukalena is situated on the

rail

road, in Lauderdale county, some fifteen miles northwest
of Meridian*
T
TALLABINNELA

[, t * l e bi^eio]

1772* Talla Baneela* Homans*
Tallablnnela is the name of a creek which lies in
southern Webster and northern Choct&%«r counties. The name
appears on several recent maps (Hand McNally’s among them)
as Csl&brella* The latter spelling Is not in common use,
however, among natives of Choctaw and Webster counties.
TallablnneIaS^Ssignlfles "rocks ©re there,” the
SS5In the case of this name and of each of the following
names of which Talla-* or Tala-, constitutes the first
element, the difficulty of choosing between the Choctaw
words tala * "palmetto,” and tall* rock,” as the source
has arisen* Wherever possible, documentary evidence is given
in support of my interpretation; in all other cases, local
information has served as the deciding factor*
source of the name being Choctaw tall* "rocks,” bfnnilj,
"to be there.” Blnnill carries the connotation of permanency
of position or of long continuance of existence*
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TALLA BOOTE

['txla'bo.j]

1772»

Bq &u © * Homan®*

1871, Taaia Bogue, Hardee*

The name Talla Bogus 1® applied to two separate
watercourses In Mississippi, The Forest Quadrangle of the
tJ, 3, Geological surveys (1982) shows on© of these In
northern Scott county, and th© other Is a tributary of
Puckatunna creek In T2H, R17E, Clark© county.
Upon the basis of Simpson Tubby*s statement, sup
ported by local Information, that palmetto©® were earlier
abundant In both counties, th© solution tala bok, ^palmetto creek,t? is here suggested,

PALL A B A G A

[\

[© 1heigel

Talla Haga creek rises in T16H, RUE, Winston
county, and flows southward Into Heshoba county, where It
joins Nanawaiya and Noxapater creek® to make up Pearl river.
The source of the name Is Choctaw taljl hlkla
(both elements singular), natending rock.** This solution
is supported by both La Tourrette’a designation of the
stream, on his map of 1839, as Talla Haga or Standing Stone

O r 9 and Halbert’s statem©nt^®®that "once a large upright
g 3 6 ?AHS» X I I ,

76.

rock stood upon its [the creek’s) right bank, a few hundred
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yards above the Lake road, from which th© creek derived
Its name,”

TALLA HALA, or TALLA HALL A

['taele'hwU*]

The name Talla Hala signifies "standing rocks,"
being derived from Choctaw tall hie^,i (of which both ele
ments are plural* the singular of hieli, "to stand," is
hikia). There ar© four applications of th© name in Missis
sippi,
Talla Hala creek in Smith county has two branches,
which unite in the southern part of the county to form an
important tributary of Leaf river. The two branches have
the distinguishing names of East Talla Hala and West Tall©
Hals, At the upper end of West Talla Hala, in T5N, RXOB,
Newton county, stands Talla Hala school*
The town of Tallah&l© Is situated in Forrest county
on the MC railroad, just west of Hattiesburg*
Finally, Talla Halla creek, which rises in T4N,
R2W, Binds county, joins Bayou Pierre in northwest Copiah
county,

TALLAHATCHIE

[,t*!a ‘h tttgi]

1775* Tahrehache♦ Adair.
Tallahatchie signifies "rock river," being derived
from Choctaw t&ll. "rock," and ha ch.a * "river.” The name is
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applied to-day to on© of th© principal river© in northern
Mississippi* to a county* and to a town in Panola county*

TALLAHATTA

[ , t a e l © ' h * t al

Tallahatta creek rises in southeastern Keshobs
county and follows the N@wton~Lauderdale county line south
ward to T6N, K14B, Lauderdale county, where it joins Ohunky
creek*
The name Tallahetta is Choctaw tali hata, which
Bylngton defines as "silver," "white metal*

With regard

,ir wiM imiiwn

»h>i—

SS7BAB. Bui. 46, 344.

to the particular application of th© name to

the stream,

Halbert prefers, however, th© more literal Interpretation,
"white rock," presuming that th© stream takes its name from
the white rocks which were found by the Indians in its bed
and along its b&nk©**^®
^PAHS,

III, 70.

In connection with the name Tali hata* it is inter
esting to speculate that perhaps many of the large number
of streams called Silver creek lying In what was one© Choc
taw territory have their name from the ©am© source*

mipfli
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TALLAROMA

[,tala'ho:mel

1818* Tally Booma* Ludlow*
1820# Tally Bouma. Tanner«
1880# Tallab,OTna* Nicholson*
Talliahoma is the name of* a large creek lying prin
cipally In Jasper and Jones counties* In correct Choctaw,
the name is tali* "rock,w homma* "redw --"red rock*”
The same name, spelled Tulahoma* at an earlier time
designated one of the rival towns out of which grew the
present-day Grenada, Grenada county*2^9
g59PMHS» III, 314ff#

TALLASHtJA
1871# Tallasha* Hardee*
Prom its head, in T10N, R13E, Neshoba county, Tal
la shua creek flows southward across the ©astern part of
Newton county and joins Chunky creek near the town of Chunky*
Tallashua is from Choctaw tala* "p&Xmettoes" (Sabal
adansonil Guems.), asha * 11to b© there;" thus, "palmettoas
are there*" The stream Is so called because of "the abundance
of palmetto® that once grew in its bottoms in the upper part
of Newton county. * * ^ 4 0
24°H©lbert, PAHS, III, 70#
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Imoklasha {"their people are there"24^), the most
241Swanton, BAB, Bui* 103, 62*
"notable Choctaw town In Neshoba county* was situated upon
the headwaters of Talasha creek*"242
2^%albert, PMES, VI, 431,

TALLALOOSA

‘lu-.ssl

Tallaloosa creek rises to the southwest o f Holly
Springs, seat of Marshall county* One of its principal
sources is the spring from which Holly Springs takes Its
name. It joins Tallahatchie river at the Marshall-Lafayette
county line*
The name Tallaloosa signifies "black rocks," being
derived from Choctaw tall lusa* According to local tradition,
black rock® were formerly found In abundance at the upper
end of the creek, and from this fact the stream has Its
name*

TALLATHLXJCK

Talletuluck creek is a tributary of Sucernoochee
creek in western Kemper county* Th© stream takes Its name
from an Indian village which was situated on its banks near
the point b t Its confluence with Sucarnooohee* In correct
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Choctaw, the name is fjl,| chllpks tall means "rock," and
chiluk. "hollow,M "having a hole In it."
According to Simpson Tubby, the village was so
called because there was a large hollow rock which stood
within the village limit®.
^h© modern spelling is simply the result of con
sonantal assimilation#

TALLULA

[ts'lu-.la]

Tallula signifies "bell," being derived from Choc
taw talula, which is contracted from tali, "metal," plus
ula, "to sound" --"sounding metal." The name designates
to-day a post office, and the village which the office serves,
in Issaquena county* The same name (more frequently spelled
Tallulah. however) occur® in Madison parish, Louisiana, but
its source is Cherokee talulu* for which the meaning has
been lost*2^
PAX

Read, La. Place-Hame®. 59#

TALOWAH
Talowah* the name of a station on the Southern rail
way, In southeastern Lamar county, may be derived from Ghoetaw tali, "rocks," and laua. "to be many11 --"rocks are
plentiful#" (The combination talft laua may also be employed
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as an adjective* as such* It signifies "stony*11
24^Byington, BAE, ©ul* 46# 346*
Cushman suggests a second rather plausible solution
of the name of the town b y connecting it with Choctaw
t a I o w a »^ ^ w h l c h » as a verb# signifies "to sing*" and* a®
a substantive* either "a singer" or "a song***

^^Cushman# History* 604»
Simpson Tubby offers some support to Cushman* s
interpretation with the information that talow® was commonly
used among the Choctaws as © personal name*

TAMOLA

[tahno:la]

Tamola station is situated on the M &0 railway# In
Kemper county* The source of the name is probably Choctaw
tamoli* but the exact signification of the term as a geo
graphic name is not clear* In general# tamoli means "to
scatter#" but in the Choctaw Bible# the Red see Is desig
nated as oka tamoli * "water spread out" (Exodus 10: 19)*
Cushman*s chdice of Choctaw tamoa* "lost*”

as th©

2^ 6Cushman, His t o r y * 604*
original of Tamola is probably incorrect, for this inter
pretation does not account for the ^ of th© present-day form*
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TANGIPAHOA

L,t

d3xpo‘ho3

T-aadjgeBao> Penlcaut, in Margry, ¥, 387*

1?18* Tangjpaoa* Be l*Xsl*«
1839* Tanglpao* fanner*

1846* Tangipahba* La Tourrette*
1899.• Tandhlpahoa* Hamilton* in FMffS* V, 165*
The exact origin of TanjgipahOj
B is tmcertsin* The
name belonged originally to an Indian tribe which "lived
near another tribe called the Aeolapissa, in the region
east of New Orleans, and particularly on the Tangipahoa
river* Whether the Tangipahoa tribe formed a seventh village
of the Acolaplssa, and like the Acol&plssa, spoke Choctaw
has not been ascertained* Th© village of the Tsnglpahoas
is said to have been destroyed by the O u m a s * " ^ ^

^ 7Read, La* Place-Names* 61*
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The earliest attempts to analyse the name
are those of Pen!cant and Du Prats. P^nleaut says the name
means "white corn," and Du Prate gives the interpretation
bled grdle --"parched c o r n . B u t

both of these solutions

g48Ibld. 60.
are erroneous*
Gatschet, with whose translation both Halbert and
Wright are In accord, derives the name from Choctaw tench
a p l * "corncob," "cornstalk," and aioa,« "to pick up"
stalk

gatherers*"

— "corn
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Finally, there is the solution of Bushnell, who
finds the original for Tanglpaho.it in Choctaw tanohi »
"corn,n p a h o h a * ninside,** or wcob*r* (By way of supporting
his interpretation* Bushnell states that the Choctaws
themselves translated the name (,coi»aoob/)S^

249Buahnell, BAK. Bui* 48, 2.
The name Tangipahoa survives to-day In that of a
river which rises in Pike county and flows southward into
Louisiana at a point near the town of Osyka*

TARLECHIA

[ t d s 'ii^ i]

The name Tarlechia signifies wplace where palmettoes
a r e ” --literally, "palm©ttoes sit there,*1 from Choctaw taifu
"palmettoes," a, locative meaning "there,11 chiya, *to sit*11
(The use of the verb chlya with regard to both persons and
things has b e e k discussed in connection with itusjehiya, <|*

v* , supra*)
Tarlechia creek lies In Prentiss county, according
to th© Boonevllle Quadrangle of the TJ, 3* Geological sur
veys (1922)*

TARLOW

ffcdslo:]

Tar low is a corruption of Choctaw tala,

"palmetto11

(Sabel adanaonil G u e m s • )* Th© creek which bears the name
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to-day is in Hewton county#
Until about the middle of the nineteenth century9
the area between Tarlow creek and Bogue Felema* both trib
utaries of Potter Chit to, was known as Tglfe Town# "Tala
Town was a thickly settled community and nearly all its
people emigrated In the second and third emigrations of
1852 and 1853."250

250

Halbert, PMHS. VI, 44S.

TASK A

[‘txsKs]
Tasks is the name of a small village in northern

Marshall county. The source of the name is Choctaw ta.shka #
"warrior#*1 The development of Choctaw & isrtso the a, of
Taaka is rather an anomaly* Though the same sound shift
appears to be common enough iu such forms as Talla H&&&
and Talla Hala (the first element of both names being Choctsw t a l i )* this is the only instance which has come to my
notice that does not show the development of the k in
tashka to English u. Of. Tuseahoma* Tuscanola, and Tuscol a meta* Infra*

TCHOTJTAGABOHFPA

[ ( t j u . t s l o 'b u '. f s l

1839. Tehuta Oabawfa. La Tourrette.
1871* Tchnta Oabawfa. * Pardee#
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Tchoutaeabouffa creek unites with the Biloxi river
to form Big Lake, an a m

of Back Bay of Biloxi, In southern

Harrison county* The name signifies ^broken pottery,m being
corrupted from Choctaw shut!* "earthen pots,f* and kobafa,
"broken* n
Th© spelling Tch out a o ab ouffe» which appears on the
1926 U* S* Department of Agriculture soil survey of Har
rison coxmty, is the one generally used to-day*

TCBULA

['i^urla]
Tchula is Choctaw ohula* "fox*" Th® name has three

applications In. Mississippi* to © lake which forms a part
of the boundary between Humphreys and Holmes counties? to
a town situated on the Y&MV railroad, in Holmes county? and
to a river flowing southward along the eastern boundary of
Harrison county*

TECEEVA

t t a H y ’ve]
Old Tecbeva creek join® Yazoo river at a point a

few miles to the southwest of Kellerla, Yaaoo county*
Techeva creek, proper, rising in southern Holmes county,
pursues a westerly course along the Ys&oo^Bolmes county
line to Yaaoo river*
Though th© name la rather certainly of Choctaw origin,
its exact source 1© unknown* Simpson Tubby suggests a

possible solution in the personal name Is, t aehefat la is
*one who goes;” t is the conjunctive particle, ”©nd|” and
achefa signifies wto inas&*w — *”on© who goes and washes#1*
A second probable source is Choctaw Isht ahehifa,
w soap*w
Teeheva creek is also known to-day as Cheva creek#

TEOG

C'ti*K]
In correct Choctaw orthography, this is fciate, ”plne

The name is applied to a small settlement near Carrollton,
in Carroll county#

TEOCTALIA

[.tUKte'laia]

Teoctalla Is the name of a creek in Carroll county#
The name signifies 0pine grove,** ttpine thicket,” being
derived from Choctaw tjak talaia, which combination means
literally Opines, those which stand#
af51Byington, BAE. Bui. 46, SB©.

TIBBEE

ftibr]
Tibbee creek rises In central Clay county and pur

sues a southeasterly course to the point of its confluence
with Tomblgbee river a few miles east of the town of Tibbee
a station on the M&O railroad#
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Both Halbert252ana Gannett253sgree that the name Is
a shortened form of Oktibbeha, cj,. 2 ** SSBES*
g 5gPHH8. XI, 585.
gssPMKS. VI, 348.

TIBBV

f'tibi]
T l b b y # the name of a creek which# with several other

small streams , makes up Yokahockany river# In northern
Attala county, is, like Tib b e e ,, supra# simply a form re*
duced from Oktibbeha» supra*
The name Tlbby presents a very interesting case of
Choctaw folk etymology* The current belief among the Missis
sippi Choctaws is that the source of the name is Itfbj* wto
f i ght*” The foundation of the belief lies in a tale which
Simpson Tubby relates as followss
When a group of white people arrived at Tibby creek,
they discovered an Indian camp situated upon the opposite
bank of the stream# The whites gave th© Indians a cask of
whisky u p on the condition that th© latter would return to
their own camp to drink# The Indians rolled th© cask across
on th© bottom of the stream, each brave taking a turn ©t
diving and rolling it a few feet# Upon reaching their own
side of th© creek, the Indians Imbibed freely and presently,
becoming intoxicated, engaged in free-for-all fighting — hence
the name of the stream*
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TIOKABTO, or TOCKABTJM

1044* Tuckahunne. La Tourrette*
1855* Tjokabum* Colton.
Tickabum creek rises In southeast Lauderdale county,
Mississippi, and flows over Into Choctaw county, Alabama*
Several of the Mississippi Choctaws residing on
the Pearl Kiver "reservation," near Philadelphia, Missis
sippi, are of the opinion that the genuine Choctaw name Is
Bok t l k b a . "first creek*"
"Brannon, in Arrow Points* July, 1925, p. 12, sug
gests that the variant Tuckabum is connected with Choctaw
tukaf a * ’to fire, 1 which m a y also signify •fired, 1 or ’an
explosion*•
25^ e a d ,

A l a * Place-Mame

67.

Dr* W, A* Head suggests other possible solutions of
Tlckabum in Choctaw iti hakbona. "mouldy wood;" tlkpj b u n a ,
"double bend in a stream," or "double k n o b 5" and hatakabl.
"murderer," "man killer. " ^ 9

255Ibid.

TICKFAW

I'ttKfo;]
1815* I'tcfah* Darby.
1846* Tlckfaw. La Tourrette,
Tickfaw river rises in T 2$J, K 6E, Amite county, and
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flows southward through St* Helena and Livingston parishes,
Louisiana,

Into Lake Maiirepas*

The name is now thought to be simply a shortened
form of Fawtlefaw,

¥*, supra, reduced to its present

condition b y the falling away of the initial syllable through
lack of stress*
Dr* W» A, H e a d *s statement concerning the origin of
Tlckfaw under Fawtlefaw, supra*

TILLATOBA

[,t x1a11oib el

1859* Ittillltoba* La Tourrette*
The town of Till&toba,

T*whi©h was located about a

mil© northwest of Charleston, was at one time the county
seat of Tallahatchie county**** A® the land on which this
town was located had a defective title, the county seat
was removed about 1837 across Till&toba creek to Charleston*
The name Tillstoba still survives In a small station on the
Illinois Central (formerly Mississippi and Tennessee) railOKW
road, though there is not a vestige of the old town left*M
257Rlley, POTS, V, 3 7 0 5 7 1 *
The present-day Tillstoba is in Yalobusha county*
Cushman*a Interpretation of the name Tlllatoba (from
Choctaw tali,, *rook ,rt and tohbi* Hwhitew ) as "gray roekw is
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pretty certainly erroneous, e58f or La Tourrette*s spelling
Cushman, H i s t o r y , 604,
(1839) Indicates clearly that th© first element must be
Choctaw iti,

"tree." On the basis of this spelling, I sug

gest a solution in either Choctaw iti ill i , "&©ad tree,”
plus to h b l, "white" — "white dead tree”—
1111 plus lobbi,

or Choctaw iti

”to turn up by the roots” --hence,

"d©ad

tree turned up by the roots*” The t of the final element
of the present-day spelling of the name may be accounted
for as a case of consonantal assimilation.
Other possible sources of Tlllatoba in Choctaw
are the following:
iti tall toba, ”petrified tree,”
iti hiell tohbl (all elements plural), "standing
white t r e e s , " o r , with the locative ja, iti
ahleli tohbl, "white trees standing there,"
iti litllli tohbl, "white tree-gum,"

TIPPAH

['tip a]
Tippah county was established February 9, 1836, and,

according to Gannett,259was named for the wife of Pontotoc,
259PMH3, VI, 348.
a Chickasaw Indian chief. The name, Gannett says, signifies
"cut off,” perhaps meaning "separated," "divorced" — though
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Simpson Tubby says that the corresponding Gh&ctaw word,
t a p a , is not used in the sense of ’*divorce***
It seems rather more likely that the name
county was taken from that of a stream,

the upper

for the
end of

w^ich lies in Tippah county* Near the head of the creek
there are four distinct branches, and from this fact It
seems plausible to believe that the original name of the
stream was Bok tlppah* or, In Choctaw, Bok tapa. ”separated
c reek.”

TIPPO
Tippo Is the name of a. town and a station on the
Y&MV railroad,

in Tallahatchie county* The town Is named

for Tippo Bayou, on the banks of which it is situated* The
ultimate source of the name is Choctaw tapa, ”cut off,”
’’separated,” or the Chiek&s&w cognate tlppah (see Tippah*
s u p r a )•

TISHOMINGO

titisa'm iug o'.l

Tishomingo county Is on© of the twelve formed
theChickasaw Indian cession

of 1852 by an act of

from

th©

State Legislature, February 9, 1836* The county was named
for a Chickasaw Indian, Tlsbu Mlnco (Choctaw Tlshu Mink o ),
which name, according to a letter to harry barren from Cyrus
Harris, grandson of holly Gunn, a Chickasaw woman who was at
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one time the governor of the Chickasaws In the Indian Terrltory, should be interpreted “Warrior Chief,
260FMHS» VIII, 547*
. Swsnton, however, interprets the name as “Waiter
Chief , tl26^-evldently basing his solution of the first element
261BAii

Bui. 103, 123*

upon Byl n gton’s definition of the word, tishu, “waiter,* “a
servant who attends a chief to light his pipe, make his fire,
e t c .tt2e2 And Cushman says that T ishomingo signifies “chief
262BAE, Bui. 46, 352.
officer, or guard, of the klng.”2^
2 S3Cushmsn, History, 496.
The name Tishomingo designates, in addition to the
county, a town and railway station on the IC, In central
Tishomingo county.
Goodspeed’s Memoirs of Mississippi, I, 259, reports
that Chief Tishomingo “died about 1836 at Xuka Springs and
was burled on the site of Xuka*“

T O B

ITUBBEE

[,t o: b a

Jt a bil

Tobltubbee Is an aphetlc form of the Choctaw personal
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name Atobbitabi* "the one who pays and kills/” which Is com
posed of a t o b b i , "to p a y * ” t> connective particle,
abl.

"and,”

"to k i l l ."264

S 64Helbert, PAHS. Ill, 76.
Tobitubbe© creek originates just west of Oxford, the
seat of Lafayette county, and flows northwestward into Tal
lahatchie river.

TOCCOPOLA

[jtaKa'po.la]

1871* Tockapullo. Hardee*
The name Toccopols designates to-day a town and a
creek In Pontotoc county* The town is situated upon th© banks
of the stream, a tributary of Yocona river, near the PontotocLafayette county line.
Mr. E. T* Winston, of Pontotoc, Mississippi,

suggests

that the name Is derived from Choctaw tok (sign of the remote
past tense) plus a, "there," and topoli* "to push (through),"
which he Interprets as "an old ford, or crossing." But th&s
is hardly plausible* It Is m y understanding that the Choc
taw did not us© tok In the sens© in which Mr* Winston here
employs the word, hut rather In the sane fashion in which
English did and was are used to Indicate a preterltive action
or circumstance. Por example, consider tukashkia, "the one
(to whom there has been previous reference) did go," and
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potoli tukokat,

"he who did touch *”

C ushman’s interpretation. tosh-bo~ko~li.
w«w.»
»

,?mouse

colored,"265is without foundation* The Choctaw/ stem toshb^6^Cushrnanf H istory* 804.
signifies "rotten, M "perishable*"
The following are some possible sources of Too*
copolet In Choctaws
itakopull» "to close together.”
itakhapull* "to be troublesome."
iti ai okpulo» "trees there destroyed."

TOCOV/A
Tocowa Is the name of a village of sorn© fifty In
habitants,

situated In Panola county near the Old Choctaw-

Chickasaw boundary* The source of the name Is probably
Choctaw/ Iti,

"trees," and akawa,

"bent down and broken (but

not broken off completely from the stump),” or Choctaw
itakowa,

"fire wood."

TOKEBA
The Bayland Quadrangle of the B. S. far Department
survey (1929-30) lays down Tokebs bayou between the southern
end of Y’olf lake and Yazoo river, Yazoo county*
The name Is probably a corruption of Choctaw iti.
"tree," and k i b a . "frog;" hence,

"tree frog."
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TOKSHISH
Tpkshlsh is the name of a settlement situated some
ten miles to the south of Pontotoc,

seat of Pontotoc county.

Some years ©go there was an Indian missionary station upon
the site of the settlement.
The name, accord lug to K albert, Is derived from Choctaw Itakshish. "tree roots,” a contraction from iti eOcsMsh.866
266Halbert, PAHS. Ill, 76.

TOMBIGBEE

[tditi'btgbi]

1732. Tombecho. Danville,
1772. Tombeckbsy. Romans.
1818. Tombi&hy, Ludlow,.
Tomblgbee river rises In nox^theastern Mississippi
and ,1oIns the Alabama some forty miles to the north of the
city of Mobile. The river was commonly called Hacha. "river,”
by the Choctaws. The Hoxubee, the largest tributary of the
Tomblgbee, was, by way of distinction, known as Kacha osl,
"little r i v e r ."267
S67Helbert, P A H S . Ill, 6 8 .
The name Tomblgbee la derived from Choctaw itombl,
"coffin,” lkbl. "makers.”
"Among tb© Choctaw there was a class of old men who
cleaned the bones of the dead and placed them in boxes.
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Evidently some members of this class must have lived along
the Tomblgbee.
"To the Choctaw they were known as na foni a Iowa,
from m

f o n i , ’b o n e s , 1 and a Iowa, ’those who pick up the

b o n e s ’ for burial,
rtA bon© picker of the clan was also called iksa-n&mb o o l a , according to Claiborne, This term is from Iksa, ’clan, 1
268
and nam b o l l , ’which stores or lays tip1 (bones),11
S 6^Read, A l a , Place-Ham © a , 69.

TONACANNA, or TONY CANY

['toTii JK-aenr]

Halbert says that, according to some of the Missis
sippi Choctaws, Tonscanna is a corruption of Choctaw tonlk,
"posts," hleli,

"standing" --"standing posts, ”^69

869P A H S , III, 76.
The name Is applied to a stream which rises In T 6N,
R13E, Newton county, and flows southward to join Chunky
creek*

TOOMSUBA

Ptu.’-msubo]
1839, Tonsobah. La Tourrette.
Gbshman derives Toomsubq from Choctaw tonulllchl, "to

roll away,11 i sub a . "horse," which he Interprets as "rolling

horse#
45

But this etymology is incorrect; in the Choctaw

Cushman* B i s t o r y # 604.

the adjective always follows the noun# The source of the
name is Choctaw tun subi* ”f lah h a w k ” (Fandion haliaetus
carollnensis C m e l •) #
0*71

P*71

Head, A l a . Place-Kames # 69*
The name Toomsuba designates a town of some 350 in

habitants,

situated in eastern Lauderdale county on the AGS

railway* and a creek which forms one of the branches of
Alamuchee creek in Sumter county, Alabama*

TOP ASH AW

['ta p3 5 y.~)
The name Topashaw may be simply a variant form of

Otapasso* c*. v#, supra * but it is highly probable that there
is s connection between Topashaw and Taposa, the latter
being the name of a tribe which formerly lived on the ^azoo
river.

”Iberville heard of them [the Taposa] in 1699, when

they were said to be between the Of&goula [Choctaw of j , *dog,
o kla* 'people1] and the Chakchiuma [Choctaw shakchl, 'craw
fish, ' and humrna* fr e d f], on Yazoo r. Baudry des l*ozieres
mentioned them in 1802, under the name Tapouches, as settled
in a village with Chakchiuma and Ibltoupa [Choctaw Ibetap,
'fountain head,* okla,

'people'] on uxiper Yazoo r., and. in
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fact they were really the most northerly Yazoo tribe* They
appear to be one of the tr5.bes confederated with the Chick
asaw, and according to Le Page du Pratz spoke the same
language* They occupied 25

cabins in 1750*

272Hodge, B A E . Bril. SO, II, 691-692.
The meaning of the name Tapoaa Is unknown*
Topashaw creek is a tributary of Yalobusha river, in
Calhoun county*

T0U0AL00

t'tA0 sla:l
1818* Bogue Tooftooloo* Ludlow*
1820* Bogue Toogolo. Tanner*
Tougaloo probably signifies "second,” being corrupted

from Choctaw atuklsu It isclear that the name
certainly first applied to

was

j>retty

a stream, Bok atukla*"second

creek,” which Tanner (1820) places in Kemper county, between
Noxubee river and Okatlbbee creek, unless, of course, it is
to be associated with Tougoulas* the name of one of the nine
villages of the Natchez listed by Iberville In 1699.
Gatschet, on the authority of Allen Wright, a Choctav? chief, interprets the latter name as "forest people,"
discovering its source in Choctaw iti, "wood, " "forest,”
okla,

"people."273 And Halbert, assuming that Tougalop, which

273Gatschet, A Migration Legend,

X, 57*
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designates a station on th© 10 railroad, in Hinds county,
and a college operated under the auspices or the American
Missionary Association, situated near the station, is the
same name, concurs with Oatschet in this interpretation**^
P74.

PAHS,

III, 7 6 *
President Judson L« Cross, of Tougaloo College, in**

forms me that every on© around Tougaloo thinks the name means
”second creek11 or ”two cr e ek s * H
As X have pointed out in connection with th© name
Pocolechetto, supra * the Choctaws frequently referred to
streams by numbers instead of by names*
The Choctaw town of Boukt oukoulou chi to ("big two
i*ip|ni I ■1
1i ^ mihi*

i IhlHI—

!»!***.» II r.awi* MHUWB

v

'

creeks"), according to Halbert, was situated at the confluence
of Running Tiger creek and Sucarnoochee creok, almost four
miles northwest of the present site of De Kalb, Kemper county*

27‘S

^

g75MPA. I, 41.

TUBBALUBBY

[jtA b s 'U b il

Tubbalubby creek originates In T11S, R5K, Lee county,
and flows south eastv/ard Into Monroe count?;- to join Town creek,
sometimes called West Fork of Tomblgbee river*

The name is Choctaw tub 1 * "beans," a,, "there," and
lubbi, "to root up" — "[oreokj where beans have been rootdd tip.”
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TULA

t'tjU'.lal
The town of Tula is situated on Pollacona creek,

about fourteen miles east of Oxford, seat of Lafayette county*
There is also a lake in Coahoma county which bears the name*
Tula is a popular geographic name in Mexico, but in
the case of its application to the town and the lake in
Mississippi, it is said to be a corruption of Creek tola,
"the sweet bay (tree)11 (Persea borbonia Spreng)*

TOTBALOO

['tATnbslu:]

Tumbaloo creek is a tributary of Richland creek in
Rankin county* Though a possible solution is suggested in iti
ombala, "an opening in the wood where there are but few large
trees,” Simpson Tubby says that the source of the name is
Choctaw hat omb a1ah a.* "beech tree**1

TUNICA

['tjuiTiike]

"The name Tunica perpetuates that of an Indian tribe,
living at the close of the seventeenth century on the southern
side of the Yazoo river, not very far from Its mouth,**276
2^®Read, La * Place-Names■
"The name of the tribe signifies simply ’men* or
’people* [ta., ’the,* uni* ’people,* and the nominal suffix
-kaj in their language, but they prefer to call themselves as
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a nation by another term, Yoron.”^77
^^Swanton, BAE, 3ul. 43, 306*
Tunica is the name of a county in the northwest cor
ner of the state and of the seat of that county. Tunica
county was established in 1836, being one of the counties
carved out of the territory acquired from the Chickasaw® in
the Treaty of Pontotoc, 1832*

TUPELO

['tju:palo:l

The town of Tupelo, seat of Lee county, was so named
by officials of the M&O railroad in 1854, when © station was
established at that point on the railway* Tills name was
chosen because of the abundance of the tupelo gum trees (Myas®
mnltlflora L* ) wKich grew in the vicinity of the station.
Tupelo signifies "swamp tree,“ being derived from
Creek ito, "tree,” and opilwa. "swamp*”

TUSCAK DMA

[,ta sK0

V m a]

The name Tuseaborn© applies to-day in Mississippi to
a small settlement in T22N, R3E, Grenada county, known as
Tuscahoma Church. The name, which signifies "Red Warrior,”
from Choctaw tashka. "warrior,” and homma, "red,” is the same
as that of an Indian village situated of the Tomblgbee river,
in Choctaw county, Alabama*
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"Captain Bernard Romanis], in his account of his
.lourney down the Tomblgbee, states that on the 13th of
January, 17*78, he came to Batehachooka, ^ Qthe present
S7®Choctaw B&dheha Cb.uka , "Ridge Houses" --Reed, Ala, Place/
Name s » 71*
Tuscahoma.*•,»279
279Belbert, PMHS, III, 367.

TTJSCAKOLA

[.UsksWel

According to Halbert, Tugca.nola is a corruption of
Choctaw t&shka, "warrior," and nan anoli, "herald," !1messenger •«2B0
OQO

PAHS, III, 75—77*
The name applies to-day to a settlement in Jones

county*

TUSCOLA

[tAs'Koie]
Tuscola is the name of a small town situated on the

G?,*&N railroad, near the banks of Tuscolameta, or Young War
rior creek, in southern Leake county*
At first inspection, X supposed the name to have been
imported into Mississippi from Illinois, Michigan, or Virginia*
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(According to the Century Atlas* the name occurs in the
threestates mentioned, as well
I am informed, however,

as in Mississippi* )
by Mr* W* A* Ellis, Car

thage , Mississippi, that the name of the town is merely a
shortened form of Tusoolameta * <i* y*, infra *

TUS COL AMET A

[,ta s KeleWta]

Tuscolamets creek begins at the confluence of Hens*
ley and Conehatta creeks, in western Newton county, and
flows northwestward into Scott county* In correct Choctaw
orthography, the name is tashka * W a r r i o r ,n himralta * Hyoung”
— "young werr ior •”

281Halt>ert, PAHS. Ill, 76.
The stx^eam is known to-day by both th© Indian name
and its English equivalent* The
(Forest

Quadrangle,

U* S* Geological survey

1922) and a soil survey of Neivbon county

made in 1916 by the U. S, Department of Agriculture use the
Indian designation; Rand McNally1s map of Mississippi (1934)
has Young Warrior creek*

TTJSCtWBIA

LtAs'KAmbia]

Tuscumbia river oi'iglnates at the Alcorn-Prentiss
county line, flows northwestxvard across Alcorn county, and
joins Hatch!© river just north of the Mlsslssippi-Tennessee
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boundary*
Dr. W. A. Head, considering the name es applied to
a city in Colbert county, Alabama, mentions the common
translation "Warrior Killer,” from Choctaw or Chickasaw
tashka, "warrior,” and abi or arabi, "killer,” but suggests
a more plausible etymology in Choctaw tashka umbachl, Wwar~
rior rainmaker," or Choctaw taahka umba ikbi. "warrior rain
maker.”282
282Rea&, Ala. Place-Names* 72*
The place-name Tuscumbia perpetuates

the

name of

a famous Cherokee chief

TUXAC K A N I E

[,t* Ks e1fcje:rtjl

Tuxachanie is a corruption of Taksbochiya* the name
of a place in the Old. Nation, mentioned by Byington*S84
284BAE, Bui. 46, 330.

Takshochfya is composed of Choctaw taksho. "fragments

q£ tanfula (1Indian hominy*) boilers," a, "there,” and chiya,
"to lie" — "boiler fragments are lying there." The n in the
present-day form Tuxaohanle may be accounted for by the fact
that there existed in Choctaw also the nasal form chlnya of
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°f cfriTO (of» Choc tew Bible, Josh* 3** 2% 7: 21), 285
285

Concerning the -use of chiya (said by many to be strictly
dual), see Nuslchlya*
It is of some interest to observe both the linguis
tic and the geographical proximity of the names Tuxachanie
and Tchoutacabouffa , &+ v* , supra*
Tuxachanie creek, which lies in eastern Harrison
county, enters Tchoutacabouffa in section 28, T6S, H 9V-, St,
Stephens Meridian#

W
WAHALAK
1839# Wah bar lock* La Tourrette*
1839» Wahalook~* Tanner *
1891* -ahalak* Smith*

The uo\m of Wahalak is situated in northeastern
Kemper county, on the M&0 railroad. The source of the name
is Choctaw wahhaloha* r,to branch out,fl"pronged," which,
applied to a stream, signifies "having two, or more,
branches.”2®6 The name of the town was evidently transferred
2860
. Ala# Place-Names, 75#
Head,
from a tributary of Tomblgbee river, near which the town
stands #
WAMBA

t'wonnbs]
Wamba is perhaps simply a shortened form of Itawamba
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X** grappa* The village of W&mba. is situated in Attala
county* near Kosciusko* the county seat.

TAtmiBREE

[vo:'Ubil

Simpson Tubby says that Wautubbee is a Choctaw per
sonal name* corrupted from owatta. "to hunt*” t, "and,”
abl, "to kill” --that is* "the one who hunts and kills."
The name designates to-day a station on the N O M E
railroad, in Clarke county*

WHISKEY

1818. Wjskey. Ludlow.
Whiskey creek is a tributary of Pascagoula river,
in Ceorfre county* The name is a folk-etymological develop
ment from Choctaw uski, "cane," "reeds" — hence, Cane creek.
Y
YALOBtJSHA

[,j*la 'b^a]

1837. Yallabusha. Eitchell (sectional survey).
1839. Yellow But ch.a . La Tourrette*
1839. Yallabusha* Tanner*
The Yalobusha river is one of the principal water
courses in north central Mississippi. The name Is derived
from Choctaw yaloba * "tadpoles," and ash a * "to be there”
— thus, “tadpoles are there,” or "tadpole place."
When several counties were formed in December, 1833,
from the territory obtained from the Choctaws by the Treaty
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Rabbit, 18o0,

one of* them was naiaect Y&lobpsb.'i.

There Is also e third application of the name Yalo 
busha in Mississippi — a "flag stop" on the Y&KV railroad,
in Xueflore county,

YAITOBBEE

[ja'TMbi]

1702, Ayanahe Augoula. Iberville.
1730* Y a n o b e . D© Xiusser*

jJBBBkS.* Danville.
1839. Yaunabee. La Tourrette*
Yanubbee creek rises Just to the south of De Kalb,
in Kemper county, and flows eastward to join Pawticfaw
creek. Old Yanubbee town was situated about eight miles
to the south of th© present site of De Kalb and near the

point of confluence of Yanubbee creek with Pawticfaw.
The present spelling of the name is comparatively
new. The genuine Choctaw orthography is Xyanabi, "ironwood, n

"witch-hazel." Byington mentions the application of this
name to the stream in his dictionary.
287

0Q17

B A E , Bui. 46, 217.

The spelling of Iberville, It will be noticed, is
very close to the Choctaw* H© has simply appended augoula,
which is Choctaw pkla. "people."
"Yannubbee Town was a place of some celebrity in

Choctaw history. According to tradition, at

3 0 m©

period in
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the eighteenth century, a bloody war occurred between the
Creek Indians and the, Kooncheto Choctaws*288 Both parties
S98Kooncheto is a corruption of Kunohate chito» "big cane
(t o ^ T T H ^ a h a k chlto was situated In Beshoba county near
the headwaters of Oktibbeha creek — Swanton, BAS, Bui* 103,
62*
*
finally becoming weary of war, at the suggestion of the
Creeks, Yannubbee Town, which, it seems was a neutral town,
was selected as a place of rendezvous for the two tribes to
meet and arrange terms of peace* The Choctaw chief with his
warriors on the appointed day arrived in Yannubbee* But th©
Creeks, perhaps fearing treachery, failed to make their
appearance* The Choctaw chief then ordered bis warriors to
fire their guns upward in the open air, thereby Intimating
his perfect willingness that the war should close* This
action, which no doubt became known to the Creeks, practically
made peace between the two tribes*
288Halbert, PHHS, III, 368.

Yanubbee town as an Indian village continued to exist
until as late as 1842*

YAZOO

L'j^zui]
3*TOO* ^asooa* Penlcaut*
1702* Yachou* Iberville*
1721* Yachoux* Charlevoix*
3-730 • Y & zovlx J D© Lusser,

1733* Yazou. De Grenay#
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At; the present tilroe, Yazoo has no less "than five
applications, as a geographic name, in the state of Missis
sippi. It designates one of the state*s principal water
courses, the Yazoo river; a county lying in the east cen
tral part of the state; the seat of that county, Yazoo
City; a railway station on the Y&MV, near Yazoo City

*— Yazoo

Junction; and a settlement In Coahoma county, Yazoo Pas®*
If the etymology which finds the source of the
name in hchee yashu, "leaf," may be trusted, the name ap^
parently belonged in the first instance to the stream.
Subsequently, It was perhaps transferred to the Indian tribe
which resided on the lower Yazoo river* From the tribe or
from the river, the Choctaws --the Qklafalaya ("long people")
group—

borrowed the name for one of their important towns,

situated In f at is now Neshoba county, near the headwaters
of Oktibbeha creek, and for the less important Yashu
Iskitini ("little Yazoo” ) town, situated in what is now
Kemper county.
The frequency with which the Choctaws used the name
Leaf river to designate streams*^9and the tl'chee claim that
g90Cf. Bo rue Hasty and Ea stabutchie» supra *
they were the most ancient inhabitants of the Gulf Coast
-—a claim substantiated by some evidence that the tribe liv©&
in Mississippi in prehistoric times and gave names to several
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streams, names which, unfortunately, cannot be earoleined
in Choctaw—

lend support to the etymology which indicates

the origin of the name Yazoo in Uehee yashu*
OOI

PMBS* V, 302-308, and FMHS, VI, 422-423; 427.
The etymology which finds the source of Yazoo in
Choctaw ya, or ia» "to go," and asha, "to sit," is, sccordihg
to Dr* W. A* Read, without f o u n d a t i o n . l i k e w i s e , the
PQ2

Cf. Savanton, BAB, Bui* 103, 32, ru 23.

interpretations, "River of Death" and "to blow on an inatrument,w^ m u g t be discredited upon the ground of lack of
29SGermett, PMPS. VI, 349,
evidence.
The Yazoo people belonged to the Tunica .group, being
"always closely associated with the Korea, whom they resembled
in employing an r in speaking, unlike most of the neighboring
tribes* The French In 171R erected a fort 4 leagues from the
mouth of the Yazoo r. to guard that stream, which formed the
waterway to the Chickasaw country* In 1729, in Imitation of
the Natchez, the Yazoo and Koroe. rose against the French and
destroyed th© fort, but both tribes were finally expelled and
probably united with the Chickasaw and. Choctaw. Whether the
tritoe had any connection with the West Yazoo and Fast Yazoo

towns among; the Choctaw is unknown*
294

H o d g e , B A E , Bui* 30, II, 995.

^OCANNOCANA

[_, ja K a ^ a k a n r]

Yocannocana is a freight station on the CM2 A rail
road, In Leake county. The name is a variant form of Yokahpckany,

v. , infra * showing the result of consonantal

assimilation.

YOCONA
1837.
1839.
1839.
1899.

Yoknepatawpha. Bell (sectional map)*
Yoknepatawpha. Tanner.
Yochnapatafa* La Tourrette.
Yoconapatawfa. Cushman.

Yooona river has its headwaters in Lafayette and
Pontotoc counties. It flow3 westward Into Tallahatchie
river, In Quitman county.
In correct Choctaw, the name Is yaknl. "land,”
patsfa, "plowed,” "tilled.” The second element of the orig
inal name has been dropped entirely in the present-day
spelling. This shortening must have taken placo in compar
atively recent times, for the Official Records of the Union
and Confederate Armles . Series 1 9 reporting the battle
between the Union and Confederate forces, of December 1,
1862, on the Yocone river, has the spelling Yocknapata1fa.
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YOCOTJY

Tocony Is the name of a small settlement In Itawamba
county, near the Alabama state line. Presumably, the name is
a c orrap 11on of Choctaw yakni» "la nd ," ncoun try. "

YOK AIT0 CK AJ>!Y

[,JaKe'haloni]

Concerning the name Yokehookany, which designates a
creek In Leake county, halbert writes as follows: "All that
can be said about this word is the statement of an old
Indian countrymen that it is a corruption of Choctaw y&knl
aiokll. 1Beautiful
295PAKS, III, r?r?m
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The name is actually corrupted from Choctaw yakni,
"land, rr and okhlna, "creek.
29oSee Swanton, D/M-.. Bui. 103, 81.

TOY IITA

Vjy.kvi]
The village of Yokena Is situated on the YhMV rail

road, In Warren county. The pronunciation

which,

hr. H. IT. Hackey, Vicksburg, Mississippi, Informs me Is the
only one In use in Yarren county, indicates on etymology in
Choctaw yakni. "land." The present-day spelling is apparently
e rather recent development.
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YOKABA
According to the Tupelo Quadrangle of the Tj. 3.
Geological surve$r, 1923, Yonaba creek is a tributary of
Oldtown creek, which it joins just to the northwest of the
town of Tupelo, Lee county*
The

source of the name is uncertain* The final

element aba, suggests Choctaw obi, "to kill.” Perhaps the
original is

the Choctaw personal name y m . or la, "one who

goes,” plus

n&, conjimctive particle, "and," "so that,"

plus abi* "to kill" --t’-us, Yanabl, "one who goes and
kills."
A second possible interpretation Is indicated in
Choctaw yanoba,» "feverish."

Y01TKAP I!:

[j^.pJOpi n1

The Crowder Quadrangle of the !J. 3* Geological
survey, 1955, places Yonkapin lake in Tallahatchie county,
about four miles south of the Quitman county line.
At first, X supposed the name to be corrupted from.
Choctaw yokopa. "placid,” "quiet," but Dr* VV. A , Dead has
called my attention to the similarity of Yonkapin and
varikapin. the latter form being a corruption of Ojlbwa
v;anklpin, which signifies "crooked root” and is the name
for "the long nodose rootstock of the water chinquapin”
(belumbq. lutes Yillcl. Pors.), Th.e root of the water chinquapin
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was commonly used, as food among the Indians? it was always
necessary, however* to boil the root In order to destroy
Its acidity*
Wa*Hcipjn was called Wtarawa and t&lnwa, 1hollow
root,1 by-the Oto and
297Hodge, BAB. Bui* SO, II, 904.
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ADDENDA ET CORRIGENDA

£*

6*

asha,

Abyatohle may be a corruption of Choctaw bihj
"mulberry place." Cf. B A B , Bui. 103 J 69, and

a b i s s a , Ibid., p» 71*
P. 11*

Insert "Black Warrior,w after Tascalusa*

P. 18.

Read A m e r . Anthrop* . N* S. IX (1907), 527*

P* 30*

After "family" In line 2, reads But see John

R. Swanton,

"A Structural and Lexical Comparison of the

Tunica, Chitamacha, and Atakapa Languages,” B A E * Bui. 68,
and compare Me ill© t and Cohen, Lee Langues du Monde * p*
622, footnote*
p. 43.

Ibetap jL bok should be Ibetap in b o k .

P, 44*

After "sumac,” line 1, insert (Rhus glabra L.)*

P.

The pronunciation, however, points almost

47*

certainly to Choctaw b a i l , "white oak" (Quercus alba L,),
as the first element of the name Blachoua. The second
element may be shua or perhaps chab a , "high,” "tall*"
P.

50*

Change a to £ in C'ba$©5^3 <•

P*

51*

Boghnmpba may be from Choctaw b o k , "creek,”

umbl,

and

"pawpaw" (Asimlna triloba Dunal,)* Or perhaps the
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second element may be Choctaw umpa 9 'Vain. "
P* 56 *Add; BOOUETULCKS X „ A southwestern tributary or Ch lea
se wh ay river. The name signifies "Little Two-streams,"
the Choctaw source being B o k . "stream," tuklo,

"two," and

—us 1 t "little" (B A B . Bui* 103*# 6 8 ).
P* 64*

In line 2, read an for a.

P. 71*

Change a to C in the transcription of Chockahoma.

P* 89*

After "sourwood," line 3, add (Qxy&endrum

arboreum L * , DC * )*
P* 94.

Yet another source of Hatchapajoo may be Choctaw

hacha apell, "Hurricane creek." Cf* Amer. State Papers.
Public Lands, VII, 68, 69*
P* 109

The second element in Kentuotah is

In all

probability Choctaw h o h t a k * "pond,” or oktak, "prairie."
The final k in Choctaw is weak and often disappears in
pronuncIat1o n •
P* 124.

Warkeeta may be from Choctaw n a k l , "arrow," and

ltl, "wood*"
P, 138*
hullo *"

Delete "or indicating an unusual translation of
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P* 155*

After "cattails,” add (Typha latifolia L* and

T. angustifolia L . )»
P. 163,

Read

'There is probably no connection other then

linguistic,” etc•
P# 171*

Change masts to mast* and "were much prised” to

"was much prised*”
P. 191.

Delete the v<ror&s "or Choctaw it! illl plus

lobbl*w etc.
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